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PORTLAND PlIBLISHISO CO.,
Exchanok St, Pobtlaxd.
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Machines
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EXHIBIT

PORTLAND,
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23d,

THE

ROSS

LOT!

Book Binders.
Wm. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SHALL A SHACKFOBD, No. 33 Plnm

Carpenters

Will

sold,

Such

18

approved ollaterals.

acquired

new

OFFICES AT
A. 6. Schlotterbeck A
303 Congress st.

Schumacher Bros.,
Deering Block.

No. 5

WM.

M.

Book, Card

those that
Machine to call at

Where we shall
sortment of these

con,tantly on
keep
Machines in the

Co.,

exemplar of

The brilliant

the

a

A

stranger in

our

midst,

but

a

full

a

Henrv Dunn &

carefully

and

GIG

(Formerly

Harness

BROKER,

8H1P

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
SOUTH DELAWARE AVENUE,

SHIP

Co.,

Where we invite all
examine one of the

Warren & Gregg.

l

I

if. L. Grkgg,

J. B.

Jan23-ly

Hamel,

148 EXCHANGE ST.

Jan22tf__
Counsellor and Attorney at Law !
particular attention paid to collecting.

jan24-ly_
THOMAS H. TALBOT,
(Late Assistant Attorney General,

U.

S.)

Attorney and Counsellor
AT LJAW!
No. IS Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Hass.

MADE

GEORGE D. JOST,

FRESCO PAINTER

Our Rooms

Order Slate at F. F. Hale’s, Comer of Free
de20 if
Streets.

N. B.

n

If It.

|

fitted up the elegant rooms over H. H. Hay’s
Drug store, at the Juuction of Free and Middle Sts.,
where lie invites and can better accommodate those
who mav favor him with their patronage.
Dr. Johnson has associated with himself as a partner. Dr. A. W. FRENCH, a Dentist of ability and
skill, and all operations pertaining to dental surgery
will be performed by them in the most satisfactory

ap29eodlm

manner.

LKKILEH,

W.

Fainter,

Fresco

2500 bushels unhulled Canana
900 sacks Red

MAINE.

Timothy,

Top,

12 tons New York and Western

Clover,

Millet,

bushels Orchard Grass,
850 bushels Seed Oats,
700 bushels Two-Rowed Barley,
190 bushels Buckwheat,
ixuc

at tunvot mat act

u|ui«b.

Portland Agricultural Warehouse
and Seed Store.

_Jy13dtf___

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

a.

rioopph,

Portland, April,

MiSCPiCTUKBK OP

Ltnagn, E»■tmeled Chairs, Ac.
w-All kinds ol repairine neatly done. Furnloc25-’fi9T T&Stf
nre boxed and matted.

flrlVouough

Patrol

Bed

J. H. LA NISON,

PHOTOGRAPHER,
152 Hiddle Street.

No

the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card.and ttiC retouched
card bv which new process we get rid of freckles
wrinkles, and all imperfections of the stin
Call and judge tor yourselves.
BpMoito-Gosd work at Moderate PricA im

m.

f

may 20

Plow._

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!
As the

Wholesale

Dealers in

ORcrSI'JCONGItlSB
Tanl 4.T

ers.

PREBLE STREET.

A

__

ESTABLISHED 1840.

NOTICE.

STAGE

THE

Old Line Re-Established!
and after May 1, 1872, stages will leave Portland and Brklgton
(Sundays exceptevery day,
over the old route.
ed) at 7 o’clock A. M,
Connecting at Raymond with Stage from Bolster
Mills and intermediate places on that route Mondays,
Wednesdays, Fridays, and on return Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays.
By'Tickets sold on the Boston Boat for all places
on the above route.
atAll Express business promptly and
tended to. Book at tbe United States Hotel. All orders left at 34 Centre st. will be attended to.

passing

FRANK BACON,

Gold Foil and

Dentists’

WILLIAM

A.EVAHS,

COUNSELLOR AT
FORT FAIRFIELD
tf
Jyl

LAW.

brilliant light

ever

given

and children.

more

valuable if all its

streets

51

have

placed tickets

on

or on

land for Waterford and So. Waterford, Tuesday
Thursday and Saturday afternoons for Sweden and
Lovell. Through tickets for sa. at G. T. Depot in
Portland, at B. & M. and Eastern Dej>ot8 in Boston.
The

morning stage will be disconti nued after this
2m*

Here's

a

H. MAXFIELD.

Chance Tor
Friends.

Greeley's

.ultima, of the NEW YOEKKR
Irion
quarto paper of 1C Inge., edited aud published
H. GREELEY *
New

WALL

GO.,

FOR

GRAHAM
my20d2w

FOR SEED.

FLOUR. For sale bv
GEO, W. TRUE & CO.,
1*> Commercial «t.

Dix Island Granite Co.

USE

Cement Pipe extensively for Chimneys.

my20eoolw

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Weather Strips.
LOTHROP,DEVENgSCO.,«l Exhange
greet and

April

nor

npon Fire

Risks Unconnected with

BBID6TON CENTER, Me.
Cumberland Honse,Marshall Baeea,Pro

prietor.

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P. Chamberlain,Proprietor.

CALAIS.
Hotel, W.

International

Proprietor.

D.

Simpson,

CAMDEM.
Bay View Haase, E. H. Dernnth, Prop.

CO., No. 80 Middle Street.
LAMSON, 153 Middle 8t.,eer. Cnu.

J. II.

$2,135,080 63

$5,375,793 24

$14,806,812 37

J, H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
J. D. HAWLETT, 3rd Vlce-Pres’t.

By order of the Beard,
J. D. JONES, President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres’t.

dlm-codllm&w6w

FEENY,

Clearing and Grubbing,
proposals
Graduation and Masonry upon the Nashua
and Rochester Railroad from Nashua to Rochester
.31st, 1872,
(48 miles) will be received till Friday,
at 12 o’clock M. at the office of the President of the
Company, F. H. Kinnicutt Worchester, Mass., to
whom all proposals must be addressed, and indorsed
“Proposals for Graduation and Masonry.**
and
On and after May 15th, 1872, the plans,
specifications may be seen and further information
obtained at the office of the Engineer of the Company,
in the Telegraph Building, Nashua, N. H.
The Directors reserve the right to reject any and
all bids. By order of the Directors
C. O. DAVIS, Eng. N. & R. R. R.
for the

SEALED

May

profiles

Nashua, N. H., May 13th,

1872._

td_

BOSTON LEAD CO.,
[Incorporated ix 18*9.)

J. H. Chadwick &

Co., Ag’ts,

OFFICE OF THE ACT’C COM. SUB’S.
Fort Preble, Maine. 1
j
May 9th, 1872.
proposals in duplicate of the forms furnished by the undersigned, will be received until
Thursday, the 20th day of .June, 1872, at ten o’clock
A. M. ,ior all the fresh beef required at this post from
June 30th 1872. to December 31st, 1872, or such less
time as the Commissary General may direct. Details and requirements furnished by the undersi gned.
A true copy of the latter with this advertisement to be
attached to each proposal offered.
ROLLIN A. IVES.
2d Lieut., 5th Art’v,
mayl8 dot
Act’g Com, of Sup’s.

SEALED

IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the Subscriber has been duly appointed Executrix of the
Will of John S. Cushman, late of Portland, in the
couuty of Cumberland, deceased, and has taken upon herself that trust
by giving bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate
of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same;
and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
MARTHA E. CUSHMAN, Executrix.
3w
myl8,25junl
Portland, May 7th, 1873.

NOTICE

33, 34 Sc 36 Oliver Street,
BOSTON.
MANUFACTURERS

A

OF

For Sale.
COVERED MEAT WAGON-nearly new, at
lawyer’s Stable, corner of Federal «3fc Mar-

ket sts.

my!8d2w

___

Maine Central Railroad Co.

BOSTON

using the flat bottomed Cement Pipe extensively.
myl8eodlw
is hereby given that the subscriber has
been duly api>ointed Executor ef the Will of
BETSEY WILLIAMS, late of Portland,
the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has

ARE

Pure White Lead ! NOTICE
in Oil,
Dry
(.round

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED in
taken upon himself that trust by giving bonds as the
LEAS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
law directs. And I do hereby appoint Sat ban Webb,
of said Portland, my agent or attorney in the State
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
I
I of Maine. All persons having demands upon the
& FITTINGS, PUMPS, SC., SC.
estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
Our 1’ure White Lead, both dry and ground in oil, 1 same; and all t>ersonB indebted to said estate are callwe warrant to be strictly pare, and guarantee
ed upon to make payment to
that for fineness, body and durability, it is not surCHARLES L. WILLIAMS, Executor,
in
either
or
ef Philadelphia,
Lead
the
market,
foreign
passed by any
American.
Or to Nathan Webb, Agent or Attorney. my9,16,23
we
have
order
to
ourselves,
adopted
0TIn
protect
OTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the subscrib
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red star, with
er has been
appointed and taken upon himcorporate seal in the centre. This is on every pack- self the trust of duly
Administrator of the estate of
age of our Pare Lend. None genuine without it.
ABIGAIL CHASE, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given

W. F.

Phillips

&

Co.,

AGENTS FOR THE CO.,

40 & 48

feb6d8m eod

MIDDLE ST.
•

YOU FEEL WEAK AND LANGUID IN
OF OVER EXERTION?
Have you taken cold? Are
you afflicted with Rheumatism, or pains or any kind? try one of
Wolla’

Machine-spread

Piasters.

Strengthening

'Bhey will certainly cure.
They are are composed of choice emollient guma
made on the finest kid, of three different sices, and
are worn with ease and comfort.
Sold by Druggists
Price 15.20 and 30 cents ea«h.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton

Street, N

bonds as the law directs. All i>ersons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, aro required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called ni»on to make payment to

SAMUEL CHASE, Adm’r.

PEARL

STREET

FOR

Real Estate Agents.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congress

Goods and
RE cliauce—A first class
Dressmaking Establishment for sale; one of the
bost locations in the city; now doing a splendid business; satisfactory reasons given for selling ont; rent
low. For particulars enquire at

myl3d1m

Fancy

THIS OFFICE.

GREAT FALLS, N. H.
Great Falls Hotel, O. A. Frost, Proprietor

KENDALL’S MILLS.
Kendall’s Mills Hotel, Randall Andrews,

Proprietor.

LIMERICK.
Limerick Honse, Jaseph G. Harmon, Pro-

printer.

IMCHIAI.
Eastern Hotel.—L.K. Corthel, Proprietor.
NAPLES.

NOBBIDfiKWOCK.

FRENCH SCHOOL, 430

38

NO.

etor*.

see

rooms

HIGH

STREET,

cutting and fitting dresses, would
ladies to call from 9 a. m. to 6 p.

the late style patterns she has just receiv-

also sell patterns to those who may wish to
myl*lin

City of Portland.
hereby given that the joint Standing
NOTICE
Committee
laying out
streets, to whom
of Isaac C. Morse and others
refered the
on

new

petition

was

praying that a Road or Street may be laid out on
Peaks'island, in the city of Portland, will meet at

the division line between land of Mrs. S. M. Brackett and James W. Brackett, on
the twenty-second day of May instant, at said Peaks’ Island,
at 3} o’clock d. m., to hear all parties interested and
then determine and adjudge whether public convenience requires that a street should be laid out oh said
Peaks Island, and if they should so adjudge, will then
out a street, and fix the damages as
and there
required by law.

Wednesday

BEXJ. KINGSBURY, JR.,
F.

KING,

chas. McCarthy, jb.,
SAMU’L S. KICH,
HENRY C. NEWHALL,
JOHN F. RANDALL.
invIKti)

f’limmiftno

nn

livinrr

nnt nanr

Qirnutu

Advertiser Copy.

MUSIC BOXES! MUSIC BOXES
Not only the tinkling, sweet-toned

little Musie

Boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense instruments that produce sonnds as ]>owerful as those
of a Pianoforte, and fill a house with melody. Call
soon at 33 COURT STREET and select one from the
larpe s<ock, so that it may
Chime Christmas,
or ring the New Year, in the ears of your delighted
family!
VIOLINS, GUITARS, FLUTES, BAND INSTRUMENTS, aud a full assortment ef other instruments.
MUSIC and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also for
sale at the store of
J. C. HAYNES & CO., 33 Court St.,
dec"-d&wtc
[Opposite jlie Conrt House.)

City of Portland.
City Clbrk’9 Office, 1
May 15th, 1872. S
Uj>on the petition of George H. W. Brooks for permission to erect and maintain a portable Steam Engine in his building, No 79 Brackett St.
Notice is hereby given that on Monday, the third
day of June, at 7} o’clock P. M., a hearing will be
had of all parties interested in said petition, at the
Aldermen’s Room in City Building,
per order,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

BOSTON ELASTIC FABRIC CO.
Ofllcc, No. 05 Devonshire

Street.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Rubber Belting,
Rubber How,
Rubber Parking, Are.
Railway Belt* for Cotton Mills,
Endless Belts, of any

Exre ;uired dimensions.
length guaranteed. Perfectly Spliced.
Belts are all prei»ared under McBURNfiy^These
PATENT

act

STRETCHING PROCESS.,and will
superior to any in the market.
CHAS. McBURNE Y, Prest.
RANDOLPH M. CLARK, Treas.
ap!2d3m

be found

3 S

3 H

h’h'sj

of

NORTH WINDHAM.
Nemaaket Hone, W. W. Stanley, Proprietor.

__

_

siihoF a.

dyer,

NORWAY.
Kim Heme, Mnin St. W. W. Whitmar.h,
OLD ORCHARD RKACH.
Ocean Haase, R. Scary, Proprietor.
Old Orchard House, K. C. Staple., Proprietor.

PKAK’S ISLAND.
ITniea Home—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.
PORTLAND.

House, Temple St. Charles Adams,
Proprietor.
Albion Honse, 11T Federal St. J. G. Perry,
Proprietor.
American Haase, India St. <D. H. Dodge,
Proprietor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
John P. Daris A Co. Praprieton.
Falmouth Hotel, P. K. Wheeler, PropriAdam.

etor.

Preble Honse, Congress St. Gibson A Waterhouse

Proprieton*

St. Julian Hotel, Car. Middle and Plnm
Sts. G. K. Ward, Proprietor.
C. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts. D. N. Cushman, Proprietor.
Walker House, Opp. Raston Depot, Geo.

Rridgham Jr., Proprietor.
PARIS HILL.

Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor.
SOUTH CHINA.
Cake House, 3. Savage, Proprietor.
BICHJIOND.
Richmond Hotel, H. Springer. Proprietor.
8KOWHESAN.

Skowhegan Hotel, JB. B. maybury,PropriHouse, T. H. Hussey A Co. Proprietors.
House, N. H. Hilton, Proprietor,

Elm

St. ANDREWS, N. B.
The Rail Way Hotel, Hichael Clark, Pro-

prietor.

IPRINGVALE.
Tibbetts House, S. F. Tibbetts, Proprietor
STANDISH.
Standish House. Capt. Cbas. Thompson,

Proprietor.

YORK HARBOR.

Harshall House.—N. G. marshall A Sons,

Proprietors.

€.

».

inform kin friends and the public generally
that he has

FOR SALE

a

Cooking: & Confectionery Establishment
above, where he will at short notice supply Parties, Familiev and Others, with all the delicacies of the season. He has attached to his] confectionery store a cozy Saloon, where ICE CREAM and
other refreshments may be obtained at short notice.
Mrs. Saunders will as ever sujierintend the Cooking Department and wait upon the salmon.
Thankful to their many friends for the encouragement they have received in the past, they hope to
merit a continuance of the same.
Particular attention to furnishing Picnics and Excursion Parties during the season.
my8dlm

Fearing,

Rodman &

Swift,

Agents for the sale of

Lawrence & Old

Colony Duck,

AND

New

Bedford.

Cordage.

Manufacturers of
CHAIN

CABLES, CRANE CHAINS, See
Importers of

Anchors, Wire Rope, Russia Bolt-Rope &
Bunting.
& 25 Commercial St., BOSTON

ap23 2taw-6m

Bonds !

34 Exchange St.

APPLEB&BUTTORr

FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
TTEALTHY partly by reason of it, CEMENT PIPE
XX DRAIN.
mylHeodlw

“There is

no sort of
sense,” the St. Louis
insists, “in the Democratic party comover
the beer question.”
lager-heads
Certainly not. Thin potations of that variety

Times
ing to

never

get up

Democracy.
Here

a

head of steam for the

Try whiskey.—Chicago Post.

of the blessings of spring, as
by the Belfast Journal, too often
overlooked by fretful people. Read, and rejoice that the blessed season has returned.
If it was not for spring the frost would not
come out of the ground so that the farmer
could gather his post holes and dig his parsnips, and our houses would not settle back
after the frost had hove them, so the doors
could not be shut without using a jack screw.
are some

recounted

If .we did not have this season we could not
have our cold and rheumatism, Ac., resulting
from wet feet and sudden changes in the
uuu w iiu uuu mn ramer mi sick nuw

than wait until summer?
more

food than hand-

According to careful estimates and
analyses of the exertions, three hours of hard
study wear out the body more than a whole
day of severe physical labor. Another evidence of the cost of brainwork is obtained
from the fact that though the brain is only
one-fortieth the weight of the body it receives
about one fifth of all the blood sent by the
heart into the system. Brain-workers therefore require a more liberal supply of food,
and richer food, than manual laborers.
The Eternal City

place

in the

seems to

be the wickedest

world, if the following

statistics

to be believed:

are

there

are

It is said that in Borne
237 times as many chances of being

murdered as in

England,
3334
In England, it is shown
that one murder occurs for 178,000 inhabitants; in Holland, one for 163,000; in Prussia
one for 200,000; in Austria, one for 57,000; in
Spain, one for 4,113; and in Naples, one for
2,750; but at Borne there is one homicide for
and

times

than Prussia.

every 750 of the inhabitants.
The Cincinnati
terrible

guillotine,

Enquirer demands that that
the two-thirds rale, shall

be kept out of the Baltimore Convention.
The Enquirer says: “In 1860 it beat Stephen A Douglas who could have been elected if

always

been an

opprobrium

WYER

A

CO.,

No. 120 COMMERCIAL ST.,
Where mav be found Csrn, Oata. Heal, Feed*
«c., of the best qualitv.
myl6eod2w
_

_

For Sale.
Inquire

No 10 Tyng street.
HOUSE
MEANS, 178 Congress st.,
1*3

Exchange st.

or

J. C.

T
J^OEO.
PROCTER,

myDd2w

in want of Plain or Fancy Job Printing
will find it to their ad vantage to call on Wm.M
Masks, at the Daily Press Job Printing Office. Exchange Street Portland.

man to me

day or

selves

Democrats, we are not so, being unwilling that a majority of the people shall
The two-thirds abomination should go

the board.

by

to us the intelligence that a gra idson of one
of America’s greatest statesmen was picked
up in Boston streets drunk and put into a
cell, which iu an access of drunken phrensy,
he set on fire and
that he is now

One of the two “principles” composing the
Greeley and Gratz platform has been recklessly demolished by the Cincincinnati Commercial. The political capital of the concern,
it will be remembered, consisted of Horace’s
white hat and Brown’s red head: but the
Cincinnati organ insists that the philosophical
farmer does not wear a white hat at all, but

low-crowned, broad-brimmed, soft black
hat.”
It would be dreadful if somebody
“a

should now go to work and prove that Gratz’
fiery hair isn’t red, but only a prounounced
sorrel.

was so

lying

at

dreadfully burned,
point of death.

the

Thera is no State so large as to contain the
figures that can express the sum in gold, of
the evils, the losses and mischiefs of the liquor
traffic. Everybody knows and admits this to
be true, and I am confident that the people
will by and by demand some law that shall
effectually crush it.”
“Whatl” said my interlocutor, “do you
look for any law more stringent than that
you now have ?” “We look for a law, and
in due time, mean to have it, that shall effectually do the work it is intended for. Just
look there—“some workmen were sinking a
cellar:”—when those

men

commenced work

upon that

job, they used only shovels; the
earth was light and easily penetrated; by and
by they came to hard, compact gravel, and
they took picks to aid the shovel; then they
came to the solid ledge, and you see
they employ drills and gunpowder. They mean to
have a cellar,—it is not to be had with shovels and picks only, other instrumentalities are
to be resorted to, and so we see the work goes
and surely, they are working

on;—slowly

down into the solid rock, and by and by,
with patience and perseverance, the cellar
will be finished.”
a.uu wnai iuruier pains ana penalties ao
you suppose will be required to put the grog
shops down f" I cannot answer precisely.
That must be left to the rumsellers to answer.
We want them to stop their dreadful trade.
If a fine of five dollars or five cents will induce them to quit, it will be all we wish; we
only want them to quit. If five dollars, fifty
dollars, one hundred dollars, will not do it,
then we must consider what will.”
“I do
not think you go to work in the right way;
you should have a law to punish drunkenness
more severely; this is what
you ought to do,
—have a law for putting a ball and chain to a
drunkard’s leg and make him work in a chaingang on the streets six months, every time he
is drunk, and that will cure the evil.”
“No, you are quite mistaken,that would’nt
cure the evil, because the poor drunkard commits the offense under the influence of a
temptation so tremendous that he feels it to
be impossible to resist it; he would drink if he
knew the inevitable penalty to be hanging,
and that escape would be
But
no man can commit this dreadful sin, shame
and crime of drunkenness without the cooperation of the rumseller, whose temptation it
very small and pitiful compared with that of
his victim; the rumseller commits his share
of this great crime for twenty-five cents profit;—lie can be restrained but the drunkard
cannot be, by law.”

impossible.

“Now, how can you stop these unprincipled
from selling ? because they hope to escape detection, and they don’t mind a fine.”
“Why, I think to borrow your idea of the
ball and chain to the leg would do it. They
do not seem to fear a fine much, because they
can soon make it up in the profits; but a ball
and chain to the leg—not of the poor drunkard, as you advise, whom the adversary, in
the shape of a rumseller, has in his remorseless grip, but of the grog-shop keeper. I am
confident that one rumseller, working our
streets with a ball and chain to his leg, would
cure perfectly the whole evil.
We do not
mean to resort to that, nor wish
it, unless the
rumsellen insist upon it; if they declare that
nothing but the ball and chain will make
them quit tbeir dreadful business—why we
must yield, though reluctantly, to their demen

mand.

___________

N. D.

■niNKM NOTICKS.

upon the

Democrat!, >arty, and is pointed to by their
opponents as vidence that, while we call our-

Castobia—a

substitute for Castor oil—a
which is pleasant to take and
does not distress or gripe, but is sure to
operate when all other remedies have failed.
It is

family physic

purely vegetable preparation, containing neiMinerals, Morphine nor Alcohol, the result of fifteen years
experimenting by Dsctor
Samuel Pitcher. It is perfectly harmless and
far more effective than
Pills, Narcotic Syrups
or Castor Oil.
By soothing the system it proa

ther

duces natural
to

sleep,

and is

particularly adapted

cryingand teething children. It kills Worms,

cures

Stomach*

Ache, Constipation,

Flatu-

lency and Derangement of the Liver. No fam
ily can afford to be without this article.
It
but 50 cents—ask your druggist to
get it
for you. and he will always keep it

costs

T,T,&S&wlt
Adamson’s Balsam cures

Colds, Lung Complaints.
mrt5-T T S & wly.

Asthma, Coughs

Price 35 and 75 cts.

Stkamkb

The editor of the

Dayton (Ohio) Journal,
a staunch Republican, has been made the
victim of an exasperating blunder.
He
wrote: “It may be set down conclusively
that, if Gen. Grant declines, Greeley will not
be nominated at Philadelphia.”
The compositor omitted the not, consequently, the
announcement was made by telegraph that
the Dayton Journal had come out for Greeley.
The error was corrected next day, but when
a blunder of that sort
gets a twenty-four
hours’ start, the truth never fairly catches up.
That compositor has fled to Arkansas, and
seeks respite and nepenthe in the peanut
business.

•

Mark was employed as a reporter on the
Virginia Enterprise of Nevada, which position became irksome to him, and he longed
for a change. He says:
I wanted variety of some kind. It came.

Mr. Goodman went away for a week and lelt
me the post oi chief editor.
It destroyed me.
The first day, I wrote my "leader” in the
forenoon. The second day I had no subject
and put it off till afternoon. The third day I
put it off till evening, and then copied an
elaborate editorial out of the American Cyclopedia, that steadfast friend of the editor all
over this land.
The fourth day, “I fooled
around” till midnight, and then fell back on
the Cyclopedia again. The fifth day I cudgeled my brain till midnight, and then kept the
press waiting while I penned some bitter personalities on six different people. The sixth
day I labored in anguish till far into the night
The paper
and brought forth—nothing.
went to press without an editorial. The seventh day I resigned. On the eighth Mr.
Goodman returned and found six duels on
his hands—my personalities had borne fruit.
Nobody, except he who has tried it, knows
It is easy to
what it is to be an editor.
scribble local rubbish, with the facts all before
you; it is easy to string out a correspondence
from any locality; but it is an unspeakable
hardship to write editorials. Subjects are the

trouble—the dreary lack of them, I mean
Every day it is drag, drag, drag—think and
worry and suffer—all the world is a dull
blank, and yet the editorial columns must be
filled. Only give the editor a
subject, and his
work—it is no trouble to write it
up; but
how
fancy
you would feel if you had to
pump your brains dry every day in the
week fifty-two weeks in the
year. It makes
Matter
one low spirited even to think of it.
that each editor of a daily in Ameica writes
in the course ot a year, would lilt four to
eight bulky volumes "like this book 1 Fancy
what a library an editor’s work would make,
Yet
after twenty or thirty years service.
Scott, Bulpeople often marvel that Dickens,
able
to
been
produce
wer, Dumas, etc. have
many books.

If these authors had

wrought

voluminously as newspaper editors do, the
result would be something to marvel at indeed. How editors can continue this tremendous" labor, this exhausting consumption of
brain fibre

Sjcbaoo will commence
running
over the Lake between
Bridgton,
Harrison and Naples and Sebago Lake station

regular trips

Monday, May 20th, 1872, connecting daily
over P. & O.
Railroad, arriving in
Portland at U.JOa. m. and trains
leaving Port-

on

with trains

land at 3.15 p.

m.

mylStf

Colgate & Co.’a Cashmere Bouquet Soap has
a novel but very
delightful perfume, and is in
every respect superior for toilet use.
Sold by dealers in perfumery and Toilet arti-

cle*.

mr4-eod3m

Were

to conform more to the laws of
health and of nature, and be less addicted to
the gratification of his passious, it would not
be necessary to advertise Fellows’
man

Compound

Symp of Hypophosphites

Mark Twain’s Editorial Experience.

(for

their work is

creative, and

not

mechanical laying up of facts, like
reporting), day after day, and year, after year
Preachers take tw >
is incomprehensible.
months holiday in mid-summer, for they find
two
sermons
a week is wearthat to produce
ing in the long run. In truth, it must be so,
and is so; and therefore, how an editor can
take from ten to twenty texts and build upon
a

REMOVAL!

received 50 Tubs of New Vermont
THOSE
Butler. lOO Bbls Rnssett Apples.
JUST
S. P. BARBOUR, No. 10 Markctet.

ingenious gentleman who discovered the
giant, is building an expensive and handsome
business block in Binghamton.”

so

Have removed to

AT

the

so

Tu&F

GEORGE

SECOND NATIONAL BANK

my2tf

located

as

$50 0 0

Deering

SAUNDERS,

254 Congress Street,
Would

my6d3w

Town of

occasional notes from correspondents who
still believe in him; and it may throw some
light upon the matter to state that Mr. Ball,

Turner

23

No. 88 Federal Street.

“We get nothing new about the Cardiff gi"
the New York Tribune, “except

ant,” says

etor.

Manufacturer of

First class Furniture, Book Cases, Show
Caaes, Counting Honor, Oflce and Skip
Furniture. Repairing promptly and neatly done.

Louis

you were married. How did you celebrate
it?” “By marrying a blockhead.”

rule.

Thurston’s
Ivory Pearl Tootkpowder.
■t is the best Dentriflce known.

Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods. PrUe
25 and 50 cedts per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

purgatory.—St.

“Why, Emily, how do you do?” “I am
very well, Julia. I celebrated my wooden
wedding last week.” “Why, I didn’t know

has

prietor*.

H B B B B

C<OUND WHITE’TEETH, HEALTHY GUMS,
^ AND SWEET BREATH, arc secured by conuse

Honse.

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard Horn, C S. Hailey A Co. Pro-

myl6-d2w

INDIA RUBBER GOODS.

Democrat.

of

picture

In 1868 it defeated Hr. Pendleton, whose chances for election were fair. U

Proprietor.

at

of a

nominated.
NORTH CONWAY, N. H.

np

purchase of her.

stant

...I

«--

Ada H. "Worth.
Having taken

ANSON.
D-... A. Hilton, Propri-

NORTH

Keannrgc

Miss

ance

more

Daafarth Hoik, D. Danfortb. Proprietor.

AMBROSE MERRILL, Nn. 139 Middie Street.
J. W. A H. II. MCDUFFEE,Cer. Middle
A Union St*.

Will

Ml. Cutler House,—Hiram Raston, Pro-

Street.

Stair Builder.
LIBBY, 17 1-3 Unieu Street,

D. F.

HIRAM.

Home, Nathan Church A Mon., Proprietor..

^s«ren Street_

myBTeodlw

SALE!

GORHAM.

Central Hotel, F. J. Rerry, Prop.

Kim

Schools.
ENGLISH nnd

ap25tf

AKA

Frank-

JOHN C. PROCTER. No. 03 Exchange
Street.
GEO. B. DAVIS A Co.. No. 301 1*3 Con.
gre«. Street.

built years ago of 12in, 15in and 18in

Cement Pipe.
SEWER

GARDINER.
O. C. Rollins, Proprietor.

prietor.

Portland, April 2d, 1872._ap5<13w

>»

Cor. Cumberland and

lin Sts.

_____

Notice to Contractors.

Hotel,

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, Ac.
P.

MARQUIS

$8,143,240 00
3,379,050 00
217,500 00
386,739 41
2,405,937 95
274,345 01

Pnssamagnoddy Honse.—E. Taft, Prop.
Erans

Plumbers.
JAMES MILLER, N..»l Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixtures arranged and set np in the best manner.
Jobbing promptly attended to.

The New York Herald says of the Greeley
nomination, that the Democrats “might travel farther and fare worse.” That’s what an
Irish priest once said to a member of Parliament, who was displeased with the appear-

Brain-work costs

Pro-

a

two ago. “Yes, I feel
very confident
that it will be done. There is no difference of
a

death.
It is only this week, that the papers bring

work.

DIXFIELD.

expect to exterminate the

of the ex-reb«.

They spell Horace’s name “H. Gree Lee”
South, and, his membership of the Lee
family thus established, insures the support

DEXTER.

Androscoggin Honse, J. Jackson,
prietor.

ever

thoroughly?”

down

ier-Journal expresses its surprise “that the
authorities should permit
anybody to put the
whole State under one roof in that way.”

wcaiuci,

Dexter House.

Grog Shops-No. XIY.

“Do you
grog shops

ABTASCR

opinion among the people upon the point,
that the liquor traffic is a tremendous misWhether the
chief in the community.
drink is sold in gilded saloons and grand hotels, or in tow Irish doggeries, it is the same,
an infinite evil, with the difference only, that
the genteel places are by far the most mischievous, because it is in them, that respectable and temperate young people are taught
the first steps in the drunkards dance of

could
BRUNSWICK. ME.
Dining Rooms, W. B. Field,

EASTPORT.

Photographers.
A. S. DAVIS A

lay

next.

Office

48 Market St.

is

Six per cent interest on the outstanding certificates of profits will be pawl to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
The outstanding certificates of the issue of 1868, will be redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or their
Interest thereon
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next, from which date allcertificates
which
wul cease. The certificates to be produced at tbe time of payment, and cancelled. Upon
be
in gold.
were issued (in red scrip) lor gold premiums; such payment of interest and redemption will
A dividend of Forty Per Cent, is declared on the net earned premiums of the Company, for the
the Second of
year ending 31st December, 1871, for which certificates will be issued on and after Tuesday

York.

SEED.

Proprietors.
Chapman Honse, S. H. Chapman, Proprietor.

DANVILLE JUNCTION.

respectfully invite

18411.)

IN

Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same jieriod
$973,211 84
Returns of Premiums and Exjienses,
The Company has the following Assets, viz:
and o*l er Stocks,
Bank
of
New
York
und
State
Stock, City,
United States
Loans secured by Stocks, amfotherwise,
Real Estate and BondsJand Mortgages,
Interest, and sundry notes and claims due the Company, estimated at
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable
Cash in Bank.

are the
first ten volumes, extending from
1836 to 1841. Each volume is bound, and contains
41 pp. Apply at the Punas Office
mylOdtf

WHITE OATS

BETHEL.
Chandler Honse, F. S. Chandler A Co.

Clark’* Dining Hall, Grand Trnnk Railway Depot, Ifl. W. Clark, Proprietor.

For the purpose of

4t

my20

$7,446,452^69

No Policies have been issued upon Life Risks;

a

by
They

Bryant’s
Proprietor.

SMALL A KNIGHT, No. 154 Exchange

sale at Hawes & Cra-

STREET, Corner of William, New York.

and

and after

BRYANT’S POND.
Pond Honse-N. B. Crockett,

tors.

J.

Children under lO years of a^e, 25 Cents.

Cents.

Total nmount of Marine Premiums,

mylfieodlw

Monday May 6th, Stage will leave
South Paris every afternoon (Sundays excepted)
ON
at
the arrival ol the 1:10 train from Port-

Msasc. Trement St. Bingham
Wrisley A Co. Proprietors.

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.

Watches, Jewelry, Ac.

Night.

and 7 P. M.

(ORGANIZED

had

Waterford Sweden & Lovell
3:30,

». K.

■taira.

ATLANTIC
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY.

Southern White Corn DOCONSEQUENCE

?io. 38 Hawking St., near Sudbury Street,
BOSTON, MASS.
ty Refining done at short notice.
ap27*3m

seats for ladles

Doors opeu at 1

•

Plate,

Carpeted

....

the most

Two Performances—Afternoon and

Real Estate in Portland

SALK—Ten

Bronze,

under Canvass.
No smoking inside the Pavilion.

CHADBOURN & CHURCH.

1-dtf

Manufacturer of

Gold & Silver Leaf,

j...—n... *v.r

i, .In. .r «fc.

,hThe Great Tent w'ilTbe Illuminated by JOBhua Kidd’s Patent Burners,

faithfully

date.

W.

West.

Cement Pipe Sewers.
Marble, WOULD

ST BEET.

LL keep on hand a good as-orlment ol Italian
Ameriem Marble, and will receive orders to
Mouumenial stock, at prices
cut to site all kinds ol
not tail to be satisfactory to all marble workwill
that

Sll

wants to go

SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

be

Italian & American

owner

Jan31

my

HUNT & JEWETT,

.special a......

Feb. 7,1872.

SPRINGVALE.

ON

PORTLAND, NIK.

Copying and enlarging done to ordei
AI) trie new styles, Berlin*, Bembrants, Meda'lion.

in which Tom Barry will appear, in connection with a Full Company.
The GRAND ENTREE wi 1 take place each day of Exhibition at 10 o’clock, a. m„ headed by Prof. O. P.
Perry’> Comet Silver hand, thirteen in number, in the showy uniforms of Royal Prussian Huzzars, borne
in the Golden Chariot, “Car of the Conqueror," drawn by Twemy Arabian Horses, guided by Mons. J. H.
tbe smallest and most beautiful horses ever aeen,
Paul, followed hv a team of TWELVE LITTLE PONIES,
»
—ui v- --..s'““r, >“
-'Jo™™*

JOHN W. MUNGER, Correspondent,
Oflice, 166 Fore St., Portland, He.

HOUSE,

TEBBETS

Pahi.oh Suit*. Lounges, Spring Beds,
Mattress ib,

Sallie.

THE BEAR AND THE SENTINEL,

_ap3d t

1872.

St. L. Rice

Hanorer

***••« »*- H- D- Parker A
Proprietors.
Rerere Honse, Bowdoin Square,Buldarb,
Bingham, Wrisley A Co.. Proprietors
ShJutes Hotel—J.P. m s....... x*eapri

DAMARISCOTTA.
Maine Hotel, Sanborn & Jacob*, Proprie-

M. PEARSON, No. 93 Temple St., near
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated
Ware Repaired.

Humpty Damply,
jierformance culminating with the laughable trifle,
Pete and

FOR SALE!

1J PHOL8TERER
If os. 31 d* i3 Free Street,

humanity.
happy

Total Ainouut of Assets,

Cffioe at Bohomaoher Bros, 5 Deering Block
j.

:

bags Alsike Clover,
26s bushels Hungarian Grass Seed.
350

RATH.
Sagadahoc Honse, Johns. Hilliken, Proprietor.
Bath Hotel, C. HI. PInmmer,
Proprietor

Masons and Builders.
REDLON, 333 1-3 Coigreu Si.

Street.

whole entertainment a single word or action not in keepingwith good taste and decorum.
The manager has great pleasure in introducing to the
citizens of the United States the famous London Clown
DAVID A. HEAL,
and Court Jester,
a “Fellow of infinite Jest," distinguished for his impromptu
and
foibles
of
hits at the follies
The ever-welcome songster and
humorist, TOM
BARRY, is again with us, with that excruciatingly
comical animal and gymnastic phenomenon, the great

175

150 bushels

A. Woodward, Proprietor.
Franklin House, Harlow St., R.
Qainby,
with HI D HKcLanghlin A

CORNISH.
Cornish House,—P. Dnrgin, Proprietor.

the

in Conformity to tho Charter of the Company, submit the following Statement of its affairs
on
December, 1871.
$5,412,777 51
Premiums received on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st December, 1871.
2,033,675 18
Premiums on Policies not marked off 1st January, 18T1,

3200 bushels Western Timothy.

m: vf*

PORTLAND,

will be delighted in witnessing
of the greatest of Child Riders,

The Trustees,
the 31st day of

GRASSSEED.

DENTIST,
Has

Carpet-Bags.

ed.

STAIRS.

UP

Proprietors.
Penobscot Exchange,

A JOHNSON, 171 middle and
116 Federal Streets.

DURAN

m., and

Middle Street.,

59
mrl2-d3m

•

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

REED,

Sl<The management studying the convenience of their patrons

below the Post Office,

Augusta Home, State St. Harrison Baker, Proprietor.
Cony Honse, G. A. A H. Cony. Proprietors.

Proprietor.

ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

--

next

AVGUSTA.

and Fine WatcheB.

Jewelry

^WUIalso exhibit at Lewiston, May 24th; Gardiner 23th, and Augnsta 27th.

ENTRANCE

RESIDENCE, 6 BRADFORD STREET.
and Cross

are

Furniture and Upholstering.
DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
kinds of Upbols , ring and Repairing

Daoamar.

under
Distinctly understand, this is not an exhibition of canvass, but a unique, chaste and elegant Circus, MuOf late, it lias been the custom to impose upon the public so-called Circusses,
one capacious Pavilion.
aroused
the
by
great expectations
seums and Menageries, which being neither one or the other, fail to satiafy
small sideindiscriminate promises unfulfilled. Neither is this superb aggregation to be confounded with a
ot admisshow perambulating the country, assuming to be a “Caravan’7, and exhibiting for a picayune price

FOR THE RECONSTANTLY ON

Furnishing Goods.

BKNJ. ADARS, cor. Exchange and Federal Streets.
HOOPER A EATON, Old Post OSce,
Exchange Street.
L. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street. Upholstering done to order.

of

EXPRESSLY

TAIL TRADE,
HAND.

St.

9 Clapp’s Block'
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

THREE COMIC MULES,

Light Double Harness,
Heavy Double Harness,

Refers to Hon. E. K. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
F.
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court, H. S.; Hou. D.
Jn3-6m
W. Gooch, and Hon. Glnery Twichell.

36 ExUpkolstering of all kinds
No.

J. F. SHERRY, No.

#nu bi uwi.

Admission, 50

Harness,
Business Harness,
Express Harness,
Heavy Harness,
Carryall Harness,

Proprietors.

**. A K.

the EE CLAIRE BROTHERS, being
The gymnasia has been augmented by tbe engagement
their first appearance, in astonishing feats upon the Flying Trapeze, and Mid-Air Flights, which has given
them an established reputation throughout Europe.
HOGLR and FRANKLIN are two more new faces to be commended, apjiearing in veinarkablo
exhibitions of skill and strength.
The following scarcely need to be complimented, from the fact that they are already well known to the
patrons of the Great Stone & Murrat Circus, by their many years’ connection therewith:
1 WNI. DECROW, upon the Come Volante; SIGNOR COEEMBE8, the India-Rubber Man; EUGENE EE ECU, Tumbler and Voultiguer.
In addition to a host of auxilaries, making this establishment, in every detail, a Perfect CItcub.

For the

Pleasure

MIDDLE STREET.

No.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

GOOD STOCK AND WORKMANSHIP.

EDGAR S. DROWN,

No. 80

State,

Our facilities in these spacious rooms enable ns to
manufacture and display onr harness to great advantage,and we propose to offer ourcustomers inducements that will pay them the trouble of one flight of
stairs
Please remember we manu&cture every harness
we offer for sale, and hold ourselves responsible for

CLOUDMAN,

G.

nyio

in

and Custom Made.

Jr.

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

J.

Harness

ACBVBIt.
K>" Howw, Court. St. W. S. A A.
Young,

to order.

Also GEORGE ADAMS, the grotesque and eocentric Clown, worthy of his associates, but entirely dif-

The Ev filing's

ot

CO., Arcade,

A

Furniture and House

All

Elephant Bolivar.

& Co.,

and the public to

Having learne<l that somebody is going to
build a hotel in Rhode bland
ninety-two feet
long and sixty feet wide, the Louisville Cour<-

House,
Proprietor.

DAVID W.

JOHN H. HURRAY introduces his beautiful tutored pupils, the superior Trick Horses, Spot,
Beauty and Black Eagle.
The Afternoon’s amusement will terminate with the appearance of

AH of Home Manufacture

Philadelphia.

'8 Walnut SL,

customers

our

this

A2CD

MERCHANTS !

Waterhouse

Stocks

Largest

BROKERS,

COMMISSION

Emery,

Next above

!

THREE FUNXY CLOWNS,
contribute to the hilarity by their flashes of wit, rich humor, and biting sarcasm; gentlemen, every one of them;
they utter nothing indecorous, in fact there is not in the

Entrance 59 Middle Street,

PHILADELPHIA.jan31

Successors to

STAIRS),

(UP

494

H. L. GREGG &

Manufacturers,

CORNER MIDDLE AND MARKET STS.,

-AKD-

sustaining the reputa-

LITTLE GEORGIE DUCROW,

Son,

-AND-

Gregg.)

Warren &

F.

an-

SADDLE

CMA8. A. WARREN,

than

KEYES.

intelligent Palfrey,

styles of

iervni m

ap22 tc

News, Gossip and Editorial Notes.

mirers.

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
Every Description of work promptly
executed, and at the lowest prices.

more

EQUESTRIENNES

Every boy and girl
remarkable precocity

and Vicinity.
..'.jv.j

—.■ ■_

■.

1872,

without doubt the best Six-Horse Rider, Pirouetteist and Somersaultist in the profession, for the first time
appearing in this constellation.
HARRY WEJLlklf COOK, the British Champion
has again been secured, an announcement that cannot
fail to create great satisfaction among his numerous ad-

Agents for Portland

Sole
'.!

i.

of

Queen of the Circle Abroad, completes this Bevy of Beauty.

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,
aplO

entertainment

ELIZABETH,

MADAM

finish.
machine, .aid du m.*tkl, Instalment*.
jy Machine Stitching and Stamping for Emliroldery and Braiding done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
and examine our “Medium Machine.”

Printer,

an

A TRIO OF GREAT EQUESTRIANS.

purchasing

ALFRED.

done to order.

High School of Equestrianism,

Has been retained to introduce her

tRD

baud,

change

Mile. ROSINA,

for the year

various

season

LIZZIE

PEERLESS

OTHERS

about

are

Cloaks

TUESDAY MORNING, MAY *1, 1872.

CmtyllHK, Edmund Warren, Prapria-

BOSTON.

IS Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY,

of the dashing English Premier, the Star of the Arena,

First appearance here

331 CONGRESS STREET,

EXCHANGE ST.,

109

exhibition

A TRIO OF CHARMING

This report indicates how well the Singer HewMachine maintains It early and well earned

popularity.
We invite all

Direction of

The following are a few of tye leading attractions for the
tion of the Great Stone & Murray Circus.

ing

Sewing

Velvet

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREY

public, the Manager invites the attention of all admirers of a
following Bright Galaxy of Europe aud America’s unsurpassed

CHARLES

MARKS,

& Job

ALL

OF

CIRCUS.

CHASTE, ELEGANT AND REFINED.

52,000!

apl2tf

PORTLAND. RE.

to the
to the

many obligations
arenic

were

THOSE

India St.
gnished.

Dentists.

Equestrians, Gymnasts, Acrobats, Clowns, Blooded Horses, and Rare Ponies, combining
conspicuous for the

181,260.

future

into his
there.

novel and original

CO.,

Singer Sewing Machine
1871

SCHUMACHER,
INTER

to embody
readyideas

and is
of the

Conscious of his

SEWING MACHINE.

FRESCOJPA
some

&

Dye-House.

>R. W. B. JOHNSON, No 13 1-9 Free St.

MURRAY

IMPROVED

The Sale of the

GREAT

MURRAY, Manager and Proprietor.

*

*

“THE SINGER”

and

Having just retained from Europe, would inform
his customers and friends that he has resumed bis
work

you

1,260.

EXCEEDING

business,

&

H.

JOHN

165 Middle Hi., Portland.

eod6m

CHAS. J.

HEAVY,

we

apll

ORDERS for Bonds and all first-class securities
executed on commission.
dec22

STONE

fretfulness and

1ITCHELL

Park._

and

Embracing the leading Hotair in the State, at which.
the Dally Press may
alwayi^efound.

Son., Prop.

op.

amum,~iiT
The

THE PBES8.I

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

American

THE

Uader the Sele

AND

and Builders.
HEANS, Pearl Street,

A

SYmONDS,

dyed

guarantee to sell
TO ALL WHO WILL BUV OF US.

COl« SECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all points.
on

P.

DEL A Y.

DEPOSITS received, subject to check at sight,
interest on daily balances credited monthly.

ADVANCES made

save

PERPLEXITY,

from

BANKERS,
Sears Building, Boston.

3

posite

DUKABLE,

Co.,

BUSINESS PAPER Bought and
Corporation Loans negotiated.

WHITNEY

YET—

HOT ICOABSE

VET

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hast*
mett Neili & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also for sale at lowest market price,
Wilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pitta ton
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
port of shipment to any point desired.
tfapr27

Hill &

SAWYER A CO., Bleachers, No. 131

Riddle Street.

BE.

HOTELS.

BANGOR.
Harrimau Honse, J.K. Harrinan A Co.,

Bonne' and Hat Bleachery.

S

YET—

—AND

19 Pearl St.

Street.

EFFECTIVE and PRACTICAL,

DEALERS

170 Commercial Si., Portland.

Richardson,

MAY

No.

Street.

DEERING

Vematile ip Facilities aad Adja.tm.nty,
EASY OF OPERATION.

STURDIVANT,

WHOLESALE COAL

ISO.

AS
—AND

Bakers.

Booksellers and Stationers.
WOYT, FOGG A BREED, No. 01 middle

ON

A Reliable Sewing Machine,

SIMPLE

lei.

machines for sale and to

w. ©. COBB,

CARDS.

No. 17 Usiss 8t, Portland.
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mere

them from ten to twenty painstaking editorials a week, and keep it up all the year
round, is further from comprehension than
ever.
Ever since I survived my week as
editor, I have found at least one pleasure in
any newspaper that comes to iny hand. It is
in admiring the long columns of editorials
and wondering to myself how in the mischief
he did it.

as a restorative for
the powers of the brain and nervous system,
while the world's progress in enlightenment
would indeed be raarvsllous.
mlHdlw&wlt

Members of the medical profess'on speak
very highly of and regularly prescribe Smolander’s Buchu as an exterminator of kidney, bladder and glandular diseases, mental
and physical debility,diabetes, gravel, female

irregularities, chronic

maladies of

the urino-

genital organa and uterine complaints, either
in married

or single, errors of
youth and prostration of the nerve structure.
This fine preparation combats with and conquers the above

diseases._m20-eodlw
Ttuth and Poetry.—Milton puts into the
Lucifer, in “Paradise Lost," these
memorable words:—

mouth of

“to
Never

be weak

is

miserable."

truer sentence written than
this
—supposed to be wrung from the Arch-fiend in
his impotence and
agony. Every victim of nervous debility, or of that
depiessing languor
which is one of the
accompaniments of dyspepsia and biliousness, can testify to the misery
of mind and body which they involve.
The
motive power of the system is partially paralized; the mind is haunted by anxiety and fear;
and the sufferer is as incapable of applying
himself energetically to any kind of business
as if he were under the benumbing influence of
catalepsy. This terrible mental and physical
condition need not, however, be endured for
forty-eight hours by any human being. Plantation Hitters is an absolute
specific for all
the torments which a deranged stomach, a disordered liver, and shattered
nerves, superinduce.
m20-eodtw&wlt
was a

Woolens for men and boys’ suit* at Allen &
Co.'s 87 Middle St
Particular attention paid to cutting for oth
ers to make.
m4-TT&s3w
The most sanguine expectations are fully
realized by the use of Duponco's Golden PiU.
mlK-eodl w&wl t
This is the season of the year when the
Blood needs purifying.
Doctor Gould's Domestic Bitters are just the thing.
Agents,
W. W. Whipple & Co.. 21 Market Square.

feb28-8m3tw

The Cats* or Temperance finds some of
its most insidious and dangerous foe* in the
many so-called “tonics" and
“appetizers,”
made of cheap whiskey and refuse liquors, finished up to suit depraved appetites, under the
name of medicines.
Dr. J. Walker’s California Vinegar Bitters, are none of these.

They are not a beverage, but a genuine medicine, purely vegetable, prepared from Calif or
nia herbs by a regular physiciau. Foi all diseases

of the stomach, liver,

skin and

blood, they

rivalling remedy.

are

an

kidneys, bladder,
infallible and un-

aprtO-twt

■■

I
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■
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forth in one tremendous. deafening, thundering, sky-splitting roar
inanimate,

burst

Caiuasiau

triumph, joy
patriotism aim common sense have prevailed;
and Radicalism, the cunning,, the brutal, the
bloody, is doomed to speedy and irretrievable

•f

and praise.

For

(UorificalleWjerl,I,,IJ1,UITa,l11

overthrow.

times three thonsand cheers and a vioirdialloo,
for Huh Ace (JnfeEEEV and B, Gratz Sbowk.
The Democratic
\on ll
Made.
the philosopher ami th# statesman!
J.ovemb. r, to see the
hav« to live till next
who stiU befeve
only
persons,
are
any
there
If
so devoutly to be wishe.l-the
Convention will ignore consummation
and all Ins vile
that the Baltimore
overthrow of the Tumblolmg
annihilation of tyranny and
the
nivrmaJons;
Greeley, they deceive themselves. There are
soil; and the
corruption on our republican
thousands of Democrats who will oppose the
re-establishment of law and order, liberty,
the
i
and
of
the
Cincinnati
l>y
of
prosperity;
triumphant elecpeace
ticket, and tens
adoption
tion of Greeley and Brown—the ticket first
thousands who will support it with great resuggested, and only advocated by the Caucasian.
luctance. There are some who will even carPerhaps some people may laugh at this; hut
nomithe
ry their opposition so far as to bolt
it is not more absurd than five-sixth of the
nations when made. But the leading Demo- '■serious” appeals addressed ‘to the country “to
crats everywhere have clearly made up their
vote for Greeley.
minds that Greeley is the only available stepThe Ethics of Journalism.—We should
it wc find some
ping-stone to power. And
find it difficult to believe that “the great ediIT orld,
New
York
the
influential journals,like
tor,” as Mr. Greeley’s friends now delight to
of Cincinnati and the
opposing the delight
call him, had such a low moral standard bewith
reformers
apparent
darling of revenue
fore him in conducting his newspaper as is
to
sincerity and warmth, they are so kind as
indicated by the following language which he
it.
do
They
us
they
frankly exactly why
tell
used in conversation with a reporter, if the
are
while
things
declare that it is necessary,
account from which we take it was not eviin a transitional and plastic shape, for at least
dently drawn up by the hand of a friend.
to
hosa part of the Democratic press
appear
“Oh,” said Mr. Greeley, “I don’t inquire
tile to Gresley in order that Republicans who
whether anything is true or not nowadays,
to
him
not
be
otherwise
would
friendly
may
but just put it into the Tribune at once. We
be driven away on perceiving the closeness
have got to print everything now!” Countryand intimacy of his Democratic affiliations.
editors who have fallen into the vulgar, oldThese philosophical sheets rightly conclude
fashioned habit of telling the truth wilt please
that the abuse of a good man by the wicked is
ascalculated to raise him greatly in public es- take notice. Or is it only journalists who
teem.
It is a paradoxical kind of benevo- pire to be President that are emancipated from
the restraints of the moral law ?
lence which is thus bestowed on the Cincin-

Nomination

Already

nati

candidate, hut it is calculated to do him
a great deal of good, nevertheless.
Among the very significant circumstances
pointing to the probable endorsement of Cincinnati by Baltimore is the action of the New

would have suited most Republicans

It

very well to see ex-Govemor Hawley returned to the Senate from Connecticut instead of
Mr. Ferry. But the latter is so far from being
a

Democrat that he is not even known as a

York and Tmnessee Democratic State Conventions, both of which virtually gave in
their adhesion to Horace Greeley. Our Maine
Democratic Committee, which met for consultation the other day in this city, was

supporter of the Cincinnati nominations.
The Democratic party is indeed in extremis
when it feels like making such a pother over
over the election of a Republican!

Indeed the
Democratic party has concluded to don the
white coat and hat—in short to make* itself a

Our New York Letter.

strongly

inclined

sepulchre,

Whited

Greeley-ward.

fair

enough outwardly,

Sunday Question—Wo Gospel preached
to the poor i* Gotham—Extravagance of
Gov. Hoffman’s
metropolitan churches
Mr. Greeley’s
faithfulness to Tammany
threat to the Democracy—Sinful games of
the Tribune—A Cadmean Victory—Who
defeated amnesty.
New York, May 18, 1872.

The

but

—

within ftill of dead men’s bones and all un-

They do

cleanness.

profess by their

not

departure of 1872 to
sies or to adopt even

—

new

abandon their old here-

platform framed at Cincinnati. With the platform they have no concern.
They merely
the

mildly

liberal

The candidate is in so
melting a mood that he already emphasizes
the dogmas of his conservative friends much
more than those that are distinctively Retake the candidate.

publican. He has much to say of amnesty,
but nothing since the 1st iust. ofthe new civil rights bill: His Democratic friends object
to the Ku-Klux act and to the eminently just
and wise federal election law, and accordingly Mr. Greeley has become suddenly reticent
concerning them.
Republicans may as well make up their
minds that Greeley is to be Grant’s opponent
first as last. It is Greeley this year who will
receive the bulk ef the boasted “three millions
of Democratic votes.”
It is he who will be
the favorite at the Confederate Cross Roads,
instead of Seymour and Blair, and who will
!*#*tf*#*1 VA

tVlA

nf

Blinnnrf

nmaftr-nino

not

nf

every hundred Kebel soldiers.

It is in his
that the annual frauds will be committed in New York and Brooklyn.
The

behalf,

sixth ward will

majority.

give him

indefinitely elastic
stuffed surreptitiously

The votes

its

into the ballot boxes will bear his name. It
will now be his partisans who object to the

SUNDAY IN NEW YORK.

The Reading Room of the Mercantile Library is now open on Sundays from 1 till 9
This innovation has been efo’clock P. M
fected after a long and'eamest discussion of
the subject, the advocates and the opponents
of the measure being equally conscientious
and decided in their opinions. In its favor it
was urged that the association comprised over 10,000 members,most of them single young
men, living in boarding houses, to whom it
would be

great privilege to have

a

a

place

of

hours of the

resort, during
unoccupied
Sabbath, where they could peruse the periodical literature of the old and new world.
the

which arraigns
vention especially that
the so-called Liberal Republican U. S. Senators for defeating the amnesty bill.
AmnesJustice
ty and civil rights belong together.
to the black men of the South demands that
the restoration to Davis, Tcombs, Stephens A
Co., to hold office should be coupled with the
requirement of an obligation on their part to
treat tlieix colored fellow citizens with common decency—to permit them to travel bv
Ana
railway and to find shelter in taverns.
yet when a two-thirds vote woxdd have carried these twin measures and 33 Senators
voted in the affirmative, and 19 in the negative, Trumbull and Tipton stand recorded
among the latter when by voting the other
way they could have secured the Amnesty
Carl
they pretend to be so ^clamorous for.
Schurz found it convenient to be absent
He probably
when his name was called.
were
realized the record his confederates
It
making to go into the campaign with.
them
everyought to be pressed home upon
where, particularly at the South, where they
will bid for colored votes that they preferred
to sacrifice amnesty rather than to accord to
the negro the.cominon rights of humanity.
The anti-slavery men of the country will not
fail to discover in this extraordinary action a
tendency on the part of the seeeders from
Republicanism to sympathize with that infernal spirit of negro hating Ku Kluxism, which
is the last hinorance to fraternization between the North and the South.

Yabmoitth.
Our Farmington Letter.
A Democratic
the District

Flag Raising—The Delegates

Convention—A Smart WomanPhotographic.
Fabmixotob, May 20,1872.

the many faithful ones in our
village were cheered Saturday, caused by
throwing to the breeze of a Greeley-Brown flag.
This was a great event, but we are pained (?)
to record the fact that not an extensive gatherAbout six p.
ing witnessed the ceremonies.
in., directly after the arrival of the evening
The hearts of

train, this great epoch in the history of Frankliu county was inaugurated—that hour, no
donbt, being chosen owing to the fact that they
wished strangers to understand that, although
far back amoug the forests,that they had heard
of the great philosopher’s nomination, and
wished to inform the world of the fact.
No speeches were made or required; no excitement except an attempted runaway by the
horse of a gentleman who was passing—it was
the flag, not the names which frightened him.
“There!” cries the man who has charge of the
halliards, as he lifted the flag to its place, and
telling “what he knew about flag raising,” “for
nearly twenty-one years I have raised this
flag.” He, however, forgot to state—“and
every time the names which it carried have
gone back on me!' (it is a Democratic flag)—
that was understood by those present.
One rash individual who was passing, was
called on for a speech.
He, after waving his
band majestically towards the banner responded as follows: “The man who spent his money

by putting those names on that flag would have
done more good with it had lie thrown it into
river!” (Great applause, &c.)
The flag is stretched across Broadway from
the Chronicle office to the new arcade front.
The Chronicle, however, is loyal, and permitted
the rope to be fastened to its office as an act of

of en-

now, were eleeted as delenates to attend the
District Convention at Auburn next Wednes-

urged

impropriety

the

church, the Bible class and the Sunday
School, should be the only places to congregate on that sacred day, prevails too largely
among the

Orthodox denomination to be

readily subjected to modification, much less
to surrender. What finally carried the dayin favor of a relaxation of the rigidity of the
Puritan rule was the practical fact that

day.

*

have some smart women in this country.
For instance: “A Mrs. Scales of Temple, a
widow lady, has, during the past winter, taken
the sole care of two yoke of oxen, three horses,
We

a large flock of
sheep, cows, pigs—pumping all
the water for them. Who beats that?
Mr. J. W. Merrill, photographer in this vill-

agc,

starts

this week,

as

we

learn, for the

church-going in New York is a luxury quite northern part of this county for the purpose of
registration laws—his friends who will mob beyond the means of the
average body of procuring stereoscopic views of the grand scenGrant voters and drive them from the polls.
clerks. An eligible seat in a first class house ery with which that vicinity abounds. He has
He will now begin to perceive the “injustice
in past years obtained many splendid views in
of worship, it it can be obtained at all, costs
and oppression” in the Congressional election
about $50 per annum; whereas a membership and around Rangeley, Indian Rock, Sebago
law that is framed to secure to every man his
Jack.
in the Mercantile Library association with all Lake, camps around it, &c.
one vote and no more.
the privileges of the use of its 140,000 volThe Ogdensburg Investigation.
On the other hand, nearly all the votes
umes and its well stocked reading room
every
thrown for Grant and Colfax in 1868 will
To the Editor of the Press:
in the year costs but $4. Is it any wonday
again be given to the same candidates. They der that the
Feeling a deep solicitude for the prosperity of
young men protested in large
this city, I have recently come to look with anxwill receive also the votes of thousands
who, numbers against having these
literary trea- iety in regard to the probable fate of the effort
like Gen. Matthews, Edward Atkinson and
sures locked up upon the only day of the sevnow being made to
were
complete the Ogdensburg
others,
profoundly disgusted at the wire- en when
they could have leisure to enjoy Railroad. Is its further prosecution to be abanpulling and trickery of the “disgraced and dis- them ? The old fashioned
simplicity of Sun- doned? Is the city to be driven by the croakgraceful Convention.” A Horace Greeley so j
day worship, of which New Englanders have iugs of a few men by their jealousies, or by their
supported and so opposed has not a pleasant j had
ample early experiences is comparatively interesrs in private schemes, to leave this work
future before him.
Had he been content
half finished, and thereby lose the fruits of the
obsolete in the metropolis. The city churches
with the acknowledged leadership in Amerivast trade that would
are gorgeous in architecture and
in apcertainly come to us were
regal
can journalism all would have been well with
the road to be carried through?
pointments
; a wealth of carving, gilding and
his fame. But to be merely a defeated PresiLet us look for a moment at the
stained glass enhances their attractions. The
present atdential aspirant is to occupy a much lower
titude of the question.
The Directors of the
cost of the ground alone, on which Dr. Hall’s
Portland
& Ogdensburg Railroad are the serand less desirable position.
Society are about to erect a magnificent edi- vants of
tlie city; they were elected by the
city;
fice is some $350,000. The building will inthey have labored assiduously to promote its
Passage of the Tariff Bill by the Honse. volve at least as
great an expenditure as was interests; they have received no
By reference to the House proceedings it
compensation
incurred for the land. Add to the interest on for their
will be seen that the House passed the amendservices, and they ask none. They
a salary of $15,000 to $20,000 to the
thisoutlhy
have
of
their
own
means towards
paid largely
ed tariff bill, and as the Senate has already
pastor, and there will be incidental charges the building of the road. When misrepresentpassed one embracing similar reductions,
enough to make the yearly expenses $100,000. ed and slandered they called upon the City
there can be hardly a doubt of its success in
Allowing twelve weeks vacation there re- Government to institute the closest investigathat branch. The general tariff is reduced
main forty Sabbaths for the enjoyment of tion of their doings from first to last. The city
ten per cent and a large number of articles
government declining to make such investigathese luxurious gospel privileges, involving an
have been put upon the free list, including
tion has in effect endorsed the integrity of their
average expense to each parishioner, whethtea and coffee by a previous bill.
conduct. They have desired that not only their
er in the front or rear pews—the ground floor
The one section of the bill that is of the
owu acts, but also the plans, estimates, suror the gallery—of $125 or $150 per annum,
greatest interest to Maine is that added to
veys, profiles and considerations upon which
not to mention the plate, which circulates
the free list, which provides that materials
they have been convinced as to their duty to
freely and gathers in its course vast pyramids the city should be rigidly examined
employed in shipbuilding, when the ships so
by any
of bank notes from the faithful. All the leading
committee the city government might see fit to
built are intended for foreign commerce, shall
religious societies, irrespective of creed, are appoint.
be free of duty. Mr. Hale made a vigorous
conducted in a correspondingly profuse scale
Now is it reasonable or just to suspect, insinto
have
this
drawback
of
attempt
important
of extravagance, consequently men of moderuate or charge, unless prepared to follow
up the
duties extended to all classes of vessels, but
ate means must choose between obscure seats
charges by proof that these men are dishonest,
failed in Committee of the Whole by two
and abstinence from regular church-going, that they are unsafe, that they have betrayed
votes. The bill also provides that ship stores
or design
and the popular choice tends largely in the
hereafter to betray the interests of
of vessels engaged in the foreign trade shall
their constituents? Investigate their doings,
latter direction.
be free of duty.
and if these men arc guilty expose them and
THE GOVERNOR'S VETO
The success of this bill will give general reof the charter concocted during the last days replace with better men. But do not listen to
lief to the eountry, but the section relative to
the insinuations and suggestions of those who
of the session of the Legislature leaves our
shipbuilding is the most important measure
pass stealthily from house to house and shop to
city without hope of any substantial reform
to our coast towns that has received the favorshop, disseminating scandal and dropping poisfor a year to come. Mayor Hall retains his
on into honest hearts, unless
able action of Congress for many years. And
they are prepared
till
the
1st
of January, and the subordiplace
to maintain their allegations.
this success Is largely, if not entirely, due to
Do not permit
nate officials who held office under the Ring
those who invest no money in manufactures or
the large influence and persistent efforts of
are left undisturbed.
Fortunately, the purse- trade, who sail no ships, who employ no labor,
the Maine delegation. Mr. Lynch at length
are held in the honest hands of Compwhose funds are locked up in stocks or loaned
strings
sees the accomplishment in a great meastroller Green, and that is a guarantee that
on mortgage, to
prejudice your minds against
ure of that for which he has so constantthere can be no repetition of the gross frauds these officers atid those other citizens of Portand
toiled.
The
Boston Adly
persistently
land who are using their money for the benefit
upon the Treasury which were practiced with
vertiser says that the success of the measure
of the city, who subscribe to her great entersuch
while
and
audacity,
Tweed, Sweeney
is as largely due to the personal efforts of
prises, who open their own purses for the prowere in power.
Hall rests under
Speaker Blaine as to any agency, who used Connolly
motion of her welfare, who desire to see her
such a cloud ot suspicion and distrust that he
his wide personal influence, as well as the
flourish, who would increase her population,
will
be comparatively impotent for mischief.
aillionea lllir
weight of his official position, to accomplish
Meantime the question of a reformation in
the greatly desired object. Mr. Hale began
tlmt would double the number of her
people,
municipal administration reverts to the
a.. A
'-,-J ,-

at the first of the session to advocate the
measure, but then found his obstacle in Mr.

Cox’s amendment to his own bill, providing
for the entire destruction of shipbuilding as
an American industry, by
allowing foreign
built vessels to be put under American register.
No State lias an abler and more influential
delegation in Congress than Maine, and this

important concession

shipbuilding interest is the best evidense of their ability,
zeal and tact. More than this, the result of
their efforts show how important it is to a
to the

State to continue in its service as representatives men of experience and ability.
Mr.

Greeley’s

First

Supporter.

It will be remembered that some time ago
(wlien Mr. Greeley was preparing for his Presidential enterprise) he wrote a
complimentary
letter to the Weekly Caucasian—a
strange paedited
some
per
wild man of the woods out
by
in Lafayette County, Missouri.
The said Orson is now one of Mr.
Greeley’s ablest supporters, as will be seen by the following extract
from his “organ” of Saturday, May 11:
Sound the hew-gag; strike the ton-jou; beat
the fuzzy-guzzy; wake the gong-kwong; let the
loud hosouua ring; bum-turn, fuzzle-buni, dinggo-bim! Unconstitutional Congresses of perjured ruffians: itcliy-palmed, bribe-taking, office-peddling Presidential boors and sots;usurping Legislatures, blasphemous pickpocket Senators and
Governors, shoulder-strapped outlaws, titled bummers, reconstruction satraps,
mgger bacchanals, official incendiaries, thieves,
bondholders, cut-purses, all tremblo at the roar
of coming doom.
This is very good, and
quite in the Greeley
style. The able journalist went on to allude
m a complimentary manner to
the freedmen,
and the part they are likely to play in the future under President Greeley:

Clap your bauds,' ye fathers, because the
bread will not much longer be tom from
the
y°ur hungry children, to fatten a
horde of ide
savages, the nation’s ward, lousv,
vaSabonds, whose only business
is to attend

",f,

iTl.nVittin!!')'1conventions,

i .lZk'S

°f

spout insolence, vote
Ya,lk'“6 penitentiaries,

Hluiils and back-alleys and
manufacture stink
and Southern State Constitutions
and laws
Excited by this prosjieet, Mr.

Greeley's friend
animated strainsToot the tympanum-crackiug rams’-horns
Howl rapturous hosannas, ye flea-bitten
hound
pups; and let the gleofal catgut squak. Pipe
forth your gladness, oh,
and
jassacks
nightingales arid ganders. Croak,
ye frogs; squeal, ye
f“?8’ tap your wings, and scream your shrilv,ctor>'. oh, invincible shanghai of
freedem

continues in still

more

a"d fe*‘‘ve tar'
crackle'i,°1<ian,oes
bla^e>
K eaIII‘
Let torch-light nod

barrels
to bonfire

an

?n<*

^eans ^t‘reeksa,‘ne°V

bull-calves,

oceans

tl*eir

an<!
and

n.iphty

mill-dams,
children
I‘oodles, beasts,
ere??/
crcation, animate and

women,
birds and reptiles,
1
all
men,

b“m

'.ake8

ple,

and can

another

only be satisfactorily
grand expression of public

through the
be

sentiment

ballot box.

MR. GREELEY

to

peosettled by

advertised

CONTINUES

with

adroit

pertinacity,
through the columns of the Tribune, but he
draws very little support from the Republican
ranks. Thus far he seems only to be dividing the Democracy. His followers in that
leave their boats and
party
bridges behind them, with a view to retreat in
Baltimore on the 9th of July. Till then, they
will endeavor to give him such an appeartake

ance

care

to

of strength, as to encourage him to keep
But he evidently understands their

the field.

strategy, for he emphatically declares without
reservation, that he will not be a candidate
unless the Democracy endorse him. Whatmay be his ultimate purpose, he holds
out the threat to them that unless they adopt
ever

I!

_1

”-

’V

and the value of their estates, would
reduce the burden or per centage of
resting upon them.
Mr. Editor, we have now a
right to
until otherwise proved, not
that

only

w

thereby

taxation
assume,
the Di-

have acted discreetly and
faithfully, but
also that their opinions and esti mates as to the
cost of completing the
road, and their arrangements in respect to future business conn
actions
are satisfactory because these
things having
been challenged in the public
prints by the enemies of the road, it became the
duty of the
oity government if they credited the allegations,
as the organ of the
people, to investigate the
question for the satisfaction of their constiturectors

It is obvious that this was their
imperative duty if they gave the slightest confidence
to the unfavorable suspicions and
charges that
had been made against the road and its manents.

agement. As we are not permitted to suppose
that any member of the city government would
rest

for

a

without
investigation if he

moment

instituting

a

most

believed the refight their battle searching
ports were true, we conclude that those who opagainst
co-operation.
the investigation and the appointment of
Mr. Greeley’s organ is playing all sorts of posed
a committee to
inquire into the controverted
of tunes to catch the popular ear.
One of
facts in regard to grades, traffic,
connections,
its latest inventions is a pretended conversacost, &c., (and which would be their necessary
tion between Col. Forney and the President,
if
duty the city were in danger of being misled
in which the former is represented to be hi
to its great and serious loss,) were of
opinion
great terror at the growth of the “liberal that the reports and charges were without founmovement.” Intelligent readers will wonder
dation,—nay, so baseless as not to justify an exhow a Tribune
Reporter could possibly get penditure of money to make their contradiction
audience of the private conversations of the more perfect.
President with any of his
This being the case, ought we not in justice
visitors; but that
sort of fabrication is intended for the class of to the city aud to ourselves to look candidly and
readers who accept
everything they read in a dispassionately at this enterprise, which promnewspaper, without stopping to consider how ises such great results to our city in all its industrial and commercial relations? Ought we
absurdly improbable it may be.
The result of the Connecticut Senatorial through prejudice or ignorance to suffer our
him he will leave them to
Grant without his

election is hailed as “another Greeley victory”
despite the fact that Senator Ferry is on
record as a Grant man, and that not one of
the members of the Legislature who bolted
the caucus is an adherent of Greeley. The
truth is that Gen. Hawley wits the victim of
local jealousies and personal dislikes, and hit
defeat does not indicate the slightest defection
in the administration ranks. The Democrats
failed to extort from Gen. Ferry a single word
of sympathy during the canvass, either by

letter

telegram. He maintained an imperturbable silence throughout, and stands precisely where he stood before, a Republican
Senator, and as such he will abide by and
support the Philadelphia nominations. No
uoubt it would
gratify the enemy, if the
Connecticut Republicans would
try to drive
him out of the
party, but they will do no
such thing.
On the
contrary, they will
accept the situation, close up their ranks and
march in solid column to victory in November
The Tribune very natually is exercised over
or

the Resolutions of the New York State Con-

TO GEN.

GRANT.

Col. Benjamin S. Ewell, Adjutant General of
Gen. Joseph E. Johtot >n during the rebellion,
brother of the late Gen. Ewell, and now President of the College of William and Mary at
Williamsburg, Ya., has published a long letter

people

to vote for the reelection of Gen. Grant. He not only believes
that the administration of Gen. Grant has been

urging the

Southern

in the main highly successful, but that the
South herself owes to him largely whatever of
peace and prosperity she has attained since the
war, and that her best iunrests demand his reelection. The letter of Cpl. Ewell, when we remember his position during and since the war,
and that he is eminently fitted to speak for the
South, is one of the strongest tributes to Gen.
Grant which has come from that section since
the opening of this momentous campaign.

$100,000,000 JOB.
Mr. Bell of New Hampshire introduced a bill
Monday, authorizing the proper accounting officers of the Treasury to adjust and pay the acA

counts of such railroad and transportation companies as rendered service in the transportation
of troops and military Btores of the United
States from August 1, 1861, to August 1, 1867,
at the theu current tariff rates. A number of

to

any secular employments on the
Lord’s day.
The Puritan idea, that the

was

SOUTHEBN TRIBUNE

HIGH

minds to lie colored or warped so as to lead us
to act in such way as to bring injury and loss
upon thecity? Oughtwe not when our minds are
sought to be biased or prejudiced by others, to
consider seriously the character of the objections which they bring forward and the influences and motives which
may control those
who make
Portland.

them?_

Ip flogging is
justifiable punishment for any
offenders it would seem to be so for wretches
who kick and maltreat their wives. A bill is to
be introduced into the British House of Commons which win make
whipping a regular part
of the punishment inflicted
upon all such ruffians; as also upon insulters and assaulters of
and
women
young girls, and those who maltreat children.
Hitherto the punishment inflicted ujioii criminals of this class in England
has been disgracefully light; brutality of every
description has flourished; and the luxury of
wife-beating has been free to every drunken
wretch in the United Kingdom.

DBFlCIENCiaS PROVIDED FOR.

The passage of the deficiency bill is good
for many government employes who have
been unpaid for some time. Several United
States courts have been closed since February
because the marshals had no funds for the payment of witnesses and other fees.
news

BIDS

FOR

PUBLISHING CONGRESSIONAL
BATES.

DE-

reporting and publishing the debates in Congress were opened to-day. The
publisher of the Congressional Globe did not bid,
and the lowest bidder was W. J. Murtaugh of
the Washington Republican. The bids will be
reported to Congress, with a proposition from
the Congressional printer to publish the proThe bids for

ceedings at the Government office.
Secretary Goodalb’s “Agriculture of
Maine” for 1871, though later in its publication and less bulky than some former reports,
is sound and valuable as ever, bearing upon its
pages, from beginning to end, the familiar impress of its learned author's ready hand and
fertile brain. Whether we remain at home
among our own practical, through life farmers
or go abroad among wealthier gentlemen who

farming an intellectual pastime or pursuit, we can certainly maintain an honest and
laudable pride in the agricultural department
of our State of Maine government and in the
make

level headed gentleman who conducts its management. In these hours of doubt respecting
mon and measures political, it is particularly
grateful to ns to be thus once more informed,
by an always sensible and reliable annual report, upon the progress of things agricultural.
The assured reliance universally placed upon
Secretary Goodale, a tribute to his uniformly
judicious management and solid sense, is a

hopeful and comforting reality

in these days of

We commend Jthis report as
abounding in vigorous and racy original matter; inspiring lectures and discussions by our
own farmers and their learned friends and co-

perplexity.

adjutors from Maine to New York; an admirable discourse from the scientist Maurv and selections from the wri tinge of Dr. Voelcher,
John Bennet Lawes, and other European celebrities.

News Items by Mail.
George F. Nutter, the Farmington (N. H.)
forger, has been heard of in Florida.
John Greeley, uncle to Horace Greeley, died
in Londonderry, N. H.. the 16th inst., aged 88.
Harry Gilmore, the Maryland guerilla, says
he will stump that State for Greeley next fall.
A movement is on foot to re-organize the
Tammany Society by dropping the secret feature and making admission free to outsiders.
The New York TYibum is going to show that
the city consumes 70,000 gallons of adulterated
milk daily and don’t know it.
A schooner, which, with its crew of two raeu,
has been ice-bound in Lake Huron for four
months, came into Port Huron a week ago in
good condition.
A letter from Richmond, Va., represents the
Greeley fever as dying out, and that the demand for a strict Democratic nomination is in-

creasing

every day.
Mr. Simonton the manager of the Associated
Press gets a judgment of $5,000 against the Boston Times for libel, and the Times pays it by
saying that it was mistaken, and that Mr.
Simonton is entitled to the respect and confidence of mankind.
Senator Sumner is understood to have denied the expression attributed to him, that if
rrCM"
thii Pl«Bulan*ial
fl}|rviilrl
dent Grant and Horace Greeley, he will sup-

port Greeley.
Not long ago the whole stock of the paraffin
wax in the world did not exceed four onuses,
and it was carefully preserved in the laboratory
of Professor Liebig aa a chemical curiosity.—
There is now produced in Scotland alone a
quantity of not less than 5700 tons annually.
Edward A. Pollard urges the South to sup-

port Greeley.
Fashionable young ladies in New York carry
umbrellas suspended from their belts by a
chain, a la carbineer.

George Washington was arrested at Kansas
City, Mo., last week, for beating his wife Martha Washington.
Six hundred thousand sewing machines,
amoimting in value to $25,000,000, are annually
sold in this country. Sew industry thrives.
A resident in Brooklyn, who was picked up
in the street* of New York drunk, with loose
change to the amount of $24,500. was discharg-

edjfrom custody on Friday by Judge Ledwith.
Senator West of Louisiana, informs the Senate that the government has rubber blankets
sufficient for the army for one hundred and

thirty-seven years, ponchos for eighty, blouses
thirty-nine years and artillery jackets for

for

nine years.
It is understood that all the Naval Investigation Committee except Gov. Blair will sign a
report, exonerating the Secretary from all
charges of corruption or mismanagement. Gov.
Blair thinks there is ground for the latter

charge.
Borgland, Maryland tailor, has lately become over-enthusiastic in the belief that he
has discovered a new religion, a leading article
of the faith being the clothing of the sect in
swallow-tail coats.
The report that ex-Gov. Seymour heartily endorses the nomination of Greeley at Baltimore
is denied by the man who received a letter from
that gentlemen. He abides the decision of the
Baltimore meeting.
A late number of the London Standard
says
that the “political campaign just opened in the
United States, has caused hundreds of street
riots, meu and women have been shot down for
their political sentiments, and a reign of violence and bloodshed has been inaugurated
which we pray England may never see.” An
a

exchange imagines
a photograph

that

only have

if the Standard could
of Dr. Greeley cutting

down scrub trees with his little hatchet at
Chappaqua, and the logs for miles around covered with politicians waiting to interview him,
its statements wonld have assumed a rather
different

coloring.
Emigration from Europe

to this country is
assuming unparalleled proportions this year.
Various infiuenaes promote this, among which
is a desire to avoid military service. The number of emigrants passing through Bremen
alone from the 1st to the 31st of March, was
9734 ; 7092 of these were booked for New York.
The total for the first three months is 13,334
couveyed in 34 vessels, as against 4629 in 25
vessels in the corresponding period of 1871.—
When President Grant’s special
message to the
Senate and House of Representatives, bearing
upon the subject of immigration
becomes
known abroad it will increase the exodus. The
proposed help and protection to be extended to
the people on their landing in this country will
be to them a great inducement to come hither.
Gen. Lew Wallace was asked by the committee investigating the case of the missing Buell
records, if the President was in anyway compromised by the testimony contained in those

records, and replied directly that he was not.
Judge Black thinks if the Cincinnati Convention had raked the world over it could not
have found a fitter man for a candidate nor a
more unfit man for President than Mr. Greeley.
He is severe

on

the managers of the affair and

they belittled a grand cause and ruined a
graud opportunity. Nevertheless Jerry will
take the dose if the Democracy will it
says

The lease of the Nashua and Rochester Railroad to the Worcester and Nashua Company
has been amended so that all losses resulting
from the sale of stock, rates or bonds are
chargeil in the construction account, upon
which interest will be paid at six per cent, per
The dividends are to be paid direct to
the stockholders instead of to the Nashua and
Rceheater Company.
The Universalist Society of Manchester, N.
H., recently had a Cambridge student named
Bell to supply their pulpit. Desiring his services again, but not knowing his full name, a
dispatch was sent to Rev. Mr. Bell, which fell
annum.

into the hands of an

Orthodog

The latter went but did not find out his I naugh, Norfolk; 25th, brig Annie Gan liner, Gardiner.
New York.
mistake until his arrival at Manchester. He
Sid 11th, brig .Jan l>avis,
Partridge. Porto Rico.
Ar at Kingston, Ja, 19th
tlid not propose to lose his time so prepared
ult, bug. Aroostook, Ikj* j
ant, Boston for Moral,t.
BP
an excellent sermon on Christian benovolcuge
At
ai inst, bat,nit* 8 W
Part,
for Boeton, ldg; brig Rachel
and preached it to So greatf^cceptance, that
for New
Conay,
#p Oon*y,
York, lag.
a
call
at
tendered
rumor hath it he Iras
Sid fm Satan las 11tta Inat brig
Mariposa, Staple..
Leavitt,
“f ha,?
£ Loweii,
Mabel F Staples,
Coffin.
Sagua.
Ar
at Nassau, NP, 2d inst. sch M* Higgins. Patna,
STATE
New York, and cld 8th for Eleuthera.)
Ar at Halifax 16th, sch Horton, Farquehar PortAXDROSCOUOIN COUNTY.
land.
The Journal Bays Saturday morning a body
f Latest by European steamers. 1
of a male child was taken from tho canal near
the UiU Mill in Lewiston by Marshal RichardAr at Liverpool 7th inst, S F Hersey, Small, from
son.
The infant was full grown, hut it was not
Valparaiso.
Cld 6th, Caledonia, Delano, New Orleans via Newdetermined whether or not it was still horn.
port; 7th, Maud, Smith, Portland.
The Journal says the contract for the ContiAr at Cowes 6th, Andrew Johnson, O’Brien, from
nental Mills extension has been awarded to Mr.
Callao.
K. F. Patterson, who is now engaged on the
Cld at Cardiff 3d, G Strickland. Strickland, New
York ; 4th, John Patten,Emmons, New Orleans; 6th,
Androscoggin Mill. The contract is for brick- John
E Chase, Davis. Pensacola; 7th, Nettie Merrilaying by the thousand, Mr. Patterson furnishRollins, Rio Janeiro.
ing stagings,land for the underpining by the man,
Ar20tli. barque Nonpareil, Flinn, Montevideo; sells
linear foot. The brick and other material are
Forest Oak, Parker, Baltimore; Trade Wind, Ingrato be furnished by the Company. The price
ham, New York.
Cld 20th, sch Sarah Bernice, Proctor, Musquash.
paid for the work is not made public. The
mills require about 3,000,1100 of brick, rnakiug
Sid tin Falmouth 6th, Peru, Loring, Hamburg.
Ar at Baasein Mch 20, Nor Wester. Burgess, from
the contract a large one.

SPECIAL

oame.

railroad companies in New England are interested in this bill. It was referred to the Committee on Claims.

comtesy—no other place being available.
At the Republican caucus held Saturday, A.
H. 8. Davis, C. D. Sew all, J. W. Fairbanks, J.
Gould, I. Blake, F. C. Perkins, N. C. Goode-

Against it
gaging in

Washington Matters.

one

D. D. of that

Suffer,

nuc<lr

The Journal says

George Knapp, formerly

freight conductor, succeeds Mr. Goff

ductor

as

Liverpool.
Sid ftn Rangoon

a

Ar at

Hamburg
Guanape.

son.

ing the afternoon.

The Journal
says skirmishhad only commenced at our last reports.
Niue hundred and eighty-five unlicensed curs
still remain. Monday the onset will be renewed in force.
If this was only New York
wouldn’t the sausage dealers be in clover?
Gen. Selden Connor will deliver the oration
in Lewiston Decoration Day.

inst,

2d

Sid fin Cuxhaven 6th

ing

inst, City

Valparaiso.

Cardiff for

Leaf

JAP. SILKS,
JAP. SILKS.
JAP. SILKS.

and

Bronze

Papers

Especial attention in called.

A Full Line of

Mouldings,

DECORATIONS,

■iriped Jap.
“

Ac.

“

All of which will be sold at reasonable prices.

Menzies,

A

DEYENS

LOTHROP,
May 4-entf
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('ashmere &
At
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Congress,

A.

PEEKALDI,

S.
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St.,

Bostoi.

deposit acCity Bank.

Slate

To Let
PLEASANT Double Hotue on Franklin •!., arranged for two famllle., and plenty of S< l-ngRent 9200 each; for key call on
L. TAYLOR,
1T6 (Commerced if,
my2I-dtf

A

depositors will have their remittances
and collections promptly acknowledged.
Out-of-town

Small

We do

any

we

State.
invited to attest this State-

Y. Thomas.
Winslow, May 15, Orlali Hawes, Esq., and Emetine L. Hall, both of Wtssalboro.
In Rumford, May 5, Charles E. Johnson aud Eliua

MOORE,

WILL

Paris

In this city, May 19, Mr. David Rice, aged 80 years.
[Funeral services Tuesday afternoon, at 3 o’clock,
at Allen Mission Chapel, Locust street.
In this city, May 20, Miss Avis Adams, aged 85

a

u.

9.

•d full

EXHIBIT

fall amortment of

,,

Car. Sngna aat Oak Street..

On

Waterhouse, aged 52 years 8 months.
markable remedies. Books and Circulars free, in
[Funeral on Wednesday at 10 o’clock, A. M., at her ! sealed envelopes.
Address HOWARD ASSOCIAlate residence.
No. 2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
TION,
In Llmington, May 17, Mr. Isaac L. Mitchell, aged
mcbl6dsn3m
65 years.

Batchelnr’s Hair Bye.
This superb Hair Dye is the best in the world—per
t'eetly harmless, reliable and instantaneous; no disappointment ; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor.
The genuine Wm. A. Batchelor's Hair Dye produces IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
Brown, leaves the Jiair clean; sof.t beautiful; does not
contain a panicle of lead or any injurious compound.
Sold by all Druggists.
Factory, 16 BOND STREET, N. Y
SN
DAW
jyll
1Y_

DATE

Palmyra.Boston.Liverpool —May 21
Manhattan.New York. .Liverpool
May 22
Missouri.New York. .Havana.May 23
South America.New York. .Rio Janeiro .May 23
of New York. .New York. .Liverpool.May 23
China.New York. .Liverpool-May 22
Prussian.Quebec.Liverpool-May 25
Calabria.New York. Liverpool-May 25
Oceanic.New York. Liverpool-May 25
City of Brussels-New York. .Liverpool-May 25
—May 28
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool.May 29
Russia.New York. .Liverpool-May 29
Moro Castle.New York. .Havana.May 30
—

City

CUMBERLAND

Olympus.Boston.Liverpool

JUST

Miniature Alauauac..May 91.

A

Car,.

«f

Sun rises.4.33 I Moon sets. 3.45 AM
Sun sets.7.20 High water.10.00 AM

|

auu

0OIUI8

•iner

inaraemoie^ecuriuesallow-

price in exchange.

,

PORT OF

To

n

my20sn tf

Mandny, May 20.

lee*.

ARRIVED.

is the Reason of the Year of all othei*. that
Dyspeptic* hutter ail the horrors of Indlgt si ion by
eating the more solid and fat meats which veiy much
derange the digestive organs; thismav be rein edit* I
by the more frequent eating of C. W. BELKNAP
Jk CO.’S Steam Keflned Tripe, the only article ot the
kind now in the market; then digestive organs will
then be set right and their slumbers will be swset
and pleasant as the zephyr* in the balmy month of

THIS

June. A word to the wise is sufficient.
Trader* in the country will please take notice that
we have constantly on hand a supply of the very best
Soused
in the market.
No trailer in the
country should be without it,especially In the Spring,
C. W. BELKNAP * €'©.
my 20-lw

Tripe

Notice to Tax

mylSeodHiitd

House.

ouxton centre Baptist Church will,e-open
Meeting House for public worship, Wednesday.

their

May 22.
Sermon in the afternoon by the Pastor, and an address by Her. A. K. P. Small, of Portland: evening
sermon by the Kev. W. H. Sliailer, D. D. of Portland;
F. S. An extra train will leave Buxton Centre for
Portland after the evening service.

PARIS et., up stairs, with Sebago Water.
O 9 Kent $10 a month. Stable in the rear, $23 a
month. Alroa cheap and pleasant rent at Ferry VilH. A. JONES,
lage, C. E.
1 Oalt Block.
my21dtf

Q7

J.

OB.

LUCA 8.

IXCBMG1

CONSTANTLY

“GLEN HOUSE,”
White
IK. H.

STREET.

ON

HAND

THIS
l*T2.

j

INVESTMENTS:
Kansas Snrittsrsd Mnnlolnal Hondo.

Sch Mary A Harmon. Parker, New York,—coal to
L Billings.
Sch Excel. Hatch, Boston.—iron to A E Stevens &

Co.

Sch Tasso, (Br) DeLong, Boston.
Sch Aiizona. (Br) Williams, Boston.
Sch

Addie, Gooding,

|

For sale by Chas. Dwight, (Agent for Western
Board, Kansas City) No. T« State si., Boston.
w21
niylHrtii3m (Lfcw

I Bond

In

CLEARED.
Henri

IV, Cai>elle, Liverpool —John

Porteons.
Steamer Chesapeake, Bragg, New York —Henry

Fox.
Sch

_May

Ship Frank Flint, 1192 tons, built at Thomaston in
1857, has been sold for $28,000, to go unner the British nag.

17th, brig

J W

Spencer. Hop-

CHAM.

Clarendon. Lavender, Buenos Ayres; J E Holbrook,
Leavitt, Cardenas; Jas E Ward, Nickerson. Carde; brigs C E Pickering, Torrey, Humacoa; Lewis
Clark, Smith, Barbadoes 19 days; W H Parks, Williams, Portland; schs Frank Howard, Merritt, Para;
Keokuk, Gates, Ponce; Elizabeth A DeHart, Low,
Mayagnez; Marcus Hunter, Orr, St Croix, 14 days;
Diploma, Pinkham, Nassau, NP 8 days; Grace Webster, Hume, Cardenas 12 days; Edward A DeHart,
Pinkham, Baracoa 12 days; Lucy Hammond, Dudly,
Pensacola; Ariel, Hodgdon, Ellsworth; Hampton,
Fletcher, Machias; Harper, from Bangor; Caspian,
Larrabee, Calais; Fred Warren, Parker, Bangor;
John, Kelley, Jonesport: New Zealand, Cook, Thomaston; Enterprise. Leighton, Cberryfteld: Hyena,
Gardiner, do; MtHope, Bishop, Rocklaud; Frank
Jameson, Jameson, do; J E Gamage,do; Maracaibo,
Henley, and Geo Brooks, Humphrey, Portland; E F
Treat, Nickerson, Bath; Forest City, Davis, Ellsworth; Caroline Knight, Fanning, New Haven.
Cld 18th, barques Gnu us, Pettengill. Cow Bay, CB;~,
Speedwell, Mayo, Boston; brigs Nellie, Owens, for
Guadaloupe; E H Rich, Paine, Cardenas; schs It W
Atwood, Doane. Jacmel; Azelda & Laura, McTndoe,
Baracoa; W Freeman, Robinson, Eleuthera: More
Light, Young, Calais; Justina, Keuniston, Boston;
Leonora, Glover, Savannah; J Clark, Dix, Jackson-

-vT uv o

Sl«l 13th,ship

Hunter; barques Eureka; 14th,
Tqjuca; 16th, ship Bertha; brigs Lima, Amelia Emma; 17th, barque Estella; brigs Josephine; 18th, TuWild

bal Cain.

through Hell Gate 18th, scbs Joseph Smith,
Nichols, Elizabethport for Portland: Winner. Nash,
do for Boston; CW Dexter, Hoboken for Gardiuer;
Frank Randall. New York for Machias; Col Eddy,
McBean. Elizabethport for Portland; Addle G Bryant, Stubbs, do for Newburyport; Howard, Wooster,
do for Salem; Lookout, Thompson, Port Johnson for
Portsmouth; Com Kearney, Philbrook, Elizabethport
for Boston; Geo Gillman, Murray, Hoboken for PortPassed

a*.
#’»
7q
»’«

Jk Bacbeater B. B.
Leeds Jk Faraslagtea B. B.
Partlaad

BailreaJ, Iswa, Said,
7’s
Ascbisaa, Tejpeka Jk Saate >e, Bald
T’s
Narthera Paeide, Bald,
7-30’,
Ceatral

BY

land.

NEW HAVEN—Ar 17th, sch Caroline Grant, Haskell, Machias.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 18th,sch Harriet Fuller,
Willard, Portland for Elizabethport.
BOSTON—Ar 18th, schs J P Wyman, Urann, from
Philadelphia; Geo Osborn, Bickford, Calais; Empire,
Johnson, do; Canova, Cate, Ellsworth; Vandalia,
Lord, do; Telegraph, Gould, and Rio. Chandler, from

Bangor.
Cld

18th, Br brig Dundee, McConnell, Portland;
schs Alhambra, Low, Turks Island; Victory, Moon,

and Mars

Hill, Conary, Franklin; Henrv, Dobbin,

Eastport; Ida May, Gray, Bangor; Susan Frances,
Smith, Belfast.
Ar 19th, brigs Novelty, Havener,
Matanzas; Isabel
Beurman, Hurd, Alexandria; Geo Gilchrist, Hart,
Weehawken; Milwaukie, Strout, Hoboken; Elvira
Thompson, Elizabethport; Rena, Foster, Port Johnson; Peacedale, Curtis, Hoboken; Pushaw, Pitcher
Calais; Enterprise, Small and Union, Crocker, from
Machias:

H.JI. PAYSON,

A Book for Every Hu.
Tfce “SCIENCE OF

LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in Man, Nervousaud Physical Debility, Hypochondria, Ini potency.
Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the In-

discretions or excesses of matnre years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, and the
only one on this class of ilia
worth reading. 190th edition,
revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only *1. Sent
by mall post-paid on receipt of

Price- Address PEABODY .MEDICAL INSTIr PTP-.^o. 4 Bulflnch
Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N. B. The
author may be consulted son the above os well as all
diseases requiring skill anil experience.

_sn_mar25-dly
Schlot ter beck’s Moth A Freckle Lotion t
remedy for removing Tan, Pimples,
•A?®!1? *n? ,ure
Blotches, Freckles und Eruptions from the skin
rendering It soft and fresh, and imparting to it a makMoth

Elizabethport; Josie, Look, do; Pavilion, Parker,

Rondout.
Ar 19th, brig Frank Clark, Morton, Philadelphia;
Woodcock, Foss, from Franklin; Frauds Hatch,
Fales, Rondout; Anna Frye, Smith, Poughkeepsie;
Highlander, Rogers, Salem.
schs

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Calcutta 12th ult, ships Cora, Coombs, and Kate
Davenport, Duncan, for United Kingdom, ldg.

Sid ftn Saugor 8th ult, ship Jaa A Wright, Morse,
for Boston.
Ar at Callao 17th ult, barque Sampson, Nichols,
Port Blakely, (and sailed 18th for Chimbote.)
At Para 24th ult, sch Frank Howard, Dermott, for
New York 3 days.
Ar at Demarara 16th ult, sch M A McCann, Kava-

Price 30 cents per bottie.

Prepared by

A. O. 8CHLOTTEBBKCK ft
CO.,

Apothecaries
Chemists, Portland, Me.
by all Druggists.
myl4sn tf
and

For sale

FOUND HIS PLACE.
Well will it be for all our race.
When every man haa found his place;
Shall learn what he’s adapted to,
And only that shall seek to do;
But many make a sad mistake,
Who some position seek to take.
Which they know not enough to till,
And so succeed they never will.
But many a Boy this one thing knows—
Fknno’8 the place to buy Boys “Clothes,”
Coat, Pant, Vest. Hat and Shoes complete
Corner ot

Beach

and

ap13sn3m ch wk

Washington Street,
my 17

FISHING

293

A

genoral

Boston.

TACKLE!

assortment

Ibr

BBOOK AND LABS FISHING,
Wholesale and Retail.
Also

everything In

the

Gunning

line.

BAILEY, 48 Kxebaagr 9l.
Sign of the “Golden Rifle."
my7eodtf»n

G. L.

Notice.
of the Mutual Relief Association
Fellow., will bo held at Odd Fellowa' (up-

Monthly meeting
of the Odd

per) Hall, Tuewlay Evening, May 21, at 7 1-2 o’clock.
A punctual attendance of all the
members la requasted, a. business of Importance Is to come before
them-

my20-2tsn

J. W. STOCKWELL & CO.,

Congress St.
t,t, ns

98

and

103

Daufortb
PORTLAND, MR.

Street,

l aw-lm

MADE TO ORDER FHOM MEASURE 1

California

CHAM. CCMTIM A CO.,
298

ap6aa sod 3m

Congress

St.

JT7ST

s,t,atli

A Standard

Flour!

BKCEIVEI)!

(Tw.nty-Three days

mill. In California.)

from the

300 BARREL*

Security

Fresh Ground California Flour!
Of best quality.

INVESTMENT.

myl8

To those who have rands to inI
vest; and to those who wish to increase their income from funds al-

ready invested in other securities,
we

recommend Northern

n

3t*

For sale by
JT. B BONNE 1.1,.

H. C. BARNES,

Secretary.

APPLES !
BBI-S. EASTERN
OfR)t good.
For sale by

SmiTH &
my!5new*lw

PHILBROOK,
12

Market Street.

SPRING

MILLINERY.

find secured by a First Mortgage on
both the Road and n Land Grant
of great extent and value, they
combine unusual Profitableness
with unquestionable

RUSSETS, sound and

Pacific

Seven-thirties. Bearing Seven and
Three-tenths (» 3-10) gold interest,

]STEW "STYLES

Security.
-AHD-

The

proceeds of all sales of
Land are required to be devoted by
the Trustees of the bondholders as
a Sinking Fund to the purchase

FRESH GOODS,
-OF

THE-

and cancellation of the first mort-

BEST

gage bonds, or temporarily to the
payment or interest thereon, if necessary. This provision will make
the Railroad

Company Itself n conheavy purchaser of its

stant and

own securities in the open market
from the time the road is complet-

ed until the bonds mature or are all
bought in. The effect of this will
naturally be a steady rise in the
value of the bonds.
The Northern Pacific Railroad
Company will, daring the present
month of April, offer for sole and
Two
settlement about
Million
Acres of its Lands in Minnesota,
and many thousand acres are already taken and applied for. Thus
the Immense landed estate of the
Company begins at once to be
available.
For further particulars concerning this bond
purchase of the same, inquire of

SWAN &
WM. E.

WOOD,

CASCO NATIONAL BANK
a

HI. A. BOS WORTH'S,
146
April I6U

Exchange

CroaMiale

St.

Super Phosphate
FOR

SALE

BY

Conant 8c Rand,
153

COTITIKHCIAI.

STREET,

Wholesale Agents for Maine.

Quality a* good, and price lower thau any olher
liable Super Phosphate.
ap27itlm

re-

Municipal

Bonds.

of Couni le* ami Cities In Missouri and
occaaionally School Bond* of Mlwouri and Kan*as, with *emi-aunual Coupon*, drawing 10 per cent.
which net from
Interest,
at

BONDS

PAI80N,

BANKERS, Portland.
ap22d&w-ni,waslm wl7

HAS used

QUALITY,

or

BARRETT,
H. M.

Mary, Hallowell, Dennysville; Melbourne,

Hilton, Gardiner.
SALEM—Ar 17th, schs Commerce, Torrey. Port
Johnson; Josephine, Brown, and Raven. Pendleton.

39 IXCHANBE ST.,
PORTLAND.

»le purity.

See Engineer’s official report for 1871 and 1872.

May 1-eod-n

nas

ville.

1871.

FINE SHIRTS!

O'S

Baager
Ckicaga

ujOnstt

STYLES!

t

Perllaad Ulaaicipal
Partlaad aid FAR
Bath

FOR SALE

The underaigued are prepared to ftirnish
Pipes for
Sewers, in almost any quantity If the orders are received early in the season.
The City of Portland ha. In nae more than ten
thousand feet of thi* pipe, over four thousand feet of
12 ta, 10 ta, 18 in, 20 in and 24 Inch sizes, being used
in

CVSTIS A CO.,

apftgn eod3m

in recommend-

PORTLAND ROLLING MILLS,
By GEO. E. B. JACKSON. Treasurer.
Portland, April 2», 1OT2.
THE

BEST QUALITIES I

LATEST

years

ly satisfactory and have no hesitation
ing it for those purposes.

MEN’S FURNISHING GOODS 1

Retail way 98.00
and
wiU book engage-

d

CO.,

been used by
for the last three
for
HASDrains
anil Sewer,.
We have found It entire-

S Calm RI writ, aypesile City Mall,
AT REDUCED PRICES.
eomly

tf

ston. Calais: Centurion. Blodgett, do: Chas Comerv.

brig W R Sawyer, Sawyer, Franklin; schs A J Dyer,
Barker, St George, NB : Gamma, Huntley, Musquash, NB: Forest, Bunker, Providence.
Ar ISth, barques Templar, Bartlett, Leghorn; Lord

J. W. STOCKWELL &

mylT

we

First-Class Residence at tbe
West End.
No. 35 Carlton St., Near Fine.
The southerly half of a new three story Brick and
swelled front mastic block; built by the day, in the
best manner; 13rooms, including bath room; hot and
cold water. Frescoed in oil
by Schumacher; cellar
cemented, lathed and r lasterea. Lot over 5000 feet.
This property is situated in a growing part of the
city, and will behold at a price favorable for occupancy or investment. May be seen any day from 4
to 6 f. x, Mondays and Srturday excepted.
Apr 27-sntf

PIPE

BY

MADE

“WEBER” nod other emlneat makers,
PIANOS. Sold by ED. B. ROBINSON,

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 16th, schs Alquizer, John-

Richardson, and James O Donohue, Warren, Boston;
M S Hathaway. Cole. New York.
Ar 17th, brig Jennie Morton, Gamage, St Marys:
sch Lark, Guptill, Calais.
Ar 18th. barque N M Haven, Hall, Cardenas; brig
Antilles, Thestrup, Sagua; sch Maud Webster,Wentworth, Pensacola.
Below, sch C P Gerrish.
Cld 17th, brigs Charlotte, Whitmore, Caibarien;
Llzabel, Tabbutt, Boston.
NEW YORK-Ar 17tb,ship Emerald, Lull, Cardiff;

CEMENT
u,

A

!

(unfhmlshed),

TUK

Between No. 18 Myrtle street and Green street, a
will be rewarded by
myl8-3H

for_sale7

DOMESTIC PORTS.
INDIANOLA—Ar 6th inst, sch A L Fitch, Yates,
Peneacola.
Ar 7th, sch Harry Lee, Mayo, Pensacola.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 13th, ships Thomas Hamlin,
Mitchell, and Ella S Thayer, Thompson, Liverpool.
SAVANNAH—Cld 17th, sch Adeliza. Huntley, for

Rockland.
BALTIMORE—Ar
kins. Boston.

18-sn

room,

House* for Sale.
RjVXtT of Tyng Street and Ingraham Lane; to be
JL removed at once. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
93 Exchange ,t.
mySOdtf

Lady's Breast Pin. The tnder
leering same at 16 Myrtle at.

JOS. H. POOR dc BRO.

Sch Evelyn, Crowley, St John, NB—master.

Sid 15th, brig Hampden. Smith, Fall River.
CHARLESTON—Ar 17th, brig E H Kennedy, Hallett, Boston, for Beaufort to load for Portland.
WILMINGTON—Ar 16th, sch Seguin, Davis, from

a nice house of roven
wishes to let the same to a
rent
to
be
party;
paid by board of one
person.
Address, or apply to JOSEPH REEl), Real
Estate Agent 174 Middle at.
mySldlw*

A

dice, Dyspepsia,

Winter Lots daring the
continuency of this notice.

son.

GENTLEMEN having

responsible

Costiveness, Scrofula, and all dffliculties arising from a disease.) stomach or
impure
blood. Twenty years of unrivalled success has proved
them to be the beat medicine In the world. GEO. C
GOODWIN & CO., Boston, amrall druggists,
sn eodl6w
IU27

ments for

P S Lindsey, Hamilton. Wareham—J Nicker-

Havana.

a

9T.SO

at

M. THOMPSON Jt CO.

Wanted.

“Ray Me and 1*11 to y GMd.»-DH.
LANGLEY'S BOOT AND HERB BITTERS. No
drug., no poisons, nothing deleterious, nothing but
healthy root, and herb., such as Sareawn-Ula, Wild
Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prickly Aib, Thoroughwort,
Mandrake, Rhubarb, Dandelion, to., wo compounded
a. to roach the fountalna of disease, aud absolutely
cure all Humors, Liver and BUlious
Diseases, Jaun-

1 COAE

York.

BELOW—A deep brig.

Steamship

MANUFACTURE PRICE

PIANOS.
PIANOS.

Rogers.

J.

my21d4w

LOST!
’A'HlISr PICK CENT.

widely knetrn and popular Summer reaort
reopened J„r tilth, for the roaron of

will be

-AT-

my20-sn»3t-m-T-w

If INK AND

rower,

mv'leodlw

may8wn tod tf

xne

Brig

Payers.

hare your
built of Cement Pipo your
IFburdeu,
will be light, and your Real Estate valuable.
you

mountain*,

Notice

Halltox.NS-pMacnger,
Wild Horse, (Br) Macomber, Poiut Petre.—330
hhds 178 bbls sugar, to Phinney & Jackson. Vessel
to Geo H Starr.
Sell Moselle, Bennett, Sagua,—224 hhds 22 tes molasses, to E Churchill & Co.
Sch J M Flanagan, Shaw, Georgetown, DC—coal to
Rolling Mills.
Sch Sarah A Boice, Yates, Philadelphia,—-coal to P
Prince & Son.
Sch Massachusetts, Woodman, Rondout,—cement
to order.
Sch Van Buren. Seavey, Hoboken,—coal to Ross &
Sturdivant.
Sch N & H Gould, Baker, New York,—coal to Jos
H Poor & Bro.
Sch J H Counce, Trim, New York,—coal to J T

Custom

READ_AGAIN.

•

LAFLIN * RAND POWDER C©„

M

Street,

Opposite

,r

Enquire tn the pr.
my21dif

House to Let.

Fnak KM Ocarft'. Creek
C'.Mberl.D, Ceal,

M Ceaaasercial

Let.

every

POWDER AGENCY

ARRIVED

RANDALL, XcALLISTER & CO.,

PORTLAND.

170 t .mmereiul Mi

TENEMENT at 140 Oxford .tree,
ANILE
Elm, with all modern improvement..
Sebax>i
water and
ceavenlence.

G. A. R.
Relative* ami friend* of deceased Soldiers and Sailors are notified that this Post will decorate the Cemeteries, those within the city on the Morning and
Evergreen Cemetery on the afternoon of Memorial
Dav, May 30th.
Donation* of Money and Flowers are earnestly solicited from all who are interested in this touching
tribute to the memories of departed heroes.
Boquots. Wreaths, and Crosses of Immortelles, or
other feuciful designs in Flower Work, which may be
intended for special graves, will be sacred I v dejioelted, if
addressed, and sent to the Headquarters or the post, on Wednesday and Thursday, May
29th and 30th.
It Is partiularly desired that information repectlng
new graves be forwarded as soon as possible to the
undersigned, In order that provisions may be made
for their decoration.
The Committee will be at Grand Array Hall, on
Tuesdav and Wednesday, May 28th and 29th, to receive Flower* or other decorations that may be donated to the Post for the occasion.
Per Order,
WILLIAM H. GREEN,
Post Commander, and Chairman of Committee of

COAL.

Blacksmiths’ and steam use, for sale In lots to
suit purchasers, at lowest market rates, by

NEWS.

98.00 delireird.

DBsnnos,

b.

my21eodlw

mch23*« eod3ra

Arrangements.

at

and Winter Kng.geme.tB

w

For

3VTARIjSTE

COAL.

wiling tint-elaw Loal

For Fall

properly

Marriage.

Ha»r BslUirw TnulHei from the effects
InWest Falmouth, May 19, Carrie H., only child I of errors and abuses m
early life. Manhood restored,
of H. W. and Mary E. Sargent, aged 2 yaars 7 mos.
i Nervous debility cured. Impediments to marriage
In Gorham,
May 19, Mrs. Eleanor B., wife of S. S. ■ removed. New method oi treatment. New and re-

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

SS.OO

sr.so

The Nation’s Dead.
Headquarters Bosworth Post, No. 2.

Millinery and Fyutey Goods.

years.
[Funeral services Tuesday afternoon, at 3 o’clock,
at No. 105 Franklin street. Relatives and friends are
invited to attend.

am bow

Connecticut Valley 7e.95
New York and Oswego 7s...95

Bonnets and Hats,
also

I

Chesapeake anil Ohio fs. 94

E.

WKDNSSOAV, Hay 9M,
MRS. M. B. CUSHMAN

|

COAL.

Invite Inquiries relating to investments, anil give
tbs price, of a few of tbe most desirable Bondi:

SUMMER OPENING.

A. Kennison.

ANY

Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Minnesota 7s.92J
Indianapolis, Bloomington and Western 7s.90
Loganiport, Crawfordsville and S. W.. 8s.65

Successor to C. B. Atwood dc Co.
May 21-mdtf

Naucy
In

Child for Adoption.
oaedeatring a Hue, healthy female iuf.ot
for adoption ean obtain one by addreuim;
G. D., Portland Poet OlHce.
my21-d3t*

below

ment.

In Canton, May 9, Amos L. Harlow, of Peru, and
Mrs. Adelia Eustis, of Canton.
In Canton, May 13, Alexander O. Nelson and Mrs.

General Banking and Commission Busi-

DEALERS IN SECURITIES,

House in tbe

are

a

negotiate Bonds, Stocks, Notes and other Securities, make collections throughout United States and
Europe. As
ness,

Profits we guarantee to sell

MEAL,

TIBS. HEAL,
3*J£ CsB|res« fit., bead of Caivo.
Bleaching and Pressing done in good order.
May 21-U2W

BANKERS,
c#r.

H.

sav

WOULD

BANK OF DEPOSIT.

Fonr per cent, laterest allowed on
cuuntH, subject to check, drawn at on any

end

my2J«!i t

to the ladies of Portland and idbily
that she nas a tine assortment of new millinery goods of all kinds, and nil those ladles that ! is I
it difficult to get a bonnet or hat trimmed to suit
them in style and price, will please call on

Middle Street.

N«. 1 Devomhire,

of Brown M.,

Corner

TIPS, m
Taller,

Menkaal

F. A. HAWLE1

Streets.

All

HOSIERY.

attractive prices.

_PORTLAND.

—AT—

as

elf*>od U

COYELL & COMPAH Y,

FROM

I. E. MOORE’S,

cheap

must lie

June.

FOB

Corner of Congress and Exchange

as

extremely Low Prices. They

At

select from in tbe city,

goods

upwartN.

Paisley Shawls,

HOSIERY.

SPRING AND SUMMER.

light expenses and

PARASOLS.

fore

NEW GOODH

ru.
ru.

:I7 I. JrU.
33 ru.

PARASOLS.

INVOICE

113
5,4

:«7 l-i ru.

At very Low Prices—60 cts and

ANOTHER

Will find one of tbe Best Stocks to

With

“
“

RECEIVED !

BUYERS of DRY GOODS

AT

Milk., (best quality),

“

Japanya K*opliaa,

•1 Kiekaa|e Ml.

CASH

J.

FOB

my21tf

To their

Gold

Cienft&egoe.

MARRIED.

FBOM

306 COMMERCIAL ST.

STYLES

NEW TORE k BOSTON MARKETS,

Messrs. Corner, Wildes and Blake, State Railroad Commissioners, inspected the Bangor &
Piscataquis Railroad Friday and pronounced it
to be iu excellent condition.
The Lewiston Journal is informed that the
Rev. C. Munger, a delegate of the Maine Conference to the General Conference now iu session at Brooklyn, N. Y., has been obliged to
vacate his seat and return home, ou account of
symptoms of paralysis. Rev. Dr.
premonitory
Webber, a reserve delegate elect, is to assume
the seat thus vacated.
The Law Term of the Supreme Judicial
Court for the Middle District commences its
session at Augusta next Tuesday.
Patents were issued under date of May 16th
to the following Maine oitieens:—Ansel Stevens, Portland, for car-coupling and buffer:
Daniel H. Weeks, Vassalboro, for compound
for use in constructing water-cisterns.

su<t, by

And for sale in lots to

Ml.

OF ALL GRADES.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

IN GENERAL.

NAME

comprises

%

SPOILS*.
April 2, lat 3 44 N, Ion 22 32 W, barque Wallace*
from Singa tore for London.
Map 16, lat 26, Ion
barque “Chaa Wells,” ? from
Portland steering South.
No date, &c, brig Anna M Knight, Davis, from

The Bangor Whig says on Wednesday last
James Bolton, Esq., of Orriugton, (father of
City Marshal Bolton of this city, stumbled and
fell over a chair at his residence in that town,
breaking two ribs. It was hoped that he had
sustained no other injuries, but he has remained
quite feeble since and yesterday was very low.
Be is M2 years of age, and it is feared that he
cannot recover from the shock.
Two amateur scullists iu Bangor had their
frail craft swamped iu the Kenduskeag stream
Sunday morning, and after a thorough ducking
were rescued by men from a vessel moored to
one of the wharves.

(O.

latest anil most

tbe

DESIRABLE

Richardson, Anderof Bangor,

Exchange

A

James &. Williams,
Tbeir stock

In Elsinore Sound 2d, Franklin, Hassell, from New
Orleans for Cronstadt; 5th, Marcia C Day, Chase,
from New Orleans for Reval.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

DIED.

H L

DEYENS

>•. 61

inst, Ida Lilly, Otia, New Or-

leans.

ARRIVED!

JUST
LOTUBOP,

Janeiro; 30th, P C Merriman, Young. Rio Janeiro.
Ar at Calcutta April 9th, Cora, Coombs, Bombay;
10th, Kate Davenport. Duncan, do.
Sid fin Genoa 30th ult, Robert Morrison, Seavey,
H yeres.
Ar at Antwerp slh

Coal !

Cumberland

AT TBE

NEW AMD SPACIOUS STORE OF

Akyab March 27. Fred Tudor, Bradford, Rio

Ar at

HAMPSHIRE

ROOM PAPERS!

31, John Tucker, Taylor,

March

Falmouth, K.

con-

the

Androscoggin road fron Lewiston to Farmington. Mr. Locke, formerly in
charge of a gravel train, takes the place of Mr.
Knapp on the freight train. Mr. Golf has removed liis family from Farmington to Auburn.
The police of Lewiston commenced a warfare against the unlicensed dogs in that city
last Saturday, and shot fifteen or twenty duron

ftOOM PAPERS,

PhlladelpS;

NEWSM

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NOTICES.

Pipe Drain tor
my!3eodlw

Cement

years.

For Sale.
best locations in

PROVISION store—one of the
A Portland.
A small saleable stock.
count of
the state.

Sold

on ac-

price*
wiling
Ten to Twelve Percent. Interest.
In tlie Went, a.
Having an extensive acqnintance
of twenty year, at
well a* a business acquaintance
a aiH*Ulty of thee
1
an.
making
home in Portland,
securities. visit Ing t he localities where they are issued,
and buying and
Investigating them very carefully
that I

consider among the
offering for .ale only thoje
safest For Investment. They are issued in $10p, $500
and glooo sites, running ten or twenty years front
date, ami are being taken by our shrewdest and most
caret.I Investors. They aro dally becoming moro
popular, receiving more attention from capitalists
seeking bolh safety and profitable returns for their
Particulars furnished oil
Investments.
application.
Government bonds converted on the most
lhv..rable

leasing

For particulars enquire at Jones’ Market.370 ConDANIEL JONES.
gress si*
myidlw+tfia

mcha dtf

CHARI,EM !*I. HAWK CM.
98 Kachan*,
Partinnd

Hotel Arrivals.—Gen. James H. Butler
Bangor,-Gardiner Walker, LovelU
Charles Drew and wife, R. Evans, New York,
W. H. Fannce, Boston, J. T. Randall, North
Conway, J. H. Thurston and wife, Richmond,
J. S. Brockway, New York, Nath’l S. Thompson, Kennebunk, W. B. Thompson, Rochester,
N. Y., Benj. Akerman, Newburyport, C. B.
Shoemaker, New York, T. C. Ward, Fryeburg,

THE PE ESS.
TUESDAY MORNING, MAY 21, ’72.

CITY AND VICINITY.
AdvEiiineneato Te-Day.

ENTERTAINMENT

AUCTION COLUMN.

Schooner—F. 0. Bailey & Co.
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Cash Buyers of Dry Goods—J. K. Moore.

Welch’s.

$1.50 at Mrs. Welch’s.
Children’s Trimmed Hats at Mia. Welch’s.
New Sets Jewelry and Bracelets at Mrs.Welch’s.
Skirts from 45c. to

certain how many members would
selves to attend the Jubilee, and

United Atates Circuit Caurf.
An-

ts.

25th.

others

Chauncey Smith.

Strout.

WLH.

Clifford.

Steamer

Capt Sturdivant presided.
Neal Dow was in his best humor and
length.
Smith, Howe,
some

tion

True,

Msaicipsl Csin.
BEFORE JUDGE MORRIS.

Jersey Cows for Sale.—Two three quarter
bred 3 and 4 years old Jersey Cows. Enquire of
MOSES F. JOSLYNN, at Libby's Corner

the sum of $6.
Neal & Son.
Larrabee.
Pitman Morgan vs. John C. Heller. Assumpsit for
furnished
provisions
defendant, $17.50. Defence—acfor

Auctio* Salk of Paihtings.—The pictures
which Mr. Schumacher proposes to dispose of

Thursday have been catalogued
and properly hung in the gallery. Excellent
taste has been displayed in their arrangement,
and the gallery was thronged yesterday with
visitors, which betokens an interest that promises a lively sale. As a whole the collection is
very good, and embraces some choice things
at auction next

altercation took place between two of the sailors, in which one of them
was stabbed in two
places.
A cow belonging to a Mr. Hamilton of Cliea-

bague Island, gave birth to three calves the
other day, but all died.
William Davis, esq., the well known ticket
agent at the Grand Truuk Railroad depot, left
yesterday for a visit to California. He took
ont Beckett’s celebrated
painting of Diamond

that will command the admiration of critics.
The gallery is open to free inspection.
New and Eleyant Neck-Ties at Mrs. Welch's.
The net earnings of the Chicago, Danville &
Vincennes Railroad Co., for the month of April,
were $23,942.20—or nearly double the interest
on the First Mortgage Bonds for the same time.
As these bonds are offered at 90 and accrued interest—the investment seems unusually safe as
well as profitable. Messrs. Swan & Barrett,
±*ortlaua, tne agents, win give tun Information
and fill all orders while the bonds last

went into effect yesterday.
The evening train for Saco River, over the
Portland and Rochester Railroad, now leaves
here at fi.20 instead of 5.30.
Nahum Libby, esq., has just purchased in
cars

Boston, for the use of the city, a pair of splendid bay horses, raised in Western New York.
They are six years old, weigh 1300 and 1320
pounds respectively, and arc valued at $800.
The purchase was made by the authority of the

Mb. Bishop still continues to renovate carIt is astonishing to see how
on the floor.
he improves the looks, besides taking ont all
dust, dirt and grease-spots and making them
sweet and clean. Offlc 16 Market Square.

pets

Trimmed Hats and bonnets at Mrs. Welch's.

parties in Boston, who propose to fit it up
for a hotel.
t It is
said that C. R. Milliken, esq., of this
has sold his trotting horse Dare, to parties in

a

tiuifriklfl and Sllhfttn.ntia.1

Every dollar contributed will be

judi-

ciously expended.
Concerning Circuses.—Without doubt the
people have arrived at some conclusion in re
spect to the merits of Stone & Murray’s circus,
which will he in Portland on Thursday next.
If it were a new establishment making its first
tour through the country it would require considerable effort to make itself properly known;
but Stone & Murray have been this way so
many times that the name of the firm is
well-known aud synonymous with excellence.
There is one good trait in the management:
they strive for the best of everything, and in
regard to horses, performers and all the appointments no company that ever traveled has
In their visit of 1872
ever surpassed them.

they will be accompanied by all the old favorites of the arena, and the company will be
strengthened by the introduction of some of
the best new names the country affords. Head
carefully the advertisement, which is on the
first page of this morning’s paper. It is a wellwritten aud convincing argument that Stone &
Murray are deserving the patronage of every
man, woman and child who has a desire to enjoy the exciting sports of the ring.
Kan Away.—On

Monday,

13th inst.

a

girl

16 years old, a daughter of respectable parentage in this city, stole her father’s bank book,
and drew 827 from the Bavings bank, with
which she went off in company with another
girl, said to be of loos* habits. The parents
hunted for her until Thursday night, when the
ease was put into the hands of the police. Officer York was charged with the case, aud af-

following a tortuous trail, he found the girl
He arrested
Vinal Haven on Friday last.
her and brought her back on Saturday and delivered her to her parents.

ter
at

New Patent.—Letters patent were issued on
the 14th inst. to Ansel Stevens of Portland for
an improvement in car couplings and buffers.
From an examination of this new patent we
judge it to be one of the most ingenious and effective contrivances for railroad use that has
railroad managers.
At any
Mr. Stevens is a
rate it is worth examination.
conductor oil the Portland and Ogdensburg
railroad aud the invention is to be practically

yet been offered

tested by that

to

Company._

Temperance
have been made

Meeting.
Arrraugements
for a temperance meeting at
—

Yarmouth village, next Friday evening. J. K.
Osgood, Esq., of Gardiner, is to address the
meeting, and form a club if desirable.
Drowned.—Yesterday morning a little son
of J. C. Bell, living on Greenleaf street, aged
eighteen months, accidentally fell into a hogshead sunk in the ground and filled with water,
Dr. True was called, but
and was drowned.
his efforts at resuscitation were unavailing.
St. M. E. Church
Love Feast —At the Pine
was held under the charge
a union Love Feast
Elder of Portof Kev. A. Sanderson, Presiding
a
land District vesterday. There was K's-sl repof this city,
resentation of the three churches
East and West
as well as some strangers from
JeAbout ninety testimonials of the power or
with songs
Hua to save were
given, interspersed
l
ne
of praise and responses by those present,
churches were much cheered by the remarks ot
au aged father and
brother, Rev. Paul C. Richmond. At the close a collection was taken for
the benefit of an
aged brother in the ministry.

—Advertiser.

Jewelry and Bracelets at Mrs. Welch's.

New Sets

Dr. Lamb bas

St., in

a

froat of the

nice house lot on Congress
Park, for sale, also a good

house.

BIDDEFORD,

SACO

VICINITY.

AND

New York for $15,000.
There is a great deal of interest felt in the
early completion of the Maine General Hosform.

drill meeting of Machigonue

There will be
and Eastern Star Encampments, Tuesday evening, May 21st., at Lancaster Hall. All members are requested to be present.

to

and it is tslrintr

to $1.25 at Mrs. Welch's.

Hoop Skirts from 45c.

Committee on Streets.
We understand that the well known and
pleasantly situated residence of A. W. Hanscom, esq., at Cumberland Mills, has been sold

nital

dif-

Double Linen Switches only $1 at Mrs. Welch’s.

an

On Saturday nfteruoon Sheriff Perry seized «*.
barrel of gin on the Portland Steam Packet
Company’s wharf, and two flour barrels apparently filled with oyster shells and filth, but in
reality Icon taining,( the one a ten gallon keg of
gin and the other a ten gallon keg of whiskey.
A new time-table on the Deering line of horse

poisons,and lung

and see his testimonials from citizens of Portland and othsrs.

from Ca-

Line

lead

ficulties submit to the Air Treatment as administered by Mr. Mace, in Cahoon Block. Call

Brief Jottings.
A new engine, called the Winthrop, for the
Maine Central road, came out of the Portland

September term of the Superior Court.
A telegraph office of the International
has been established at Fryeburg.

diseases,

Nervous

set-off, $36.50, for labor performed. Judgment—nothing due either party. Appealed.
Frank.
Bonney.
Entries, 9; defaults, 10; continuances, 2.

The picture was sent by Thos. McEwan.
The case of Simon A. Loveitt for the murder
of Leonard F. Swett, has been continued tofhc

Portland, Maine.

may20-3t

count In

ten.

***

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

plff.

Cove and the banner of the old Portland Rifle
Corps, for our former townsman, E. M. Pat-

to John-

appropriate gifts left by the guests.

Monday.—Sarah A. Ulmer vs. George A. Jones.—
Assumpsit for services of miner son, $10. Defence—
for

repaired

son’s, on Exchange street, where a splendid
supper had been served. After supper all returned to the house again and spent several
hours happily. There was quite a number of

__

NEW YORK.

was

and at 10 o’clock the party

Mondyy.—State vs. John Crockett and Isaiah
Loud. Assault with Intent to committ n raj* on Elvira Cilley. Not finished.
Mattocks.
Butler.
Webb.

dir.'to this port,

It

anniversary

was read during the evening, regretting
the writer’s inability to be present, Rev. Dr.
Shailer addressed the company very pleasantly,

JUDGE LAKE.

Company shop yesterday.
On the voyage of ship Kate Prince,

Newbury street, on Thursday evening

senior,

Superior Caurl.

Judgment

was

the celebration of the
of Mr. and Mrs.
True’s marriage, and about one hundred gueBts
were present, including Mr. T.’s father (now 83
years of age,) and eight brothers and a sisters,
and five brothers and four sisters of Mrs. True.
A letter from the only brother of Mr. True,

came

employed plaintiff’s son.

on

of last week.

in at 3 p. m. and adjourned
without transacting any business, until to-morrew at
9 o’clock when it will adjourn sine die.

never

spoke

at

followed by Messrs.
York and others. A contributaken up at the close of the meeting.

twenty-fifth

BEFORE JUDGE BARROWS.

_

was

He

Geueral

Silver Wrdding.—An unusually pleasant
event happened at the residence of Calvin S.

Putnam.

MAY TERM—BEFORE

of the

early day.

at an

ifested.

Hnpreme Judicial Caurt.
Monday.—Court

their approbation

meeting

Clotilde. This steamer was wrecked upon Wells Beach
in December, 1870, and this is a libel to recover upon
a bond given the captain,
Christopher H. Young, for
advances made for the relief of the steamship.—
Amount claimed, $ If,000 and interest. Defence—no
necessit y for the byi>othecation of the steamer.
Howard Sc Cleaves.
Haley, Giveen,
Putnam.
Same vs. Same. A claim for salvage for services
performed in saving the steamer and cargo. Amount
claimed $4000. The cases are important, not
only as
to the amount, but the principles of law
involved,and
will occupy Borne days.
Howard S: Cleaves.
Haley, Giveen,
vs.

pledge
ninety-seven
them-

Temperance Meeting.—The temperance
at Allen Mission Chapel last evening
was well attended and much interest was man-

BEFORE JUDGE FOX.

MONDAY.—N. L. Thompson libt.

will express

proposition

District C'auri.

U. A.

The Naval Investigation.
Representative Sargent will to-morrow, for
himself aud Messrs. Peters aud Warren, make
a report on the
charges made by the New York
Sun against Secretary Robeson. Representatives Blair, of Miohigan, aud Archer will present dissenting views.
A I.arge Claim.
The claim of Mrs. Fitzliugh, a relative of the
family of Gen. Washington, for 8375,000 for
wood and timber taken from her estate for the
United States army during the rebelljon was
filed to-day before tire Southern claims commission.
Among the papers is a safegard to the
lady, her family and property from Gen. Winfield Scott.
Indian Troubles.
A report received at the War Department
dated Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, »th inst.,
say-, Gen. Granger reports a collision between
the troops aud a
thieving baud of Utes at Terra Amarielo, on the 0th mst.
One Indian was
killed aud one soldier severely wounded.
An
attack was made by the Indians in presence of
the agent and troops, who defended themselves
after repeated insults. Every effort has been
made to prevent trouble by the agent and the
commanding officer. Gen. Granger leaves today to prevent further trouble if possible, and
says he is just informed that the Apaches are
going peaceably to their new reservation at Tulerosa.

quite encouraging. Favorable
replies from quite a number of organizations
have been received already, and it hoped that

a

Cauaten Browne.

George Parnell, formerly Deputy Commissioner of Internal Revenue, and at present chief
of one of the divisions of the Treasury Department, died at Rockville, Ct., this morning.

first in June is

motion for punishment for contempt in
violating the injunction. Process returnable May

A. A.

Bands.
Washington, May 20.—The amount of called
’02 bonds yet outstanding is 811,733,100.
Heath ef an OBcer.

returned.
The number will be increased to one hundred at least, as quite a number of members were absent. We understand
that the prospect for a grand rehearsal of all
the Maine associations, in Portland, during the

droscoggin Pulp Co. An injunction having been
granted in April to restrain defendants from using
the “Voelter Patent” for
reducing wood to pulp, plff.

has tiled

The Called In

names were

FOX.

Saturday Afternoon.—Warner Miller

WASHINGTON.

Tint Haydn Association are hard at work
on the Jubilee music and are
making good proThe rehearsal last evening was quite
gress.
animated and successful. For the future and
until the Jubilee, extra rehearsals will be held,
the first one occurring on Thursday evening of
this week. Last night a ballot was taken to as-

Real state—Dr. Lamb.
Air Treatment—Dr. Mace.
1-0.0. F—Evening Drill.
1> mble Linen Switches at Mrs.Welch's. 79 Middle st

BEFORE JUDGES SHEPLEY AND

Shaw,

BiMefwd

Muicipal Chart.

judge jkllebson.

Monday.—There were twenty-five entries,
defaults and twelve continuances.
Lewis Segtiin vs. Heury Petro. Account annexed. Judgment for plaintiff for $9.82.
J. Fairfield Locke vs. Albert F. Cleaves ct
Tr. Account annexed. Tr. discharged. Judg
ment for defendants’ costs.
Haven Chick vs. Josiah F. Leach. Account
annexed. Judgment for plaintiff for $7.50.

The Methodist Conference.
New Yoke, May 20.—In the Methodist General Conference to-day, Dr. Curry presented a
memorial of H. S. Goodenough, former Superintendent of the printing? department of the
Book Concern, in which lie replies to certain
assertions concerning him in Dr. Lanahan’s report. Mr. Goodenough contends that the Concern met with no loss during his superintending and alleges that Dr. Lanahan’s motives in
bringing the charge against him was to get his
own son into the paper business.
Dr. Lanahan then charged that the whole
Concern, Secretary and agents were concerned
in oil speculations to the detriment of the
church, and that J. G. Porter, who used to purchase the paper for the concern was a Penitentiary convict. Loud cries of “order,” “hear him
out,” &c.
Dr. Harris said if Dr. Lauahan aliuded to him
as one of the Secretaries
engaged in oil speculations he was utterly misinformed.
After some further warm discussion Dr. Gilbert Haven of Boston said it was
proper to remark concerning the charge that Mr.Porter was
a
that
the
offence was
penitentiary convict,
more technicle than anything else and that after the trial, judge, jury and prosecuting attorney petitioned for the immediate release of the
accused. In reply to Dr. Lauahan’s assertion
that Dr1 Carleton instigated the Goodenough
memorial that gentleman said he had nothing
to do with that paper and never saw it until it
was put into print.
The
paper was referred.
Mr. Gunn’s reports on the Book Concern accounts was presented and referred.
Tho Committee ou Education presented a report which, after referring to the assaults of
Romanists on common schools concludes with
resolutions to oppose to the utmost the exclusion of the Bible from schools.
Resolutions were offered fixing Thursday as
the time for
appointing a place for holding the
next General Conference, proposing a change
in the ritual for the baptism of infants, substituting two boards of publication, one of ministers aud the other or laymen who shall meet
once in three months and have general supervision over all publication of interests of the
church and the election of provisional bishops.
Cnncenitn tn Journeymen.
The master masons, by a vote of 19 to 18, voted to concede that eight hours is a day’s work
on and after to-morrow.
The vote was subsequently made unanimous. The hrick layers,
stone masons and laborers will probably all return to work to-morrow.
Tho German cabinet
makeis and plumbers joined the eight hour
movement to-day aud a large number of their
employersjhave already granted the demanded
concession.
The carpenters are so confident
'nou

We learn that on Saturday afternoon as a
man named Horace Woodman was rolling logs into the Saco river at Hollis one of the
logs rolled over upon him, breaking his collar

young

hone and two or three ribs, besides inflicting
other injuries, but the doctor thought he would
recove.

The Supreme Judicial Court commences its
session at Alfred Tuesday, Judge Cutting presiding. This is the last term of the Court under
the old assignments. J. D. Pulsifer, Esq., will

stenographer.

Deputy Sheriff Durqin ia busily engaged
in summoning witnesses to appear before the
grand jury to-day to testify relative to violation
of the

liquor

law.

The Choral Union of Biddeford and Saco lias
accepted l>y a unanimous vote tbe iovitation of
the Portland Haydn Society to attend the grand
rehearsal at the latter

Quite

giving

city.

quite

a

metropolitan

appear-

ance.
_

Isaac L Mitchell, a well known aitizen of
Limington, died on Friday last of apoplexy.
He was (15 years of age.
Weather Repwri,' May !!•, Ill P. 91.
War Department, Signal Service, U. S. Army, Divisions of Telegrams anil Reports for tbe benefit of

Commerce.
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The Germans celebrated Whitsunday enthusThe eight hour law strikers number ten thousand.
Michael Morgan has been sentenced twenty
years In the State Prison for highway robbery.
The reformed Presbyterian synod discussed
an increase of the
efficiency of Sabbath Schools
and received an encouraging report from the
on
committee
signs of the times.
The gold exenange has adopted a vote for
opening at ten and closing at four o’clock during the summer except on Saturday’s when tlie
closing hour will be at 3 p. m. Members doing
business outside these hours will be fined.
Ex-Mayor Samuel Smith of Brookiyn died today, aged 84.
Ten wooden houses in East New York, suburb of Brooklyn, owned by J. Hill, were burned yesterday. Loss $30,000.
A baeacli occurredlin the Chenanmfoanaljnear
Falls, on Saturday which it will take
Criskanny
three or four days to repair.
Julius Chambers, a
young New York journalist, left to-day for Lake Itaska, whence he
will make a canoe voyage down the Mississippi
river to New Orleans.
Caan nf the Blockade Bnnner
Stewart.
Kingston, Jamaica, to May 11th reports state
the
was
that
current that the comiuaureport
der of the United States sterner Wyoming believed that the Edgar Stewart had violated the
neutrality laws and that he put an armed force
on the steamer with the view of taking
her to
Key West The Cubans protested to the government against this armed oocupation of their
vessel iu British waters and it is said that the
government expressed an opinion that this procedure is a hostile and serious trespass and issued an order to allow the Edgar Stewart to
clear for any port.
Later.—The Edgar Stewart has gone into
Port lloyal to take powder and guns followed
by a Spaniard. The Wyoming which will convey the 8tewart to sea took advantage of the
time to coal. The Cubans are exceedingly anxious to ascertain whether the United States hat
approved of the proposal to carry them to Kej
West for trial. If the United States approve’
the move of the captain of the Wyoming the
Cubans are satisfied to give up the vessel, bul
on the other hand they are prepared to go ii:
for any amount of the legation.

Cloudy

Fair

Clear’ngup
Fair
Fair

Clear

Cloudy

NETBOROLOGICALi
OF

WEATHER REPORTS FOR
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

THE

VAST

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal)
:
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
May 20 (7.00 P. M. 11
The barometer will continue rising from thes
lakes to the east and middle Atlantic coasts.—
Clear weather will prevail over the New England. Middle and Southern Atlantic States
Tuesday, with northerly to westerly winds.—
Partially cloudy weather with probably areas»
of raiu from the Ohio Valiev north-westward.
Brisk north-westerly winds for the lower lakess
to-night Dangerous winds not anticipated.

Bt Cetera.

iastically.

Barometer corrected for temperature and elevation.

SYNOPSIS

a

The steamship George Washington,hence the
18th inst., for New Orleans, came in collissiou
with the schooner Daniel Holmes, coal-laden,
causing the latter to sink, and carrying down
The rest of the crew
with her two seamen.
The
were rescued in an exhausted condition.
steamer was damaged badly and returned for

Clear
Clear

Cloudy

«f

Drowned.

Thret’ng

W

mntrlr

A Schooner Bnn Down—Two Nennius

Fair

Clear

bmi nf

Varnish Factor? at Banter’s Faint—Lass 9100,000.
Early yesterday morning Myers & Louenstein's'varnish factory at Hunter’s Point, took
fire and was destroyed. Loss over $100,000; inTwo firemen were severely
sured for $60,000.
injured by falling timbers.
Internationalists.
in
the
The Split
The threatened split in the International Society took place yesterday. The Federal Council met iu the morning and held a very stormy
session. Section Q., the oldest in the country,
presented its withdrawal, and a scene of great
Excited speeches and muconfusion ensued.
tual recriminations were with difficulty restrained by the chairman. The difficulty seems
to be the failure of the offending section to endure the views of the party responsible for the
nomination of Presidential candidates at Apollo
Hall. The announcement of a split in the general council in London and the formation of a
rival body under the name of Uuiversalist Federal Council was made.

Bnrning

Clear

SW

initnnnsrenon

Action.

number of vessels are at the wharves,

a

the harbor

tJiof

who can get employment at eight hours.
The grinders and polishers and some other
organizations will strike to-morrow.
An Important Cue.
case
of Commodore Vanderbilt vs.
The
Erie railroad came up to-day before Judge
The
Daley on a demurrer to the complaint.
suit is for $175,000, being an coupons for two
of
the
of
bonds
on
Boston,
$1,250,000
years
Hartford aud Erie railroad company, the interest ou which was guaranteed by the Eric
The question inrailroad in October, 1867.
volves a guarantee of some $5,000,000 of the
Boston, Hartford and Eric road alone,
lev. Henry Ward Beecher’s Sermon on
Strikes.
Heury Ward Beecher preached a sermon last
ou
strikes.
He
said the mass of labor
night
had been swayed by politicians, and the result
Labor had been trodwas great disatisfaction.
den under foot and despised, and he was in
the present niovewith
labor
and
sympathy
Labor is discontented because it seems
meut.
vulgar to eat your bread by the sweat of your
Refinement has been a monopoly too
brow.
long. The movement shows a desire for refineelevation. But
ment aud its success means
workingmen are inclined to become too proud.
son of a carwas
the
that
Christ
They forget
penter. They will disfranchise themselves if
they do not have a care.
The Eight Hour Movement.
The wood carvers last night resolved to strike
for the eight hour system, and the cabinet
makers and the upholsterers took the same

twenty-six

be

small dry-house owned by Benjamin
which was partially destroyed.
Loss
a

about 8300.

Hotel.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

Hoop

cated to

lady, BosJoseph Parker,
Albert Lennate and J. W. Hall,
Boston, J. B.
Wendall, Augusta, M. Sawyer, Thnnuyston, G.
C. Turner,
Livermore, George Goodwin, Wells,
Foster Sanborn, Steep Falls,
Joseph Curtis,
Wells, W. J. Dry an, New York, are at City

Carjiet Renovating—Mr. Bishop.

Elegant Neck-Ties at Mrs.

It was first discovered by men in the mill. The alarm was given
at once and a stream of water from the powerful force pumps in the mill was put on, which
saved the mill. Sparks from the fire communi-

the Fa|mouth Hotel.
H. O. Tuell, Paris, L. Barnes and
ton, John H. Whiting, Oxford,

Reed.

on

spontaneous combustion.

the St. Julian.
William P. Jones, Portsmouth, Willard Bartlett, New York, Hamilton Willis and F. W.
Carr, Boston, Jonas Cutting, Bangor, are at
at

Real Estate—John C. Procter,
Coal—W. E. Dennison.
To Let—140 Oxford Street.
Milliuery—Mrs. M. H. Neal.
To Let-L. Taylor.
Chiltl for Adoption.

Loss

building and stock,
84000; insured for 82500. The origin of the fire
is unknown but supposed to have been caused by
wrapping paper.

Lyman Rawson, Rumford, F. W. King, U. S.
C. S., Charles S. Fellows, Chicago, A. W. Porter, Boston, George E. Holyoke, New York, are

NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Coal—James a Williams.
Read Again—C. W. Belknap & Co.
Notice to Tax-Payers.
House to Lot—H. A.JJones.
Jap. Silks—Coveil Sc Company.
Glen House—J. M. Thompson Sc Co.

N<»w and

the United States.

at

IN MAINE.

klw in the Gardiner Paper Mill.
Gardener, May 21.—A fire broke out about
2 o’clock this morning in Stanwood, Tower &
Co.’s stock house. The fire consumed this
building, which is about 100 feet long by 50 feet
wide, and was nearly full of stock, consisting
of excelsior, hemp, &c., for the manufacture of

the Preble.
M. T. Luddeu, Lewiston, D. R. Hastings and
wife, Fryeburg, Cyrus H. Hobbs, Wells, H.
Howes, Farmington, Ira T. Drew, Boston, are

World’s Peace Jubilee—Boston.

Wanted—.Joseph

MATTERS

are at

COLUMN.

LIIDX CONGRESS—SECOND SESSION.

BY TELEGRAPH.

and wife,

_

|

Freshet in Utah.
Salt Lake City, May 20.—Extensive fresh
ets are now prevailing in this vicinity, causer
by melting snow on the mountains.

I

year 8800, the 2d year §1000, the 3d year $1400
and the 4th year 81800, uud who shall be required to serve three years after their graduation. Interpreters are to be hereafter selected
from such student interpreters, and are to receive $.1000 a year. The bill passed; also a bill
providing for the payment to the Japanese government, from the indemnity fund, of the sum
due for reut of lauds aud buildings occupied by
the diplomatic aud consular representatives of
the United States in Japan, was passed.
Mr. Pickard of Indiana reported a bill for
the appointment of a consnl at Santareau. Brazil ;passed.
Mr. L Myers reported the French spoliation

SENATE.
Washington, Mav 20.—Mi'. Edmunds called
up the supplemental apportionment bill, which
went over for further examination.
Mr. Sprague said he had received a communication setting forth serious objections to the
steamboat bill passed by the Senate last week,
and moved to reconsider the vote.
The Vice President ruled the motion out of
order, the House having already acted on the
bill, but said it would be in order to send a message to the House asking it to recede from its
action on the bill.
The bill for the prevention of cruelty to animals was called up.
The following resolution was presented by
Mr.-:
Resolved, That A. Devine be and he is hereby
expelled from the Senate gallery.
Mr. Sprague objected to the present consideration of the resolution and it went over.
The Senate resumed the consideration of the
habeas corpus suspension bill, and Mr. Blair addressed the Senate in opposition to it.
Incidently brief remarks on the other side
were made by Messrs. Sawyer, Scott, Clayton
and Spencer.
Mr. Cameron, chairmau of the Committee
on Foreign Relations,
gave notice that lie would
ask forau executive session at noon on Wednes-

electricity.
-Mr. Bingham spoke

day.

right

Mr. Wilson introduced a bill authorizing the
of a system of general regulations for
the army.
The Senate then took a recess.

adoption

Session.

Evening
The consideration of the habeas corpus bill
was resumed, Messrs. Osborn, Alcorn and Ames
taking part in the discussion, the main features
of which was a colloquy between the two Mississippi Senators, Mr. Alcorn charging Mr.
Ames with not being a resident of the State
and with assailing its people as murderers in a
former speech, wherein he said that sixty-eight
murders were committed within three months
of Mr. Alcorn's administration as Governor,
when but eighteen were really committed.
Mr, Ames said that ever since his colleague
had been in the Senate he had talked of nothing but himself till to-night; and now had
brought in him (Ames). He would reply at a
r time.
pr
Alcorn contrasted the peace which prevailed during his term as Governor witli the
violence and disorder when Mr. Ames was Military Governor, and claimed there had been no
Ku Klux convictions under his administration
nor under the rule of bayonets.
He protested
against the lives and liberty of the people of
under
the
heel of the
Mississippi being placed
bayonet. Tho Southern people will not come
to the support of any President who has power
Disced in his hands by Congress to deprive
them of their liberties.
Mr. Pratt followed, reading from the testimony of Gov. Powers before the sub Ku Klux
committee to the effect that the passage of the
Ku Klux law had a most salutary effect in Mis-

sissippi.

Mr. Alcorn concluded with an earnest appeal
aggaiust any further suspension of the habeas
corpus, and expressed the belief that if the bill
passed his State would be lost to the Republican

party.

Mr. Ames said that when his colleague was
not pronouncing the pronoun I, when he was
not talking of his plantation and when he was
not misrepresenting Mississippi he assailed him.
“My colleague,” said Mr Ames, “went to Mississippi before I did. He was one of the chivalrous spirits, but I am only from Yankee land,
and I fought my way down to the Mississippi
with my owji right baud. My colleague buckled
on his armor and went into tho war on the side
of the South. He did not remain in the army
more than three months and then he retired to
his plantation, of which he speaks so much.
If we had only such men as him to fight we
would not have much war.
As he (Ames)
said, he fought his way down to the Mississippi
over many a bloody battle field, and had a
right
We often go to a circus to see a man ride two
He
horses, but my colleague exceeds that.
rides all parties iu Mississippi at the same time,
and he is constantly telling us how many times
he has been electee! by one party and then by
another.
He was repudiated by all parties.
He (Ames) had, as a Military Governor, tried
to do his duty aud to protect the poor colored
people from outrage aud oppression, and he had
punished the perpetrators of crime.
Mr. Alcorn interrupted to say that he had
served eighteen months in the Confederate arinstead of three.
my
Mr. Ames said his colleague owed everything he was to the carpet baggers, he was so
constantly assailing. He charged that by his
colleagues pursuading the colored people to
accept seperate schools they had been deprived
of equal advantages of education. He also
charged that the unionism of Mr. Alcorn was
feigned and that he had no real regard for colored people. He said that no account had ever
been given of $50,000 put into Mr. Alcorn’s
hands to put down the Ku Klux and not one
Kn Klux had been arrested.
Mr. Alcorn had put many Democrats in office
aud as a result the State came near being lost
to the Republicans last fall.
He had removed
Flannery, a Republican editor of Mississippi,
from the office of Brigadier General of militia,
liecause he styled General Lee a traitor. He
(Ames) denied that such a man had any right
to assume to represent the Republicans of Mississippi. The Republican party nominated him
iu doubt. Many had never heard of him uttering a Republican sentiment, and he (Ames)
had never heard him to this day utter one.—
Speaking for the Republican party he (Ames)
claimed that
they did want the Ku Klux law
aud that they did want the passage of the bill.
The Senate at midnight adjourned.
HOUSE.

To-day the time was taken up with unimportant bills until Mr. Hooper’s supplemental
civil rights bill, when the remainder of the
hour was occupied with dilatory motions.

The House refused to go into Committee of
the Whole on the tariff and tax bill, 75 to 135.

rates a,5iaaPs!<>fa'"resmftM ‘flistfffWng the

Committee on Ways aud Means to report forthwith the Senate concurrent resolution for adjournment on the 29th of Slay. Rejected—yeas
128, nays 82,less tliau two-thirds in the affirmative.
Mr. Dawes of Mass., moved that the rales be
suspended and the Committee of the Whole discharged from further consideration of the tariff
and tax bill, and that the bill as amended by
the Committee do pass. This includes the internal revenue sections and all. Agreed to—
147 to 62.
The following is the estimated reduction of
duties, which the tariff bill effected: Coal,
$215,254; salt, $615,522; leather, $529,490; chicory, $92,880.17: cotton and manufactures thereof, $1,077,383.25; wool and manufactures thereof, $3,348,274 03; iron and manufactures thereof, $1,376,612.13; metals and manufactures
thereof, $284,966.11; rubber aud manufactures,
$53,207.16; gutta percha and manufactures
thereof, $51,099; straw and ma"ufactures thereof, $75,347.57; oil cloths and manufactures
thereof, $2,786.61; steel and manufactures
thereof, $489,256.26; burlaps, &c., fiax dressed,
no estimate can be made; lumber aud manufactures thereof, $185,980.57; all other articles
including chemicals, &c., $594,944,52; books
&c., no estimate; mustard ground,
10,462.96; currants, figs and raisins, $1,036,517,80; copper and manufactures thereof, $37,-

frinted,

768; plate glass including silvered, $98,291.06;
tin in sheets or plates, $949,077.82; paper manufactures thereof not included, $6,101.10; total
reduction dutiable, $11,076,629.56; on free list,
Olil
1 Atf
fAfol
i-n/lnSul
The total reduction by tariff and internal revenue sections is estimated at $44,000,000.
Mr. Dawes then moved to suspend the rules
and concur in the Senate resolution for final
adjournment May 29th. Agreed to—yeas 1B9,
nays 52. (The nays were Republicans, including Messrs. Frye and Lynch.) The announcement of the result was received with clapping
of hands and a general jubilation.
Mr. Getz of Penn., from the Committee on
Public Buildings, reported a bill appropriating
$1,500,000 for the purchase of a lot and erection of a building in Philadelphia, for a Post
Office and United States Circuit Court purpoPassed under suspension of the rules.
ses.
Mr. Coburn, of Indiana, from the Committee
on Military Affairs, reported a bill
reciting the
disappearance from the files of the War Deof
the
records of the court of inquiry
partment
in the case of Major Gen. Buell, and
directing
the Secretary of War to employ Benj. Pitman,
phonographic reporter of that court, who has
retained his notes thereof, to furnish two translations, one for the War Department and one
for Congress. Passed.
The Senate bill, to allow the Potomac & Piedmont Railroad to operate its liue within the
District of Columbia, was passed.
Mr. Butler of Massachusetts, moved to suspend the rules and pass a preamble reciting the
recent statement of Sir Stafford Northcote, that
tbe understanding of the British Commissionthat a promise had been given that
ers was
claims for indirect damages should not be presented, &e., which statement of a member of
the Joint High Commission on the part of
Great Britain deeply concerns the good faith
and integrity of American Commissioners and
of the government as well as the honor of the
nation: therefore,
Resolved, That the President of the United
States is hereby requested, if not detrimental
to the public interests, to inform the House
whether the Executive has any knowledge of
any such promise being made by any official
person, that claims for indirect damages shall
not be presented to the tribunal of
arbitration,
and if so, by whom such a
promise was made
or understanding given, and if any and what
arrangement was made with the British Commissioners or British government, by which the
American Senate should not be placed in a position requiring a confession that wrong had
been done,or whether any arrangement whatever
had been made with the government of Great
Britain or with any official thereof, by which
the action of the American Senate was to be
controlled or influenced in their behalf, and if
so, by whom and when, and by what authority
was such an arrangement made.
While the House was dividing Mr. Cox said
that the honor of our country is involved in the
If there lias been a dishonorable
resolution.
humiliation let us know the worst and who is

responsible.

■

Agreed

to.

The House then went into committee of the
whole on the sundry civil service
bill. Having progressed as far as the 10th page
of the bill, the committee rose and the House
took a recess.
The evening session is to be for the business
of the Committee on Foreign Affairs.

appropriation

Evening

Newton.

Mr. Banks of Massachusetts

authorizing the President

to

reported a bill
appoint one oi

commissioners to the international exposition to Vienna in 1873. Passed; also to provide for the appointment of a secretary of legation at Japan, with a salary of $3500, and o!
two American student interpreters, not to la
over 17 years of age, who shall receive the firsl

more

communication betweeu the United
graphic
States and
countries. It fixes the

foreign

con-

ditions, stipulations

and reservations under
cables may he established to

which lines or
other countries.
The bill was explained by Mr. Wood and
Mr. Banks, and
passed.
Mr. Conger of Mich., addressed the House in
favor of the Loomis Aerial
Telegraph bill, incorporating a Company with a capital of $200,000, which may be increased to $2,000,000 to develope the principles and powers of natural
r*

tion.

United States 10-40’s., coupon.Ill
Currency 6’s.
ug
followil1* were the closing quotations of

Adjourned.

Forty-Five

Stocks.
Western Union Telegraph Co.

Bleu Lost

Pacific Mail.
N. Y. Central and Hudson River
N. Y. Central and Hudson River

...

gj

aiul others

Michigan Central.
lift*
I llinois Central.135
Chicago & North Western. 76*
Chicago & Northwestern preferred..!.!.! 94*
Chicago & Rock Island.
112
Pittsburg & Fort Wayne.!.!.!!!!!! 97
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail-

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
Union Pacific
Union Pacific

1031

do..!!!*.*!. 9*4
stock..!!!!!!! .*!!!!!! 39J
Union Pacific land grants... *!.!.!. 1... go*
Union Pacific income bonds..
86*

Do me* tic Market*.
New Yokk, May 20.—Cattle Market-Beeves 4c
lower; sales at 10 ® 13; average 114; receipts 5000
head.; Sheep 4c higher at 7} ffi 104; clipped 54 ® 74.—
reociP'8 I#>«» head. Hogs nominal
1V*5
f°r
for dressed; receipts 33,*iV°’

000*head4*

New York, May
20—Evening—Cotton qnlet; Middl.i.o uplands 244c. Flour—State and Witern
dull
and unchanged; sales G400
bbls; State 7 10s is
Bound hoop Ohio 8 05 ffi 10 30; Western 7 10
ffilO 40
Southern 8 65 ffi 13 25. Wheat dull; sales 30,000 bush
Nol Spring 173@175; No 2 do at 1 67 ffi 1 71
Stater R™ Western 1 98 ffi 2 03; White
Michigan
2 05 ® 2 20. Corn lower; sales 98,000
bush; Mixed
Western 73 ® 74c afloat, cloeing at 734c. Oats Bcarco
and firmer; sales31,000 hush; Ohio
58® 60c; Western 571® 59c. Beer
unchanged. Pork quiet; new
mess 13 87 @ 13 90.
Lard heavy 8! ffi 94c. Butter is
firmer; new 29 @ 32c. Whiskey quiet ami steady
at 90c. Rice quiet at 8}‘@
9}c. Sugar firm; sales 650
hhds; Muscovado 8} ffi #}c; refining 8} ffi 9c. Coffee
firm; sales 1000 bags; Rio 15ffi 18c Gold. Molasses
quiet; New Oreane 62 ffi 68c. Naval Stores—Spirits
Turpentine quiet and scarcely so firm at 62 ffi 624c
Rosin nominal at 3 60 ffi 3 65 for strained. Petroleum
dull; crude 13J; refined 23 ffi 24c. Tallow steadyJ
at 9 ffi 9J.
Freights to Liverpool firmer; Grain, per steam
5d.

The

Coultcr-Biglin Race.
Philadelphia, May 20.—This tifternoou

tiiousands of people visited Fairmont Park and
the shores of the Schuylkill River adjacent to
witness the great contest between Coulter and
Covett of Pittsburg, and the Biglin brothers of
New York. The day was
very disagreeable,the
wind blowing fearfully, and for a long time it
was doubtful if the race would take
place. The
contest was for $1000 and the distance five
miles. The race was to take place at 3 o’clock,
hut Coulter having objected on account of the
roughness of the water, it was postponed until
S.30.
Three small steamers and a number of
small boats were on the river crowded with
people. The boats started fairly. At the start
Coulter and Covett were ahead' hut they went
through the third iustead of the second arch of
the bridge and lost 100 feet; this distance they
we.c unable to regain, and the Biglin Brothers
came in at leat twelve lengths ahead.
Time
32 minutes and one second. A large amount of
monev changed hands.

Chicago. May 20.—Flour quiet and unchanged.—
Wheat dull and lower; No 2 Spring
150} on spot;
152}seller J une. Corn in fair demand and lower; No 2
Mixed opened 48c and closed 47 Jc on
spot; 48 ffi 484
seller June; 49 ffi 50c seller July; rejected firm at
44}.
Oats firm; 41}c for No 2; 38 ffi 38} for rejected. Rye
steady at 85c for No 2. Barley quiet and unchanged at
61 ffi 65c for No 2 fall. Whiskey
steady at 854c. Provisions only in limited jobbing demand. Horn quiet
and declined 10 @ 15c; sales at 4 10 ffi 4 25 for fair to

England Fair.—Premiums for
Fire Engines.
Lowell, Mass., May 20.—The managers of
the New England Fair to bo held here in Sep-

-*“r

oats, 2,000 bush rye, 0,000

A

ouu

I|U1VI

uni

Freights

unchanged.
bbls flour, 9000 bush wheat, 31,000
18,000 bush oats.
Shipments—0000 bbls flour, 21,000 bush wheat,76,000

Havaaa Market.
20.—Butter $28 @ $30 per quintal
for superior American iustead of $28 @ $36 as report-

Havana, Nay
yesterday.

ed

«’»

PORTLAND.

«>•

»»«

COOK COUNT!.

7’*

OHIO.

HAVTON. OHIO,.

7>»
SI*

LEEDS A- FARMINGTON K B.

6’»

& N. AM. R. K, Gold

The road Is already earning, after all operat-

mile.

iug expenses

are

paid,

all its bonds.

ty, those upon

mile,

to the

They are

safe.

and

for

so

Terms made known at tlmo of sale.
MARY W. PRASE, Guardian of
Thos. P., Sc Chan. T. Pease.
Bridgton, April 17, 1872.
my7-law3wTu

Assignee's Kale

recommend them

to

am

interest,
as

First

ine bonus are a

each, have forty

and

certain

the final

as

a sum

]
*

The White House, its Furniture*,
Stock, Fanning Utensils, Ac.,
At Auction.
*ONweTUESDAY, May 28th, at ten o'clock A. M.f
shall the well known ami desirable
property
the “White House,” situated about four miles from
1
iu Westbrook, Me.; the buildings on said
Portland,

property consist of the house conta ining 29 rooms,
and dancing hall, pantries, Ac., fine cellar, plenty of
]water, heated throughout with Magee Furnace, new
1last winter; it is so arranged as to be
easily converted into a double house; large burn well tilled with
stalls, and other conveniences, Horse and Wood
jSheds, Ice House containing 30 tons of ice. There is
about 7 acres of land in the highest state of cultivation, a good orchard which bore 260 bushels of apples
iin 1870; Grape Vines, Small Fruits, Asparagus Bed,

nuusu-

Mortgage and

This property for the last five years has been in the
1hands of a gentleman who has constantly been makiing improvements, and has spared neither labor nor
money to make this nro]>erty convenient and comfor1table; it is in thorough repair, and is to-day the most
l>opular and,best paying public establishment in the
vicinity of tne city of Portland.
immediately after the above, will be sold all the
in said house, consisting of Eng. Brussels,
]furniture aud
lngraiu Carpets, Parlor Furniture, B.
Tapestry
W. and green rep and bait-cloth, 3 very large French

for $1,000

are

years to run, and bear Interest at

the rate of 7 j»er cent, per annum, payable
first of April

the

of

psymeat

fhtnre finacial event.

any

the

on

8. F.

Gold

and October, both princii>al and interest

being payable in gold in New York.

plate Mirrors, What-Not, Centre Tables, Painted

Messrs. Swan & Barrett. Bankers,

Chamber Sets, Toilet Sets, Hair Upholstered Spring
Beds, Feather Beds, Hair Mattresses, Comforters,
Blankets, Sheets, B. Wr. extension Tables, Oak Dining Chairs, Crockery, Glass and Silver Plated W'are,
Cutlery, Curtains. Clocks, Safe, Desk.Bar Furniture,
Glasses, Ac., Parlor. Office, Coal and Wood Stoves,
Magee Cook Stove No. 10, together with the entire
Kitchen Furniture. Also 1 Cow, 3 Hogs, Hens and
Chickens, 2 Beach Wagons, ! Jenny Lind, 1 Sleigh,
trimmed; 1 Pune, 3 single ami double Harnesses,
ana Hay Rack, a large assortment of
Farm
Farming Tools, &c.
F. O. BAILEY dc CO., Asctissern.
May 20-dtd

PORTLAND.

Household Furniture at Auctlou.

have sold

We

weeks to

Million In the last lew

One

over

Trust Companies, and for the investment ol

Funds,
a

remainihg.

Full particulars furnished
or

by mail,

investors, and

and to the most careful

small amouut

application Id person

on

Wagon

to

SATURDAY, May 25th, at
sell the Furniture in house
ONshall
in
of tine

ten o'clock, we
31 Elm Hi.,
consisting
j»art
Carpet, clegapl
Tapistry
Parlor suit in B. W. and hair cloth, French panels,
Marble-top Tables, Lace Cuatafos, Kengravings, Sitting-room Set, B. W. and hair cloth, Seavy Parlor
Coal Stove, Oval Mirrors, two Whatnots, Card Table, Ingoain Carpet, Paiuted Chamber Set and Furniture, Hair Upholstered Spring Bed, Extension Table, Oak Dining Chairs, Crockery and Glass Wars,
Cutlery, Magee Advance Cook Stove, together with
the entire Kitchen Furniture.
All the Furniture in this house is nearly new, and
in as good order as when manufactured.
F. O. BAILEY & Co., Aactrs.
my20td

—OK—

W. B. SHATTUCK A €on Bankers
GENERAL

may2d&wlm

wi8

AGENTS,

23 Nassau St., New

Undoubted

An

York.

Security,

THAN

GOVERNMENT

BONDS.

Valuable SHU Property at Anctiou
near Little Falls, in Ciorbain,
Ylaine.
he sold on Saturday, June 1, 1872. at 11 o'clock, a. m.—the valuable property known as
Degnia’s Wills, situated on Little River, consist-

9 1-2 Per Cant,

the Investment.

on

WILL

FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING FUND GOLD
RONDS OF THE

iiugu import,

smr

vnrwrorasTnie

■

Somi.-Western Railway of Indiana.
THEY BEAR 8 PER CENT. GOLD
PAYABLE

QUAR-

GOVERNMENT

AND

TAX,

SONS,

BANKEKH,
MAINE.

HOUSE is established for the transaction of
a General Banking Business.
DEPOSITS received subject to check at sight. InTHIS

For the present we are offering these Bonds at 95
and accrued interest in currency, or will exchange
thorn for Government Bonds, or other marketable securities, at the rates of the day.
Further and foil particulars, with pamphlets and
maps, furnished by us on personal or written application.

Jones &

terest at the rate of Four per cent, per annum allowon all Daily Balances.
Accounts rendered and in-

monthly.

CERTIFICATES ^F DEPOSIT issued bearing in-

by agreeine and available
Portland, Boston or New York.

Oreeley Elector..

at

maturity

Liberal Bepuhlican tick-

The Supplemental Treaty.
Philadelphia, May 20.—The Board of Trade
this evening passed resolutions approving the
supplemental article to the Treaty of Washington.

FOREIGN.

dents.

Agents for the anle of the
Bonds of the Portland k Ogdensburg R R

matters.

Madrid, May 20.—It is stated that the attitude of the government of France towards the
Carlists, aud the facility with which the retreating insurrectionists escaped into France
have caused a deep feeling of indignation ©n
the part of the Spanish government.
Garcia Gutiercz, the Spanisli Consul at Bayoi ne, France, has arrived at Madrid. He comes
for the purpose of formally complaining of the
course pursued by the French authorities towards the fleeing Carlists.
Detachments of government troops continue
to encounter Carlists bands in disaffected provinces. The insurgents are invariably beaten
and dispersed.
An official announcement to-day is tliat desertions from the Carlist bands in the Province
of Biscay have commenced. Many of the insurrectionists present themselves to the governMore
ment troops and give up their arms.
than four thousand liave already submitted.
Uribari, a Carlist leader, is dead. Insurgent
bands in other provinces are dispersing.

jn3

s

FINANCIAL AGENTS OF THE COMPANY
mchl9d&w3m
w!2

Colton's Patent Refrigerator is the
Most Perfect Refrigerator

ciple.

new

Leavitt, Burnham
Having

secured

29

MARKET

NUTTER

Are

CT ORDERS

Office,

Street,

No. 14 Cross

93 Excbaage Ml.,

SEASON PRICE FOR 1872.
10 lbs. a day, from May 15th to Oct. 15th.
95
*♦
a
7 00
13
M
**
u
9 00
20 **
‘t
Ice will be delivered earlier than 15th May and later
than 15th Oct., at the same rate per month as during
mch27
the season.
apl5

ICE HOUSE, MARKET STREET

PORTLAND, MAINE.
mrl2dtetf

AND

ADJUSTABLE

COAL.

SPRING

BED,
PATENTED

JAMES BAILEY,
J. S. PALMER,
C. E. JOSE,

AT

21st, 1870.

JUNE

challenge comparison

with

any

and

The

BEALS

&

At

ADJUSTABLE SPRING BED.

sold cheaper

ALSO

ever

(Oppo. tho New

CO.,

Du

Post

Office.)

POINTaPETRE! Brig Wild Horse—330 bbds,20:
bbls sugar, 1 case swest meats to Phhiney & Jack

Gunpowder

Biflc, Nportiag aad Blatliaf in aay
quantity, and of standard quality.

BLACK SILKS

sou.

Receipt* by Railroad* anil Steamboat*
Steamer JonN Brooks from Boston.—47 pc
48
castings, 5 bbls and 4 casks oil, 5 bdls leather,150 nag
nai
oysters, 10 bags dried apples, 50 bbls pork, 8
sneaths, 20 empty kegs, 50 boxes spices,
molasses
nbds
stands, CO bags seed, 4 sheets copper,5
50 crates oranges, 2 horses, 100 pkgs to order.
For Montreal and up country—20 rolls felt, 25 bag
25 < ar
dyewood, 10 bales wool, 04 bars iron, to1 organ,
boys, 1 safe, 20 bdls leather, 75 pkgs order.

Wholesale and Retail.
O.

L. BAILEY, Agent for Maine,
48

myl8sutf
-AT-

EASTMAN
334

ai>30tf

H4

CONGRESS ST.

j

The

tyGents’ Garments Dyed und Cleansed every dayr
Sunday** excepted.
OFFICE 315 CongreHS St.
*
inyOeod sn till jun2

Prom.ter of the Growth and Beauty af th«

NO

i

Cleansing Works, No. 24
Union Street.

Beat and Cheapest Hair Drawing

Hair in the World.

New York fttock and money market.
Nfw York
Mav 20—Momina. —Gold at 113J.Money at 6 per cent: Sterling Exchange 109| @ llOj
Stocks steady. State Stocks steady.
The following are the forenoon quotations of Soutk

Parties who have had their Carpets Cleansed on
the floor, and are disgusted with It, can And a perfect
remedy at

Foster’s Dye &

BURNETT’S COCOAINE,
Universally acknowledged

Boston

OTHER

Exchange »t.

CARPET CLEANSING!

BROS.,

DR.

COMPOUND

posswses the peculiar properties which so eiactl;
suit the various conditions of the human hair,
For sale by all Druggists.
no29 sn
eodly

MORSE'S

tone

“CTER1NEI TONIC"

to

|.w*r'mi

strengthening the system. Imparting
and vitality to the various orgm1*. removing
**
1

expressly

COAL,

96.75 per Tan.
cases.

Give

us a

call

JAMES

&

WILLIAMS,
506 Cammerrial St.

my 20

KING

WILLIAM.

Hotel,
IY tCN1.87!’
'Auburn, Me. He is sixteen hands high.
in blood bay with black ]K>ints, and has a
f record
of
'■

Ponts

AGENCY!
AND

laa.

year old stallion of
f£amPionthefive
wiU
season at Maine

ood tf

may2su

af 97.50 per

Satisfaction guaranteed in all
before purchasing elsewhere.

before offered in this city.

271 MARKET ST.,

PAISLEY SHAWLS

Foreign Imports.
Schr Moselle—222 bhds, 22 tes molaesei

than

.am

—

T. P. BEALS &

1STEW

mdse.

far Ike

Manufacturers of the

—

Lehighs,

CHESTNUT

CO-

Trustees.

financial and commercial.

Best

(NO INFERIOR COALS,)
la Slack

P.

selling winter lots of

now

every

Spring Bed for durability, cleanliness, adjustment,
ease aud comfort, and healtbfulness, and we warrant
We give the privthe bed to give good satisfaction
ilege for any one to use the Bed, and if it does not
give fierfect satisfaction we will take out the Bed, at
our own expense and return the money.

T.

$8.00.

RETAIL.
We are

We

CALL AND SEE

«h-^9,8M

Exchange Street,

_PORTLAND, ME.

Chamber RrU, Chair., fflatlKaM, Ac.

Foreign Exp.ru.
burt
L1V KKPOOL. SteamsbiD Henri
do butter
I teas, 142 bbls pork, 105,400 lbs meat, 28,360

CLARK,

full Supply Guaranteed the Entire
Season at the Lowest Rates.

A

SOLICITED.

Or 1. C. PROCTER.

BROTHERS & CO.

of Loin in Evergreen Cemetery.

myleod3w

Mr. Gilmore’s Jubilee.

11

on

dtf

ICE!

prepared to furnish

OB FOB THK RBARON,
LOWEST KATES.

DAILY

Commissioners have fixed upon the very low
a lot, for keeping the same
through the season.
to
be
made
to
the City Treasurer in adPayment
vance, and it is hoped that all persous having an interest will avail themselves of this privilege.

Ex-Secretay

at

Families, Hotels, Stores, and Vessels any quantity wanted

THE
price of One Dollar
in first rate condition

the supplementay treaty.
The New Jersey Democratic State Convention will l>e field at Trenton June 26th.
of the EmperThelmperial hand, by consent
or William
will soon leave Berlin to attend

wholesale prices. Cosh advanced
Surchasers
limited.
escription of goods. Consignments

Co.,

&

SQUARE,

SPECIAL NOTICE!
To Owners

R. K. HUNT,
Commission Merchant and Auctioneer
1AIO 316 Congress St., will sell every evening a large
i.” assortment of Staple and Fancy Goods.
Goods Will he sold during the day in tot. to suit

them at

May 20-eod4w

miNOR TELEGRAMS.
iu
The loss by the burning of Jaynes block
half a
Philadelphia, Suuday night, foots up
million.
lied Cloud and 25 other Indian chiefs have
started for Washingon.
Seword favors the ratification of

EXCHANGE STREET.
Next below Merchant.’ Exchange.
•IOSEPH S. BAILEY.
.plltf
_GEO. W. PARKER.

their stock of

RIJRE

there is no intermingling of taste or smell, but every
article is kept in a state ot purity,
jy Also the best Ice-Pick and Mallet ever made.
see

!

1*0. M

No. 32
and scientific

prinEconomy in Ice, perfect dry atmosphere,

Call and

AUCTIONEERS

D. W.

SEASON 1872.

Made.
antirely

—AND—

ICE!

AT

REFRIGERATORS.

on

Commission Merchants,

February 11.1S68.

ICE!

Mjt vr

It is constructed

J. S. BAILEY & CO.,

not

in

COLLECTIONS of Notes. Drafts. Coupons, and
Dividends mode in all parts of the United States and
Canada.
DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on Englnnd, Scotland
and Ireland. Sight lrafts on Paris, Berlin and other
Euroi>ean cities, M< ntreal, St. John and Halifax.
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES afforded for the transaction of the
Special as well as the General Business of correspon-

Nashville, Tenn., May 20.—A meeting of
citizens, irrespective of party, uominated Thou.
A. K. Nelson and Emerson Etheridge as State

Schuyler,

No. 19 Pine 9t„ Blew York.

ed

as

fallowing buiftflngs

Logansport,

erses.

erest credited

witn fhe
on tlu* »auu\
One Saw Mill, erected in 186;». 60x20,
containing one
of Herrick’s best circular saws for large lumber; one
small circular saw; one new jig saw; 2 of Ricker’s
best planing Machines, one 24 inch, new, the other 16
inch, in good condition; one Shingle Machine and one
table saw. There is also a largo shop 24
story high,
30x30, with L 25x20, painted and clapboarded, and
suitable for manufacturing purposes, it being so near
the mill, machinery therein can be run bv shafting
extending from the mill. Also, a Stable 15x18.
Terms made known at sale. Said property is near
two villages, and 1-4 mile from Railroad Depot.
J. & G. J. DEGUIO & CO.
JOHN O. W1NSHIP. Auct.
w21
Gorham, May 13, 1872.
myl8d&w td

long,

inr8BN mwf

PORTLAND,

ing of an excellent water power; dam 8 feet, with
right to raise the same 18 inches without damage from

The ssue Is limited to $16,300 per mile, in
nations of $1,000, 9500 and $100.
This road, 92 miles
affords the shortest existing outlet to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort Wayne,
and intermediate points for the celebrated Block and Bltuminons Coals of Parke County, as,
also, tor the large surplus products of the rich agricultural and mineral section of the State which it trav-

STREET.

J. B. BROWN &

by

J

projected enterprises, and the prompt pay-

principal, are

of Real Estate.

J

attended with the uncertain-

not

AactisMsr*.

at
on the
on the
included in the AssignIpremises,
ment of Luther J. Hill, for the benefit ot credtiors,
made Mar. 25, 1872, viz: lot of land measuring about
1U0 feet
40 feet, with a <1 welling house and stablo
thereon, being No. 19 Alder Street, Portland.
The property will be sold subject to a mortgage of
^• 1824 and accrued interest., the right of dower of the
wife of said Hill in the equity or redemption, and
taxes for 1871 and 1872.
April 25, 1872.
HENRY C. PEABODY. Assignee.
apflBtd

pten-

small

ARE COUPON AND REGISTERED.

MIDDLE

Bridgton.

seldom in the market.

notches!tate

We do

ties of

While railroad bonds may be

paying lines

are

the

on

JI

More than the Entire Interest
on

7’s

lOO

promises, on Saturday, the
25th day of May next, at 10 o’clock a.iu., four umliTidr
ed
twenty-first parts of the Homestead of Nathaniel
Pease, late of Bridgton. deceased; said portion being
,
the
share of said estate belonging to Thomas P. ana
<
Chas. T. Pease, minor children and heirs of said de;ceased. This Homestead
comprises about 18 acres of
cultivated and pasture laud, with a house, stable,
>
barn and out-buildings thereon, situated In said

much

OF

terest

new.

mortgage debt is $t8,500 to the

7’*

Bankers and Brokers.

Church in Rome.

Tennessee 6’s,

Its

IOWA R. R. Gold.

•TOR BALK BY

Appointment of a Missionary.
Richmond, Va., May 20.—The Board of ForMissions
of the Southern Baptist Coveneign
tion to-day appointed Rev. G. C. Lorimer, D.
D., of Boston, Missionary to Italy, with authority to raise funds and build a Baptist

7<J
u

Evansville and Nashville with

of

the entire South.

INTEREST,

SWAN & BARRETT,

Fires.
Detuoit, Mich., May 20.—Warner’s block,
ihe Irving House, Roosevelt’s stable and other
buildings in Flint, Mich., were burned Saturday. Dias $140,000; insured $50,000.
l'he Herod warehouse, with 50,000 bushels of
corn, at Bloomington, 111., was burned on Sunday. Loss $30,000.

Stock 1a 1st.
ISales at the Broker’s Board, May 20.1
Bates Manufacturing Co.
Franklin Company, Lewiston.{
Boston ami Maine Railroad.}Jr
Boston & Maine Railroad,.1W

Railroad

TERLY IN NEW YORK, FREE

j

securities:

by way

ana, and

of
at

a

Auction,

subscriber will

7>*

ATCHISON, TOPEKA Sc

Guardian’s Sale of Keal Estate.
to license from the Hon. Judge
Probate for Cumberland County, 1 shall sell
PURSUANT
j
Public

sell
public auction
25th day of May, 1872, at 3 o’clock, P M.,
THE
the Real Estate

celebrated Block Coal fields of Indl-

route with the

.hall

AUCTION!

By J. H. BAILB1 Sc CO.,

the richest portions of Illinois

of

one

we

Clay,

appuref.

Vin-

Inuiann, connecting Chicago by the shortest

md

HA. M.,

^
ON

THE

Runs through

at

Widgery’s

Thursday. May 23d, at 11 A. M., we shall
sell at east side of Widgery's wharf, the good
>
schooner
about 59 tons, together with her
Henry
<
ami furniture.
tackle,
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
my20td

my21eod6t

NES R. B. Gold.
CENTRAL

of Impeachment.
St. Louis, May 20.—The State Senate meets
to-morrow as a court of impeachment to investhe charges against Judge Lucas, on of
tigate
Circuit Court Judges of the State.

ern

•>•

CHICAGO, DANVILLE Sc VICRN.

('•art

SAGUA.

concerts to be given from
first to l&Bt will surpass any series of musical entertainments ever presented to the American public.
Season Tickets, transferable admitting to all
the Concerts from Juue 17th to July 4th, inclusive.
FIFTY DOLLARS EACH, Including reserved seats,
now ready; aud Tickets for
single admission to each
sntertalnment, during thefiret week, Five Dollar*
with reserved seats, will l>e ready for sale on and
after Jnne 1, and may be had on
application, jersoiially
« by letter, to A. P. Peck, Music
Boston.
Hall,
Per order of the Executive Committee.
HENRY G. PARKER, Sec.

cennes

AUCTION.

THURSDAY, M»M

Coasting Schooner

may be mentioned

Danville &

Wedu.wlay,

The undersigned will join in the above sale to the
extent of the interest of Charles Bliss and of G. & ©.
Bliss.
LYDIA L. BLISS. Administratrix.

flfty-eix performers), the

NORTHERN PACIFIC R. B. 7-30
EC ROPE AN

ON

Hi. Eaaa.aa Aw.triau
Baal

Chicago,

and

BAILEY * CO., Auctrs.

sell at east side of
Wharf the rood
schooner ELJZA ELLEN, 81.40 tons, together with
her tackle, apparel ami furniture.
F.O. BAlliKY &40, Auction*-!-*. ml5-td

AJCD

CHICAGO.

P. O.

AT

Johana Straasa aad
Df

Mond»y. Tuesday

s*al“

AT

whom

Paintings

Coasting Schooner

MORE INCOME

STATE OF MAINE.

CLEVELAND,

pkgs

(among

BELFAST.

Fire.
Laconia, N. H., May 20.—R. M. Appletou’s
Riverside Hosiery Mill caught fire this afternoon, and though extinguished, the mill was
left a wreck by fire and water. It is owned by
8, T. Thomas and insured.

myl7td

PAYING 60 PER CENT.

coNi&r¥f ’^SShW^-Sfi’ffrfaiiBfSefiets ’some
sixty years, and died last August, aged 86.

Spanish

great maestro,

BONDS!

receiving legacies.

large for the

the

New Orleans, May 20.-Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands 23c.

Various Items.
Boston, May 20.—The will of John D. Heudley, involving half a million dollars, is being
contested before the Supreme Judicial Court by
a portion of the heirs, who allege unsound mind
of the testator and undue influence by parties

electors at
et.

and artiste

lands 22

The National tin me.
New York, May 20.—The Furest City’s
15, Atlantic 7. Mutuals 6, Roseliill College 2.
The latter game was splendidly played in an
hour and five minutes.
Baltimore, kid., May 20.—Baltimores 7,
Athletics 4. Owing to the decision of the umpire in the eighth inning, while the Athletics
were at the bat, they refused to play and the
umpire game to the Baltimore's. The Athletics protested and left the field ainid great excitement.

before the

Next.

July

THE

have bnt

^Mobile,

the

Orchestra sf Tw, TInmI
Perf.ra.rr.,
the most powerful organ ever
built, together with
maDv of the most eminent American
and European
bands

bush

@ 22$c.
Charleston, May 20.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands at 22$c.
May 20.—Cotton dull; Middling uplands

on

of Fine Oil

CAN THUHSDAY, May 23d, at 3 and 7 1-2 o'clock
tYI- **•, »t Schumacher Bros’ nailery,
Ctxtpcaa St., comprising about loo
Sne
tiy Portland, Boston, New York,
snd
iMrireln
Artis’s.
and
wiJ’ 1)0 “I"”1 tor exhibition day

JdEgt'E?CHQHfis OF*"1""tC

Trust

Detroit,May 20.—Flour unchanged at 9 50 @ 10 00
for choice Amber and White. Wheat dull and lower
1 95. Corn dull aud lower at 56 for Mixed. Oats in
good demand at 47$ for State.
Receipts—5000 bbls flour, 7000 bush wheat.
Shipments—4000 bbls flour, 000 bush wheat.
Savannah, May 20.—Cotton firm; Middling up-

Auction Kale

TWENTY TH4HJSAND
VOICES,

bush corn,
corn.

resale

It is hardly
necessary to state that the preparations
lor this great event have
required the constant
cation tor months of the thousands who are toappliparticipate in it, and have Involved an enormous expenditure; but the committee feel confident that the
time, labor and expense devoted to the success! il development of so noble an enterprise must result in
not only affording the
highest gratification to all who
mav near the
glorious music to be rendered upon a
scale or grandeur never
|before attempted, and witness the magnifleeut
spectacle which such an assemWage must present, but that it will also confer a lastuP°n ar*,
country, and the age.
While the nrogramme of
the first week of the Fesb* Pre*<:Ut'

no

Receipts—1000

Arkansas.
Little Rock, Ark., May 20.—The Arkansas
river is twenty-six feet deep at this point and
still rising. It lakes but four feet of being as
high as in 1844. The town of Argenti, opposite
here, is overflowed, and also tlie depot and
track of the Memphis Railroad. The damage
already done to tilt plantations near here is estimated at $50,000. One thousand acres of cotton are under water.
In Jefferson, Ark.,
Desha and Chicot counties a large number of
farms bordering on the river are covered with
water.
the

Fourth of

uaiiKUl,

Hales. Lard steadyat 8f for steam;
regular, 00;
83c for country kettle. Bulk dull and firm; shoulders
clear
rib
4$c;
side* at 6$ @ 63c; clear sides 6|c bid
and a shade higher asked.
Bacon quiet and unLive
changed.
Hogs firm and in fair dentandat 4 00
@ 4 30; receipts 2G00 head. Whiskey at 85c.
Tolkdo, May 20.—Flour steady. Wheat steady;
No 1 White Michigan 2 03; Amber Michigan 1 96; Nol
1 98; No 2 at 1 93$. Corn steady; high Mixed at 551;
low 55c; Yellow 55$; White 59c.
Oats a shade better at 48$c for No 1; No 2 at 46; 47 for Michigan.
13

ty
water; lot 32 x 50 feet.
Tlie house to well arranged for two
famlUcs, the L
being new. This property belonged to a party luav
ing the State, anil will be sold without
Terms easy and mode known at sale.
F. O. BAILEY Sc CO.. Auctioneers.
mylStd

On the Seventeenth Day of June

ment of the

66,000 hush oats, 2,000 bush rye, 2,000 bush

iSmoI'

Festival,

ANNOUNCEMENT

And close

sales.

Keal Estate at
Auction.
CAN TUESDAY, May 2t(t
3 I" \f
for tlie property So. a H»U'»
Co*’,’ S
Y consists of a large two
erty
story house «od LP£Xl
taluing tifteen room., ample closets, g,Z “l]„K,u£
of

The Executive Committee of the World**
Jubilee and luternatfonal Musical Festival respect,
fully announce that the great uudertaki g to which
the music-loving people of the couotrv have be*u
looking forward tor many months, with such deep
interest, will commence in Boston

barley, ,000 cattle, 11,000 hogs.
Shipments—10.000l.bls flour,18,000 bush wheat, 325,-----1

tember next, have decided to offer as first and
second premiums for the exhibition of steam
fire engines, a gold and silver medal of the
usual size of the Society’s medals. The extensive fires of late will tend to create a special
interest in this department to cities and town
authorities.

PRELIMINARY

ally

000 buBh corn, 27,000 bush
bush barley, 4500 hogs.

The New

International Musical
AT BOSTON.

good.
Freights dull and declined; to Buffalo 54.
Receipts—8,000 bbls flour, 10,000 bush wteat,200,000
bush corn,

_auction

World’s Peace Jubilee

consolidated.... 98
consolidated sep 92

Erie...
Erie preferred.
eg
Harlem.Y\ '.W'.V.WwT

Halifax, May 20.—Th# Harbor Grace papers
contain the details of a fearful disaster which
occurred at Labrador ou the 11th of March
tTlie brig Huntsman, Capt. Robt.
Dawes,
sailed from Harbor Grace with a crew of
62
men on a
sealing voyage and when off Cape
Charles, Labrador, April 20th in company with
anil Lord Clyde and near
Battle Harbor, the Huntsman
surged ahead.
A
t^c northwest suddenly sprung up,
,e „ra
anil the
Huntsmaii was driven upon the rocks,
the night was pitch dark. Before the vessel
struck, three seamen saw the rocks and jumped
overboard to try and save themselves, but were
instently killed by the rush of floating ice.
The remaining 59 took to the
rigging and in
five minutes after both masts went over at six
feet above deck and only 17 of the crew
escaped?
Of these 17 all hut three were
variously injured
arms
and
broken
and
by having
their bodlegs
ies bruised. They managed to reach the Rescue by crawling over the ice, a distance of half
a mile.
Forty-five men were lost,most of them
leaving families at or near Harbor Grace. The
other vessels escaped with little injury.

on

76*

..

at sea.

Injured.

Flood

1868.!!.116

United States 5-26’s

on the same
side, and
Willard contended that Congress had no
to pass bills of incorporation without ac-

terrible disaster

entertainments.

Slentlful

bill.
After discussion it was postponed until
December.
Mr. Wood reported a hill relating to tele-

6

A motion to suspend the rules and adopt the
resolution was rejected, yeas 109, nays 73, less
than two-thirds in the affirmative.
The resolution was then referred to the Committee on Foreigu Affairs. All the Democratic
members voted for Butler’s resolution.
Mr. Cox of New York, offered a resolution
requesting the President to join with the Italian government in its protest against the intolerance and cruelty practiced towards the Jews
in Roumania. Adopted.
Mr. Bingham of Ohio, presented a report of
the conference committee on the bill to regulate criminal practices in the Federal Courts.

Virginia 6’s, new. 55
Missouri G’s. 96
North Carolina 6’s, new. 20#
Sooth Carolina r,’s. new
35
New Youk, May 20—Kerning—Money easy and
at 5 @ 6 per cent., closing at 5 per cent.—
terling Exchange quiet and steady at 109#. Goldlittle change, tending down and closed at
113*®
113#. Loans at 2 ® 7 per cent, for carrying to flat.
Clearings were #04,000,000, and treasury disbursements 874,000.
Governments steady. State bonds
quiet. Stocks active and excited with irequent flnetuutions. particularly iu Indiana
Central, Pacific
Mail and Erie, which were the
strongest and most
active shares. It seems to be established that Col.
Scott will be President of Erie next week and the
lease of the Indiana Central is to be transferred to
that road, giving it connection with the seaboard via
Atlantic « Great Western.
It is reported that another rail is to be laid on the
Erie and that a pool in England recently bought
100,000 shares of Erie to be held intact for 90 days.—
The transfer books on the Pacific Mail closed this afternoon for election and cash 8b»ck was worth *
® #
per cent. A large short interest is still uncovered
throughout the list and era of active simulation
is probable.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States 5’s, new.112
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.ng
United States 5-20’s 1862.
113
United States 5-20’s 1864.113
United States 5-20’s 1865, old. 113
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.113
United States 5-20’s 1867.
116

for

«»

such weaknesses and complaints
mine the constitution and wWo*
amount of iuffering if neglect*1

**nl1

the fastest five year old colt ever raispublic
ed in Maine, not private record, bat public as follows;
Aug. 31, at Forest City Park, he beat a field of six
horses in a hard contested race of five heats: Sept. 6th,
at the New England Fair, Lowell, Mass, he won in
three straight heats distancing five horses in 2 :40,
2:43$, 2 :42; Sept. 28th, at Portland he won the champion race for all five year olds in Maine, trotting the
fifth heat In 2:424 without a break; and the otter to
match him for $500 or 91000 to beat the beet public
record qftke best blooded and gamest trotting stallion
hi the world remains unaccepted to this day, and
hls
though claimed that Hiram Woodruff pronounced
show
site the best Stallion the world ever knew, fl»cts
hls
in
that in I860, twelve years ago, Hiram j*avs
book he was the best stallion that b*“ yet aptieared. Since then three stallions have beaten Geo.
and
M. Patchen’s record, two of them. Geo.■

J.y Uoul.1, betag

WJ2g»

d-ffS-yySSKS:

W
the list with eleven
I.Iand
>' more binding Long
below 2:30,
ot hls posterity havBlaek Hawk »'*
Kln< \VIUam is agreat grand-son
vIngbeaton
„| k flawk, and Tom. Patchen a
of Herrv Clay, I think intelligent
gre»t
not need a slate and pencil to cypher
themselves.
for
•o the nroblem
William stands for $23 the season closing
at Maine Hotel, Aubaru,
to
warrent,
tut $40
in charge of Oeo. W. Steward, who will take
him
to
in
showing
measure
any geutlemnn who may
see him.
■tand. first

£3°’ ,h.„r

on

the

IW'(Jlirth

on

andl*jJ,((pconil.fifteen
■

of*j'>,xind-son
»™rl|i

“King

Me*
5»llto

mayldAwtf-WI&

Notice.

*°

good
THREE
mayll-dlw

smart

men cam

find employment.
MIDDLE street.

772

Poetry.

EDUCATIONAL.

IHUXY’S HYMN.

North Yarmouth Academy.

I cannot think hut God must know
About the thing I long for bo ;
I know lie in ho good, ho kind,

wWb^n.Mar

cannot

1
experienced E^w
IrnirS^SSdSvliiia

In 1870 a

Whose
be

may

a

belogs

being
legal
political
approached
polls
with vigorous step, and deposited her
vote,
while the vast assemblage of men, with uncovered heads, respectfully contemplated the

novel scene,
Until, as they gazed, there crept an awe
Through the rank* in whispers, and some men saw
In the antique vestments and long white hair
The past of the nation voting there.
An aisieway was opened through the
crowd, and three tremendous cheers were
given as the aged grandam retired homeward.
Polling booths were located near a door or
window fronting the street, thereby enabling
voters to deposit their ballots while passing
along the sidewalk. At an early hour the
“lately downtroddeu” debouched from thenseveral homes, and with smiling faces wended their cheerful way toward the place
where, thanks to a Legislature unanimously
Democratic, they could indulge the most sacred right of American free men and women.
The streets were gay with brilliant
costumes;
coaches and carriages freighted with fair soveigns flashed hither and thither; the povertystricken mother, through whose
daily toil
her children were supported, the
lady of
wealth who had been taxed without her conand
the
sent,
fashionable matron who enjoyed neither poverty nor riches, all
expressed
their views of political economy in a
practical manner at the ballot-box,
thereby presenting a touching illustration of perfect
equality before the law.—“The Woman Movement in Wyoming,” by Gen, Edward M. Lee
in June Galaxy..

Absurd Custom.

persuade

all the young people of
Elmira never to treat each other or be treatI
think
one
half
of
the danger of strong
ed,
drink would be gone. If 1 cannot
get you to
sign the total abstinence pledge, binding until
you are twenty-five, I would be glad to have
you promise three things:
First, never to
drink on the sly, alone; second, never to
drink socially, treating or
being treated;
third, when you drink, do it openly and in
the presence of some man or woman whom
you respect.
Now, boys, if you wish to be generous and
treat each other, why not select some other
shop beside the liquor shop? “Come, boys,
come in and take some
These
stamps.”
stamps will do your friends a real good, and
will cost you no more than drinks all round.
Or go by the tailor’s store and
say: “Boys,
come in and take a box of collars.”
Walk up
tothe counter, free and
generous, and say,
What Style will you have ?”
Why not treat
to collars as well as treat to drinks ? or
go by
a confectioner’s and
propose to treat to chocolate drops all round ? or
say, “I’ll stand a
jackknife all round?”
How does it happen that we have fallen into a habit, almost
compulsory, of social drinking? You drink many a time when asked to,
when really you do not want to. When a
treated you, you feel mean and indebted, and keep a sort of account current in
your mind, and treat him. And so in the
use or just that
agent, which at the very best
m a
dangerous one, you join hand in hand to
help each other to ruin instead of hand in
hand to help each other to
temperance.—

Tho*. K. Beecher.

ROOT

BIKToiit

THE GREAT BLOOD

Jules Ch. L.

& Summer Medicine
offered to the public.

great
Roots,
Seeds.

from

one P. m

to

A

WALL STREET.

McCulloch &

Co.,

Lombard Street, LONDON.

Foreign Travel.
Circular Letters of Credit issued upon deposit of
gold, currency or approved securities, which the traveler can thus make available in any part of the world.
Letters can be obtained through our correspondents,
banks and bankers

throughout

Canada as well as at
mylleow 7t

our

Bank,

and
New

offices,

VA

-AXJ

nnch

A

J

I

WALKS
STREETS.

Belter and

NIakers,

FOOD, USUALLY SOON AFTER
EATING.
ACIDITY AND WIND CAUSED
BY
FOOD
FERMENTING INSTEAD OF DIGESTING.
COSTIVENESS AND LOSS OF
APPETITE, OWING TO UNNATURAL CONDITION OF FOOD AND
WANT OF GASTRIC JUICE.
PAIN IN THE
HEAD, SIDES,
AND EXTREMITIES,
MOUTH CLAMMY WITH BAD
TASTE AND FURRED TONGUE.

BREAST

CONSUMPTIVE
SYMPTOMS,
COUGH AND PALPITATION OF
HEART OFTEN MISTAKEN FOR
CONSUMPTION WHILE IT IS ONLY A SYMPTOM OF DYSPEPSIA.

Cheaper

than Brick.

ap30

eod3m

A.

[F.

LEAVITT,

manufacturer of

[Yacht

& Boat Sails,

Awnings, Verandahs,

TENTS AND

FI.AGS.

tsr- Canvas Signs, Flags and
Awning Borders made and
lettered In the best

ARE

EASILY REMOVED BY THE USE
Dyspepsia.”

FOR ftAI.lt 81 ALIj
DRIIOOISTS,
A>1> WHOLESALE
By

PERKINS &

CO.,
ANIi

t

Covers, Canvass Advertisin

w3m

rf 'Tfnu to let.

KNIGHT,

mylSdtf

Wanted
Agents
excellent Home Journal

of Literature and
General Intelligence, only $1,50 a year, published weekly. Five beautiful $2,00 Steel
Engravings
and one of Prang's
prettiest $2,00 Chromos given to
Subscribers. Such Inducements are too mucn for the
dullest times. Lady canvassers do particularly well.
Send for sample copy of the paper and full
particulars, terms, &c., free. Address Riverside Echo,
Portland, Me.
mv3d eod &w4w
wl9

WA.

Farm For Sale.
New
3-4 mile fromPownal Station;
INcontainsGloucester,
120 acres good land, large orchard, and

Ho For Aroostock
for sale in Island Falls, Aroostook
County,
Maine, containing somtf 100 acres of land, 25 acreB
improved; a good frame barn 40x40 feet, in good condition. Saiil farm is well located, one end
being on

FARM

the shores of “Pleasant Pond,” a beautiful sheet of
water which abounds with trout and other fish. The
farm is near mills and schools, an.l the Northern
Aroostook Railroad will run near this farm. The
tide of emigration is setting towards Aroostook this
year. This is a rare chance for any one who is thinking of going to Aroostook, for 1 will sell the farm at
a bargain If applied to soon.
Apply to CHAS. H. KELLOGG. Gorham, Ma.
Or to J. YV. KELLOGG.
Sherman Mills, Aroostook Countv, Me.
w20
lnyl7d&w*lw

FOR SALE ON STATE STREETS

&

A

in

Apply

CO., 146 and 148

Manufacture,

199 Fore at., (between Plum and
Exchange st.)
Stoves removed, stored, lined and repaired at reaGrates anfi bnings for the various
kinds of Rtoves.
mylld2w

K^ble/ite8‘

ORGANS!

(Old Instrument* taken In exchange.)
CHOICE and large stock of Sheet IHn*ic,

Sheriffs Notice.

A
Folio*, Wrapper*. Also a line
Jot of Violin*,
Banjo., Drum., Guitar.,
Cornet*, Concertina*, String*, itln*ir BoxFiano
&t«ols.

Wasted.
a

AT

All

be obtained at

can

The Unlawful Sale of

Fr<M
SUITABLY

77 .RIDDLE
IT!&“Musie sent by mall.

Sit

In Pori land

myself or deputies, on account ol our inability to find
their places, are hereby notified that
Immediate Prosecution will Follow Detection

ICE CHESTS.

any violation of the law, without farther notice.
Notiec is also given

of

THE

ARCTIC,
Patented
W.

To Owners of Buildings where Intoxicating Liquors are Sold

C. Sanford.

This Refrigerator is constructed on the most
perfect scientific principles, and warranted to be the
best yet introduced.
For further particulars as to
its merits, sizes, style, prices, &c., call and see or
send for circular.
Ice Chests of all sizes
on hand very low.
All in want of Refrigerators should call and see before purchasing.
Refrigerating Rooms for markets &c,. built to order. Refrigerators of all kinds repaired.
Manufactured by
J. F. MERRILL,
Urttou Avenue, between Cross and Cotton
Streets,
Portland. Me.
orders by mail or otherwise promptly attended te.

the “Nuisance Law,” so-called, will be enforced
against them when violations are detected.
that

constantly

J^F-AU

^KKKV,
—

hours—to engage in a light and profitable business, which will
pay at the rate of $10,000
poraminm. Apply to or address GEO. WEBSTER.
34 School st.. Room 14, Boston, Mass.
my20dGt

EOST.

Bridge, a Pocket Book, containing about fifty dollars
notes and bills. The finder will be suitablv rewarded by leaving the same at the
Argus Office."
Portland, May 15, 1872.
dlw

llanfortli st.

ISABEdITy*
counfvoAs. JWHOP, late <.f Portland,
•nd ha« tak-

MANUFACTORY

in the

WEYMOUTH

&

SALES-

EXCHANGE

are canFv’i*

°U™5-?wdl

Received the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the New

England

and State Fairs in

mylld3w

hereby given that

|
The

Me

anr

If 00(1 /

HA

c

my3i4-w

Wood

!

D atd S0F1 ~OOD lor sale at No
-in street. Also Dry Kilgiug?

a-t

McPhail’s Pianos,
leading inHtrum»nt
manilfacturw| (u

Wanted.

A

J

Remember 144 l-a

Exchange

'W'a.ujSibkk: house,
JEFFERSON,

-_w4.‘_-_<lc20

eod&wtf

Clothing jLleansedT
Cleansed ami Repaired at short iiotLn.
t and all kinds of goods dyed in a
rhoroueh
8
ner.
Also Second-hand Clotting for sale.
All orders will receive prompt ami faithful
atten-

C1LOTHES

L,n

ap20tf

N.

H.

The undersigned for twentv years past
Superintendent and Treasurer of Telegraphs at Portland, Me., has purchased the above named house
This famous summer resort, situated on the side
of
Mt. Starr

King,

commands an uninterrupted and
magnificent view of White. Franconia and Green
Mountain Ranges. The late lamented Starr
King regarded this si>ot as unsurpassed in loveliness and
grandeur. Trains on the Summit Railroad, and the
Summit and Tip-Top Houses can be seen from the
house.
Stages connect at Lancaster. N. H., only 7 miles
with every Main to and from
Boston, and after Julv
1, to and from Montreal and Portland via Northum-

berland, (Grand Trunk Railroad). Excellent liverv
teams furnished at

reasonable rates for all points of
interest. Catarrhal Complaints and Hay Fever
imrelieved.
House Inside and out being placmediately
ed in perfect condition, by
painting, papering Ay
Western Union Telegraph Office in house.
Mi. B. H. Plaisted, the recent
proprietor, will be
connected with the house the coming season.
Persons desiring information in regard to
terms,
&c., will
address the undersigned, until June
1, at Portland, Me., and after that date at Jefferson
N H.
W. P. MERRILL,
Jefferson, N. H., May 17, 1872.
myl8-2m

board"

please

ProprietaT

FAIRFIELD

HOUSE,

AT

KUNDALL’S MILLS
BY RANDALL
AMtKEIVH,

Late ol the Gardiner Hotcl.the Maine Hotel at Dam
ariscottn, and Columbian House, Bath.
rr-A good Livery Stable is connected with the

for

OTS^May ^t l8?3Urk*CHAS.

«“

A.

*«*

S,cha*l*
®°ia May tat,

LAMBAHD.

P. D. Dock & Warekniow fv,
Portland, May 9,1872.
myl0<112t

Grocery

Store for Sale.
location in Boston, thoroughly established
with an increasing family trade,
always done a
sueceaful business, worthy of
Investigation, chance
seldom ottered,
satisfactory reasons for soiling
my20-3t
TAYLOK & (X)., 20 State at., Breton.

BEST

Dining Saloon for Sale
loading thoroughfare, well fitted np and doIng a goodcash business. A grest bargain ofrered if applied for
immediately: present owner is
unexpectedly ealled away.
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State street, Boston, Mass
2U-3t

ON

a

For Sale at Cost,

St.

tion.

^’M. HUSE.

FIRST Calss Tailor to go into the country. Address C. L. KIMBALL,
Bethel, Me.
ap25tf

my

States.

i
jI

Commercial st.

Boarders Wanted.
or two gentlemen can
room aud board in a
private family. No lS ELM ST.
my9-lw

Pree.

,ll((',Ap™('y^fnr

WILLIAM BROWN,
64 Federal st.,
Near the Park.

At Buxton Centre for West
Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington, daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for
Limerick, Newfleld. Pars msfleld and
Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

and Fixtures of

Provision and Gro/ eery store, situated at
Knightville, Cmpe Elizabeth, about one mile from Portland, on a leading

CIONTKNTS

a

thoroughfare; well fitted up, a good cellar, with a
large Fairbanks hay Scale, together with a large run

of

-V

above is
engraving of Steam Boiler
THE
taining 1200 feet of heating surface, built uj>on
a

cona

principle, namely,that of stopping the vertical
circulation, accomplished by means of two horizontal diaphragms
running through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arnew

urdays. returning alternate days,
Ccntre Waterboro’ for Limerick,
Parsonstteld,
daily
WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
\ Portland, May 29, 1872,
decl6-re
j
PORTLAND * OQDENSBURG IT. R.
_

rangement there Is maintained three temperatures of

■

water.

ggmM

°

T.4«
Portland,
8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M.
from
No. Conway will be
trains
with passenger car
freight
attached.

8TA6F8.
VIA 7.40 A. M.
At East Baldwin for
Sebago and Bridgton, dally.
VIA 3.15 P. M.
At South Windham for North
Windham, Casco,

regular and transient business; rent reasonable
making it one of the best stands in the State of Maluc
for a general Flour, Grain, Provision and
Grocery
business. Reason for selling, ill health. For further
particulars call at the store or address WM. H
HARFORD & SONS, Knightville. or J. H. & F. H*
HARFORD, Ferry Village, Cape Elizabeth, Me.
May g-dtf

Raymond

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

p

Portland, November 8,1871.

Grand

riS>“ to take more
on the supply hat, and
the Surgeon In charge will be at
liberty to reiect all
articles which, in his
are not of
best
quality and adapted to the use of the Hospital, to
purchase any articles In their stead, and to
charge
the contractor with any excess of
cost over the contract prices. The United States
reserves the ris?ht to
reject any or all bids and to accepUhe
for
°r any P°rtlon "f the
articles enumerated
»
in the list.
I. WASHBURN. Jk.

ALTERATION
WINTER

2.45 P

Livery Stock for Sale.

Porter,

ST

YOU DESIRE YOUR nAIR TO
DO LUXURIANT
AND OLOSSY?

Ten might.

flu,

pig" of tilithe time toreceiveTan
fr«e*

Ad"

CO., Publisher*,'Port-

°*d»my4eod«&w

I. INK!

ft

R

O

TRIPS* PER

!

WEEK.

rH0RP80N<8
tsed
I

daily-

dealers in

Fane?

Goods.

jnTPjb

Monday. Wednesday anil

Point, Bucksjiort. W Interport and Hampden.
Returning, wM leave Bangor every Monday,
*t« o’clock, tuu.f,’
,o7iV7, !*y1‘‘n" Fri,la*. M"n>lnk“
Undta*“' arr,vi’“ al P”“Unrfat'5*0’clock

p“

M
For further particulars inquire
Tout 170 Commercial St.,
Will Agent.
Portland, March 17th, 1*72.

o?

|

OUR DIGESTION;

or, My Jolly Friend’* fieeret.
It is by odds the most taking and salable book in the
field. 1 It U on a vitally im]K>rtant subject. 2 It in
by America’s most i»opular writer on health. 3 It is,
for the price, the largest and handsomest book ever
sold by subscription. Agents, the people are eager
tor such a book, and will urge you to bring it to them.
Write for terms, Jfec., free. Geo Maclean, Publisher,
3 Sohool st., Brston. Mass.
ap30t4w

First

$35

Conn.

a

of

an

Pub. Co. Hartford, Ct.

,0«A

Steamships of this Line sail from
ent^ °* Central Wharf, Boston

t

Semi-Weekly,

The Best

l

Appold.”
“Blaclc»tone.”
“Georat

Kennedu.'

William

mSSSftJ&tt! Lake NorfoU

\

It! !

»5S£.*rr252l
from„-v°rfo/t
Richmond,
rail: and by
by river or

A*r Line to all
bomo and

joints

Washington and
Through
given to South and West.
Fine Passenger accninmocatlons
Far e incluillng Berth and Meals to
Norfolk 812

u" ■*"

Baltimore 81S, time 63 hour..
To Baltimore, 63 hours
information apply to
to

fjoul?i
48 hours.
Norfolk,
For further

E.

Poston.

Steamship

Co

HEW

ARRANGEMENT.

i-SL

LINK

Dlrlgo and Franconia

-A

ft,rther notice'
toiLr1"
Leave

canvassing
Dictiounry of Everv-Dav Want., containing 20,000
in

"»

“

Galt's Wharf, Portland,

xZrt

Receipt,
every Department 01 Human
than
in any other
From $25 tu $40 a week
way.
insured. It fs for every Housekeeper.
Farmer, Trade
and profession. Fotte sick and well. A reliable
book of permanent value to every wide-awake
progressive person. It sells itself. Extra terms. Address F. M, Heed, 139 Eighth at., New York.
apSOtlw

”%? MONIlAV

aml

THURSDAY,

ap

m

&
jzsx&sfgzss,j^jiaj
rwe'e^Ncw vSkmlrf
for

rU"te

Passage

in State

m!

,raV,!k-" "•*

Room 85.

Meals extra.
an'1 from Montreal.
*? all
Quebec
St. John, and
Halifax, J?r"\rrted
jiarts of Maine Shlnoera

itSir.!"

!

the steamer^a.
c^IvmTp'm0
fn!tUethTir
daI» *h«y lc»ve Portland.
For swi,.

PRESENT given away to every New Agent this
month to seUour New and Beautiful Map of U.
World for 1872, also, Now England
Map colored
in townships, counties and states, best ever
publish-

A

For Fr,

er
WiPJMP
Pictorial
& Religious Charts & Pictures, largest and
best assortment In New England. Apply for terms
at onoe to D. D. GUERNSEY,Pub.
Concord, N. H. or
Box 3827, Boston.
ap30t4w
our

Central

SEMI-WEEKLY

TO AGENTS EVERYWHERE !
<*■< be “ade by Agents in
More
C Mfttiev
fur Youman’s

M

Wlarf,

a.3

Maine

for Paper, or concerning Patents, MUNN
Branch office, cor. F. and
my6t4w

and

SAMPSON, Agent.

Junc2tf

^ Pack Row; N. Y.
7th Sts. Washinpton, D. C.

these,

Pa. A 7v.«n.
Tennessee 4/a-

Virginia.

in

sod

pLm 1^^'rates

published

on

OJ

Petersburg
tbr

Georola; and over the Sraboard ami PoJ.
North and .South Core'ina
£•*« *• £1“ »2
d P«Jnt*ln
Ohio P. P. to

practical

month

*"
to

The ttcseatifir American is the cheapest and
best illustrated weekly paper published. Every nuiul»er contains from 10 to <5 original engravings of new
machinery, novel inventions, Bridges, Engineering
works, Architecture, improve* 1 Farm! implements, and
every new discovery in Chemistry. A year’s numbers contain 832 pages and several hundred engravings, Thousands of volumes are preserved for binding and reference. The
receipts are well
worth ten times the subscription price.
Terms, $3
a ye*r by mail.
Sjiecimens sent free. May l>e had ol
all News Dealers.
PATENTS obtained on tho best terms. Models of
new inventions and sketches examined, and advice
free. All patents are
in the Scientific
American the week they issue. Send for Pamphlet, 110
laws and full directions for ob-

a

’for NOR-’

i*. M

juc^ieitan,

ap30f4w

Quarters for Agents

2.30

William Lawrence.”
William Cram.”

I

a

tf

and HALT I MURK.
lm|AAjttl^£FOLR
Steamships:—

I

popular medicine for nervous troubles
(the source or all other ailments.) is
DODD'S NERVINE, and Invlgorator.
For sale by all druggists. Price One Dollar.

Look ! Head

l.v

as

Norfolk uud Baltimore and
Washinfftou,
D. C. Steamship Line.

The most

Try

low

as

145 Commercial st.

___

Portland, April 16,1*72.

HEALTH

!

90.

HARRIS, ATWOOD * CO.,

inflammatory nature.
W. W.
Agent,
Portland, Me.

Paper

Trip April

Boats. Freight aud passengers taken
any other rovte. Innulroof

WHIPPLE,

ap30t4w

f

The Steamer C H A R L F S
H 0 U G H T O N, Alex Farnham
Jf-i Master, will leave Atlantic
*\ 1 A|rJrlt x Wharf
foot of India St.. Portland
Wednesday, at « o’clock A.
■^^■J^^^^every
r WaldoU.ro, touching at
5
Boothbay and Round
Pond. Every Saturtlay at 7 A.M.. for
Daioariscotla
touching «• Boothbay and Hodgsdon’s Mills.
lteturning, will leave Waldoboro every Thursday
a k A. M. and Dauiarlscotta
every Monday at • A
a* intermediate
landings, connectin''
wuhthe Btatton Boats at Portland?
and with the
Boston tSMaiue and Eastern Railroads,
arriving It.
I ortlaud In season for
passengers to take the aft. rn*K»n train for Boston.
Through tickets sold at the offices of the Boston A
-Maine and Eastern Railroads, and on heard
Boston

KENNEDY’S HEMLOCK OINTMENT.
The proprietor, has, by the assistance
or Eminent Physicians and Chemists
suoceeded in utilizing the medicinal
properties contained in the Oil, Pitch
and Resin of the Hemlock Tree, and
obtained a valuable preparation to be
applied as a Salve or Plaster for Rheumatism, Croup, Pain or Soreness of
the Back, Chest or Stomach, Piles,
Salt Rheum, Scurvy, Sores, Ulcers.
Bunions, Sore Corns, Frost Bites,
Chilblains, Sore Breasts and Nipples,
Ringworms, Chafing, and Skin Diseases

apl7

—i

Agents Wanted

ap30t4w

of Ross & at nidi-

C?™ Stardlfani," a!

Waldoboro and Damariseotta

‘’ConventLife Unveiled” by Edith O’Gorman
IlOR
Escaped Nun. A brave, true book. One lady
made
in
week.

to
'ghf or Psssagc apply
Halt's
"

May D-dtf

new

For

Halifax,

Wharf, Portland
38' E' E" New Yark

Nova Scotia.

WEEKLY LI NTPC.
rj

H

H
T

to

throughout the V. S. A
8ix inch-1* used by the Government iu the Patent 0«ce,
Washington, D. C. Its simplicity of construction aud the
power It transmits renders it
the best water wheel ever invented.
Pamphlet tree. N.
E. Bl'RNHAM, York, Pa.

vrP.*

use

qfAnhi
I

—By PkaAB

daBKBttm^o .1,1

windM)r'

crjKTa^,«141TTMD°n,'"l0nWh*rf'
passage
State Room.
Cabin

I

AGENTS WANTED FOR

J IS

Steamship CAR
i.
f*T,or?te
LOTT
A will
leave Galt's Whart
SATURDAY
P
M
fur UaU£» direct
,
IDakh>8 close
connections with the
vyer7

j ti^SiSr'for

r_ap30t4w
“

rJV

nll.lKBIfeNc

StT s .”

,Iall6“ •*-

with

AO^tic Wharf,nu"rn>!iMOn
8hl',:>tf

__

ai,plj

a7 M

L. BILLINGS

10

JOHN PORTEOCS,
Agent.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

V blBMITV. a

K.alpart, C-l.i.

;:-^cc.Pir^fe“V'v

BF sour
SOFT

-.8

Ma,

ARRAN GflMKNT

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK !
and Health Saveil.
Thousanils rescued
LIFE
from Insanity and the grave. A
nreventa-

ij n

^ s ^ ij ^ sj
SPEND MONEY

WHYpair of kid

-On and after MONDAY, March

i'<a —i

mre

>lraiu»and “Nervous
Send $3 to Prof. Merritt, Lock Box, 197, Debility”.
Syracuse,
mylTttw
J>.4._

i,y^

IN BUYING A NEW
Gloves every time vou «ro out?
Kenovate those you have with
JOVTEN’B INODOROUS KID GLOVE
CLEANER,
r,
^&ke tlcm C5t|ual to new with scarcely any
IWWW; Be careful to get the Genuine.
an* dealers in Fancy Goods.
^

dflJ t
r,lth' ,tt>e steamer New England
“‘J 'be Steamer
Hal .flbgWN -ai't rit:
Branswick, Cant S. H. Pike,
A^OBjj^^New leave
Railroad Wharf, foot oi

Th,ir"da5'
*?^0rta^*SL?nd
ll'aTeS,‘ John
WU1

“

8 00 p-m-

^P0** on the
daTic8
Connecting at Eastf»rt with steamer QUEEN for
St. Andrews and
Calais, and with N. B & c. Rail*nd

same

way for Woodstock anil Houlton.

PRKsfohUfr

St-

Steamer EM
by rail to
N. A Rail-

,he

r'i"

for
thence
555s
?*RbL3,,<1
Anuapolw,
Windsor and
Halifax and
with the E. &

trmiKii1
PH?W>*by
Brice 25 cents per bottle.

way for

ShedJac and intermediate stations
on days of saiitDK
until
*

•^“Freight received

4

eloek, p. m.

o

mchl3

then*1 os™

la t 25th

b o

BBS

Atf

stcTN

PHILADELPHIA
Steamship Line.
•«*Yee»oh port hy«j

powerful Tonic, »i«cciallv adapted for use in
Spring, when the Languid and Debilitated sTstom
needs strength and
vitality; It will give vigor to the
fwble, strength to the weak, animation to the dejected, activity to the sluggish, rest to the weary, quiet
to the nervous, and health to the infirm.
D is a South American plant
which,
to
the medical and scientific periodicals ofaccording
London and
Paris, possesses the Most fowEBia L Tonic- properties known to Matkuia
Medica, and is well
known in its native country as
having wonderful curative qualities, and has been
used as a specific
loug
in all esses of Impurities of the
Blood, Derangement
Tumors, Dropsy. Poeerty
of the Blood, Debility, Weakness qf the Intestines,

W.dne«i.iTS8*turI»

a

or

If Wharf, Boston, at 3 p.u
rf -y. £r'’“
Y,°'u I*0'1
!■'"« Street Whan, Phi lads!
Of (IT.
a' III a. m.
JMpaJtl'Iw.
Insurance one hall
the rate

tQg

lot the West
-y connecting lines foi

hy the Peon K K. a oil Hon.
mar*led iree o' nnmw'iiu.
passage. ten dollars.
For Freight or Pas age apply to
WniTNKV At MA.WPKON,
)u2Mt

A.sala,
l,.„ Wharf, Ho......

TO

ELIAS HOWE

Sew ing Machines
AND

PITTTERICK’8

Patterns #f Garments
TIT MM

E'fc WILDEB

Middle 8t.. Up Stair*.

__173

THE

SECRET MEDICAL COUNSELLOR

made ranidly with Stencil and Key Cheek
Outfits. Catalogues, samples and full particulars free. M. S. Spencer, Brattleboro, Vt, myl8t4w

ha.1 greater

WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS,

,hl"
the lot of mortal man.
Nervous nnd General

Coughs, Colds

salt

ol

Freight

Urinary Organs.

tso pages

and 12 Illustrative engravings.

A

new

l.y Dr. F. DallX who has
mejlld work, written
in the treatment «r diseases which
succour

thU fcfl*K,Ll"l

tU,,n perhaps ever Tell to
"°Ik
It treats on Lost Manhood

«L‘ S«?nl5ftk®
Sent

and Hoarseness.

iki.k

Debility,

on

Seminal

Weakne**’

<ien«r,ltlve Organs In both
receipt »f Htamn Ailiirpww

INsftTUTE!

or

mch26d3m

by mall.

THE NEW

PANTALOON
W. C.
187

BECKETT’S,

MIDDLE

ftWSnJTS?.

other kinds of garments for
Please sail aud see them.

I

NETTING,

MANDFACTHED It
n at. k. hooper
sons.
Ur price-list.
■allimsra, .Wd.
In
dly

Tend

STREET,

worthy the attention of the public. Al*n
goods lust received for BUSINESS SUITS and
are

W. C. BECKETT,

TWINES AND

STUFFS

—AT—

!

FISHERMEN !

Vegetable

F. C. WELLS A
CO.,
182 Fulton
Street, New York.

SPRING

IKm’t be deceived by wortldess imitations.
Get
only Wkl 1.8*8 Cariiolic Tablets. Price 25 eta per
box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG. 18 Platt St., N. Y..
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular.
Sold by Druggists. Price 25 cent* a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS A CO.,
myl#t4w
Portland, Me.

<

1

OF RH Hwill leave

Kllbv,

Railroad Wharf, foot of State -t..

v

Friday Evenings, at 10 o'cl,.. k.
commencing Monday, 22nd Inst., for Bangor, (or aa
fcr asthc (ce will permit,)
touching at Rockland,
Camden, Lincoln vifle. Belfort, Searsport, Sandy

Cunlion.

PO.RAOE
OPTINIB
so.
It is entirely a

will make it

v.^5fr?t^amerC.CITY

j'd8L-A.

jhitftLr-tit-

Pliy'slcian'of S'SSll^rJl ^^SSTSSX

Lager Beer.

writer

Agents wanted
wrvwkereCam,>aIK11flnd lt J^St the
’.aR8er8 wil1terms
&

Ale &

'•

ARTHUR.

McKEhiNEY

THREE

HALLOCKMED'CAL

*
C.art 8,..rr,
®*,'Jto '74
•» prepared
furnish Porter, Ale,
Beer
halve"
aml
£2
quarter barrels,
'?
>lso in qua: lts, *"!'
pints, and i pints bottles in quantt-tes or one dozen and
upwards. Sent by Kinross C.
L.
ap26dlm

rHRE YEARS IJi A MAN TRAP.

A'

BAN

n II

S

during

^‘^IStF’"'

Portland, May 15,1*72.

rilHESE TABLETS present the Aold in combina- I
A tion with other efficient remedies, in a popular
form, for the Cure of all THROAT and LUNG DIs- i
eases.
HOARSENESS and BLC ERA TION of the
ally
THROAT are immediately relieved ami statements
are
being sent to the proprietor of relief I
constantly
in cases of Throat difficulties of years* standing.

8r"eU""* ^ of Hack

like U

instead of 5 a. m.
For frirther particular*
Inquire of Roas & Sturdivant, 179 Commercial street, or
CYSi;* NTI ROIYA.1T,

Cure disorders of Liver and Stomach,
Headache, Dvspepsla, Ac. Solil everywhere at 25 cents.
mr4t3in

For

_

besoTd l„w,in lots or sinileLd" sfixj

will sell

June

usual landing*,
she will leave Machlasport at 4. to

time

IX8IDK

MONEY

—'

myl3*2w

fH

Ml0ntreHl’

as follows:
Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
<^Uebcc’ ciorbam auii Bangor, at

resiK>n*ible for baggage to
*8° ia value (an<l that persouf.xceVH,,aK
,8
and pai'l for at the rate of
&yeni
oue
passenger tor every $500 additional value.
*L BKYDGES, Managing Director.
Y;
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
n
Portland, Oct. 26, 1871.
oc26lslw-o»tf

application

Biitlv

landings.

during which

*««■«.

Is strengthening ami
nourishing. Like nutritious food taken into the stomach, it assimilates and
diffuses itself through the circulation, giving vigor
and health.
It regulates the bowels, quiets the uerret, acts directly on the secretive organs, and, by its powerful
Tonic and restoring effects, produces healthy and
vigorous action to the whole svstem.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt Street. New York.
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send for Circular,
18
14w
my

,,ot

WASHBURBN, Jrjfe"

page*

al*ove named

wiU touch at Bar Harbor from
ok???
25th tokfw*9ten
Sept. 19th, in addition to her

-TO-

uterine

Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P. M.
B^rSleeping Cars on all night trains.

chandlery

Nearly

Railroad Wharf, Portland, every Tuesday
i-riday eveniugs, at ten o’clock, for Rockland,
Custlne, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. Went Harbor (Mr.
Oenert,) Millbridgc, Jonesport and Machbutport.
Keturning will leave Machlasport every Mon* lay
and
Thursday mornings, at 0 o’clock, touching at the

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurubeba

will arrive

E™®1 vJUtV

lfil

Coming

TRAINS.

ARRANGKMENT.

Passenger

colleUion

«,®»r

OP

CANADA^

stalioCn“a“3.^p,,^rSOUthPari“
train*

I

prottosals wfflta

book, by that popular

will leave
and

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From
Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to
Boston or New York, *34
CUKRENCY.
Passengers booked to all parts of the United States.
Drafts issued on Great Britain
and Ireland for £1
and upwards. For Freight and Cabin
passage apply
at the Company's Office, so State Street. For
steerage passage, at 99 State Stn. *. Boston.

JURUBEBA!

after Monday, Oct. 30, 1871,
7rains will run as follows:
L~—'
Passenger train at 7.30 A. M. for
a0u,o Paris, and Intermediate stations.
M„it ,i
Mail
train ^topping at all
stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for
Quebec,
^
Montreal and the West, at 1.19 P M
“d

untl 112 o clock noon of
Thursday the 6tli of
June next, for supplying rations and
chan 1 cry
for tho use of the crews and vessels sldp
of the
t«;i
States ltcvcnuo Marine Service in this
Ills
trict. for the hscal year ending June 30 1873
Schedule- of the articles of shit,
to be bid
for will he furnished on
at this office
The government reserves the right to reject anv or

T. S.
dls long .ontemplated
companion t.
'■
R««m.
400
ratetl and beautitully bound.
Every
ng interest
at lust

18.jCALABRlA,

Passage Money,[including fare from Boston toN York,
Cabin, 180, $100, $130 gold—according to accommodaSteerage, $30 Currency. Tickets to Paris, $15
Gold, additional. Return Tickets on favorable terms
p"*n,*er8 enb«rk at Cunard Wharf, Jersey
chy

Is

°° and

Proposals
Furnishing Rations
and Ship Chandlery for U. S.
Revenue Vessels.

Last and best

X

CAPT. DEERING,

a handsome Prospectus of our New
Family Bible containing over 450 fine
Scripture Illustrations to any Book Agent, free ot
charge. Address National Publishing Co.. Phila ** Pa
my!8f4w

Railway

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF

_Collector.

CONGRESS

The favorite Steamer
K W X 8 T O

We will send
illustrated

the

sept23dtf^__

tfie

pn>,"sals

504

via

Do not be deceived by “Old reliable
office
or
“best routes’’ advertised by other parties, but call at
(.rand I runk Office under Lancaster
at
the
Hall,or
l)epot and obtain prices, and see the saving In
l ime and distance.
Baggage checked through and
Pullman (Jar* secured from Portland to
Chicago.
D. H. BLANCHARD'S,
oppo. Preble House,
street, Portland, Me.
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
Bangor, Me.

orWC.U^
'®»s of *rifiStVBre,erve5the
the articles named

W‘th

irntiiKeinuut.

rAjk

Steamers appointed to sail
NEW YORK.
Mv::3[CHINA, Wed. Mav 22.
BATA\ IA, Sat.
Hay
Sat May 25.

Free to Book Agents.

GREAT WEST.

trictUCC

2aw6t-tJuG-M&E"

Summer

rao.11

Or any other poiut In the

proposals and a list of the articles to be
*
Fo,r““f,,r
furnished
can be had on
application to this office.

Collect'm's Office,

Machia*.

Currency

OALIFO RNIA,

uuni 12 o’clock meridian, on
Ft
fJ
the o
first Tuesday in June next, for the
supply of sub8tore8 *or the maril,e
hospital in this Dig-

rendition; will

Trunk
-POB-

Furiuuiu

for

TO

DeNert and

Cabin, $80 & $100 0«ld, According to
Accommodation. Steerage, $30

C. WELLS & CO.,
__1W Fulton Street, New Yorft.

no9tf

by purchasing tickets

of

2awtjnne4_

■ILLINGN, A*,*,

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK.

theCunarri Wharf, East

F.

$5.00 SAVED

is
hereby given that scaled proposals
NOTICE
will be received at the U. S. Custom House in

11

Naplee, daily.

bryeburg for Lovell, daily.
The 8.45 A. M. train from No.
Conway, arrives in
Portland in season for early afternoon train for
.Boston and passengers by the 1 P. M. from
North Conway can take the Portland steamers arriving In Bos*
ton early the next
morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.

3a£V,*i£r3.r

SEALED
W

and

Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falls and Porter
daily.
At Brownfield for Denmark and
8
Bridgton,
daily.
3
At
At

Portland and Falmouth, »
April 25, 1872. (
Propo»nU foraupplriug tbr U. ». marine
Oo.pital „t Portland, with Mabaintrnrr
fl*r"1 T*"r

p25

M.

Wfudsar and Halifax.

P.M.
3.15

Leave N. Comvay,

before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to
give us
®
a call.
T. BROWN & CO., General
>
Agents,
_Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

judgment,

M.

Leave

While doing average work, coupled with a good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse
power.
We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more jmver with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same
heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Government Bonds.
The durability of this boiler is greater than
any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come in contact with the
intensely heated surfaces
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the atteution of Railroad
men to the following facts, that while
running this
bollerwith coal or wood the sparks are
neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or
chimney,
which in itself is a most valuable advantage,
nevci

District

0“ and after Monday, Nov. 13th, and
further notice, trains will run as

LSP^Hfef'l A

The smoke and heated gases pass first through the
tubes in the upper
compartment, then descend, and
return tbrongb the tubes in the second
compartment,
thence again descending they pass through the tubes
in the third
compartment. By this operation, the
and
heated gases from the furnace on their
smoke,
,way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in eon^iat^ua^y decreasing temperatures of
water

and wife
be furnished with front
A GENTLEMAN

I860.

of

York and
and other

STURDIVANT,

roar26thdtf__179

M\

EPHRAIM P. GAMMON, late of Portland,
All luNtruauentM Warran led.
County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs, and I do hereby appoint
Price lists sent by mail.
Samuel H. Gammon of said Portland, my Agent or
Attorney, within the State of Maine. All persons
having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
" *•! se|1 to be
paid for in Installrequired to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called
ments.
upon to mane payment to I
LEONIDAS H. INGRAHAM, of Boston, Mass., Ad’r
fal»o have
|
ddK State lor (lie
or to Samuel H.
Gammon, of Portland, Agent.

——-—_____

myl4tf

_mrM«m
NOTICE.

in the

reasonable

ROSS &

144 1-2

Portland, April 16th, 1872.
Is hereby given, that the subscriber i,T,.
been dnly appointed and taken uiwn
ldm'elf1
estate

freight Coal from New
Philadelphia to Portland

—

ROOM,

ae

sea-

second

as

Wanted.

To

points east.

ml-Q

*

an

Boarders Wanted.
/
ERMANENT or transient boarders accommodated with good roomB and ltoard. Two connected
rooms with board, furnished or
unfurnished, at 119
Cumberland Street, corner of Franklinfebltlf

Vessels

---»

|PALMYRA,Turn June '25

embark at

possible

Limiugton, daily.

Wanted.

HASTINGS,

eu umm

NOTICE
the trust of Administrator of the

w21

fTIWO girls—one as cook, and the other
1 girl. Apply at No. 71 Dkeki.m; St.

12.00.

NiwMSM.Mwa.oSP
I:"H*2:■

Coat Maker.

myl6-lw

8

Express from Portland.

8,1,1 8,1 er Monday,
May 20th,
passenger trains leave Portland
1 m-ww-wfor Rocheater and intermediate stations
at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P.
M., making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for
Boston
over Boston & Maine and Eastern
Railroads. Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiaeogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with
Portsmouth, Great
balls and Conway Railroad tor
Conway.
Itochcster for Portland and way stations at
.30 A. M., and 12 M.
llie
train connecting with down trains on Dover and
Winnipiaeogee, and Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o’clock train
making direct connection at Rochester with tTsins from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West
Gorham, Standlsh, and No

Wanted.

FIRST-CLASS

Night

Spring Arrangement.

r—^-,

FRED. PROCTOR
109 middle Street.

Mt.

pages^containing
Address

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

Protestant
Apply at 61

niy20d&wtf

11:45, Bath 6 p. m« (remaining at Brunswick
11:45). Arrives at Portland at 1 a. m.

J. M.LUNT, General Superintendent.
«
Augusta, Feb. 14, 1872.
16tf

a

t,t,.,.

MELODEONS

'he mibscriber ban
Executor of the Will of

c

Wanted.
Female

p.

Through Tickets are sold in Portland for Honlton,
£“»*• ami ht. John, for 88.00; and to Halifax for

competent double entry Book-keeper and
Accountant, a nermanet situation Refers to
present employer and others. Address
I"p20-d3t»
A. C. W., Box 893.

—AND—

‘hat

♦he

a

the

tyPsssengers

Boston.

Roti.

Stages connect at Dexter with the 7.15 p.m. train,
arrivingat Dover and Foxcroft at or about 9.00 p. m.
Leave Dover and Foxcroft at or about 6. 30 a. m.
Connecting at Dexter with the 8.15 a. m. train for
Portland and Boston.
Fare to Portland $5.00; to
Boston $6.50.

OF THE

Wanted.

Orphan Asylum,
ATW oman—for general
housework.

7*i*

Passengers from Portland for Dover and Foxcroft
are ticketed
through. Fare $5.00. A good line of

Blanchard Maiue State Builer Co.

some

ap24eod3m

N°Wn !i"„!‘ercby Hivcn

835 REWARD.

b

a. m.

Night Express (from St. John), leaves
m.. Watcrvile 9:23,
Augusta 10:15, Bruns-

Bangor 7

OFFICE OF

city, yesterday afternoon, between Albert
INthis
Webb store, Commercial street, and
Vaughan's

BY

^

Train* Dae at Portland.
No. 1. Leaves Augusta at 5:45 a. m.. Bath 6:48,
Brunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via Danville) 6:45. Arrives at Portland 8:35 a. m.
No. 3. Leaves Bangor at 8:10 a.
m., Dexter 8:15.
Skowhegan 9:40, Watervilie 10:45, Augusta 11-45
Brunswick 1:35, Bath 1:00 licad field 11:4o, Lewiston
12:50. Arrives at Portland 2:56 p. m.
No. 9. Leaves Augusta at 3 p. m., Baths, Brunswick 5:25, Isiwiston (via Danville) 5.
Arrives at
Portland 6:45 p. m.

Dr. Jourdain’s C onsulting Office,
tfl Hancock Street, Boston, Mam.
junlldlyr

rea-

TRLIPOl.Sat. June 1.

No. 16. Leaves Portland at 8:08 p. m., for Lewiston via Danville, arriving at Lewiston V :50. This
train connects with 3 p. m. train from Boston.

causes, consequences and treatment of
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means
of cure, be:
ing the niost comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

is

10:30

Brunswick 6:35. Lewiston via Rrnnnwi,k
7 1 u and Augusta 8:15 p. m.

cn

PARTNER WANTED.

ORGANS

NOTICEduly

lot ol ex<'«{|i-nt°lt
rate; old ones ate?n,.»Hloh 1 K,hal1 "el1 at
r,d•
K. McDONALI?
my9dlm
™00 Fore at.,
F<x»tof Plum.t.

(Sheriff

_'-r-'---

W. P.

the subscriber has
been
appointed and taken upon himself the
irnst of Administrator of the estate of
MARY BACHELDER, late of

Ki*P'
“** “tlsfccllon both
I ,10MeB“nf
and
work. I have also

who have not lieen personally notified
by

jph

a new

$5000.

mau

^

18o. 3. Leave Portland at 1:00 p. m., Lewiston
via Danville 2:50, Readfield
3:59, Kendall's Mills 5:10,
Brunswick 2:30, Bath 2:50: (there connecting with
the Knox and Lincoln railroad for Damariscotta
Rockland, Ac.); Augusta 4:00, Kendall's Mills 5:10,
Skowhegan 5:50, Dexter7:15. Arrives at Bangor 7:40
p. m., connecting with train on E. St N. A. Railway,
for Old town auuMattawainkeag.
No. 4. Leaves Portland at 5:15
p. m. Arrives at

edition of his lectures,
just published
HAScontaining
most valuable information
the

n*.---:---

^^'
of good character—one who
A ^9!.
willing to devote himself to business during
sonable business

of Trains

M*. 10. Leaves Portland at 7:00 a. m. Arrives
at Lewiston via Danville 8:55, Brunswick 8
ao, BadU
9:00, (there connecting with Knox Sc Lincoln Railroad for Damariscotta, Rockland,
See.) Arrives at

Parisian Gallery ef Anatomy, Boston,

A Good Cook
is wanted at No. 33
recommended,
nr
Ku

MfeUH

I-IQUORS.

STREET.
dcl2eod-6m

REFRIGERATORS!

by D.

PROPRIETOR

my7*3w

$5000.

RAILROAD.

ifax.

Or. K. J. JOURDAIN,

IJSLM

Intoxicating

B.

wick
until

MAPLE STREET.

_

P.'sC&ApEk. R.

Pascsnger trains leave Portland for Bangor, 18a.
«, (night express via Augusta,) at 12:30 a.m. Brun2:25, Augusta 4:00, WatervUle 6:00. Arrives
ai Bangor 7:30 a. m.
Connecting with E. & N \
Railway train for Houlton, Calais, St. John and Hal-

The theme—the price—and stvle, renders it the best
book for canvassers ever published. The field is dear
with no competition. Address at once. B. B. RUSSELL, Pub., Boston, Mass.
ap25d&w4w-wl7

A

ALL PERSONS ENGAGED IN THE

HAWES & CRAGIN’S Music Store,

Is

w 10

Ranges,
by

BUCKNAM & BAILEY,

BURDKTT & WOOD’S

REED

Yarmouth, Me.

Agents for New Work by John S. C. AbBOOK
bott, suited to every family and all classes.

NO. 12

Snpt.

MAINE CENTRAL

The following are a few of the names of
g3^those who have used this RemedyMrs. _iO
Gov. Cony; Mrs.Hon. James W.Bradbury;
Anson P. Morrill, Ex-Governor; Mrs. Col.
g3P*Tliomas S. Lang; Hon. J. J. Eveleth,«^J
Mayor of Augusta; Rev. Dr. Torsey, of
Kent’s Hill; Rev. Dr. Ricker; Rev. E. E.
g^*Martin; Rev. C. F. Penney; Rev. G. W._JEB
Guinby;Rev. Win. A. Drew; Rev. H. F.
Wood; Col. F. M. Drew, Scc’y of State; Hon.
j£F“J. T. Woodard, State Librarian! Col. Geo.
W. Stanley, President First Nat. Bank; S.
W. Lane, Sec. Senate; Warren L. Alden,
g^*and 10,000 othersf too numerous to mention.^gj
Price 35 cents per bottle. For Sale by all
Druggists and Medicine Dealers. Sample
g3F“bottle and Circulars free. F. W. KINS-_^IB
MAN. Proprietor, Augnsta. Maine.
JOHN W. PERKINS & CO. W. F. PHILLIPS & CO. W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.
eod-4w jg
G£iF*Agents for Maine.

FOREST PAPER CO.,

ix

Just received and for sale

PIANOS of the best

aI,22tf

g^^diseases of a like nature.
000 bottles sold and not a failure yet.

to

myl&l&w d2w wlm w2n

flue assortment of

Summer

Passengers ticketed through by either route.

and all
More than 15,-«*g3)

1000 Cords Spruce Wood !

lot

Merchandise, STOVES,_FURNACES,
of

N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A.
M., and 3.30. 3.45 P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.

Lungs, Asthma, Whooping Cough,

'.N' T K D !

L.

INMIDK LINK

^Express.
ft Runs Monday, Wednesday and Friday
only.
£^"The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the
Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad.

Augnsta

an

mcMUtf

DIRECT FROM BOS’IOX
H.ISIBKRIA. Tu«t. June 4.
T.Ve*- **»>’
M»> " HKCLA. Tues., June 11.
SbR{£,V2’ 7"?- M»>’ 28 SAMARIA.TueK. June 18

swick

KAAA REWARD is offered for
iP»JUUU better REMEDY than
ADAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BAL0TSAM, for the cure of Colds, Coughs, Sore
Throat, Croup, Bronchitis. Soreness of

Boarders Wanted.

Stoves and Furnaces.

are

price, stylo

For fur-

do genmouths.

mayTtf

Cork Har.

Portsmouth for Portland 119.00 A. M.. tIO.48 A.
M.. t2.38 P. M., f5.30 P. M., ttt 8.00 P
M,*10.10 P. M
•Pullman sleeping car express train,
tAccommodation train.
§ Mall train.

DISCOVERY!

P

Exchange Street,

”

not

1872.

Commercial st.
Possession given immediately,
mh2-dti

Posters, Transparencies, Ac.

Deering,

see
as to
on hand a

F. M.

which they stand.
Enquire of'A. E. STEVENS

Cumberland, decoded, and given
Let Me Speak Once More ! &£!}! ““?ty°r
the .law directs.
All person.
having dc“f “aM deceased
to exblblt th„ ,‘L“BU,e
required
good jHtople of Portland,
al1 l*™”** indebted to »aid
WHforEtLt5enJSi“iK*latrona8e
entate
through the last
son, I wonM llfvu
payment to
Smith'd, S®*"Adm'r
an,t a» who Ere to have
of Wmouth.
KrCi"'!
Deering, May 7th® w“tR’
if I will
““ don“’ to 01,11 aul1
““

casv.

on

Portland, May 7th, 1872.

PHILLIPS A CO
PORTLAND, ME.

MW&S

Terms

HENRY HUTCHINS. Yarmouth.

on

^

ALARMING SYMPTOMS IF
NEGLECTED, BUT WHICH ARE

office.

1111E

Houses, No. 99 State street, ami the
the rear,
TWO
Vernon Court, together with the

nersons

mch2

summer

Apply

Sale.

one

Musical

A. C. BARKER,
131 Commercial street.

good girls to go into the country—to
eral house work during the
TWO
at this

C.

Queenstown,

5

A GREAT

to

Wanted.

Apply to
Agent.

for

^^jgyg^Arrangement

B.

at

jt^y*1"*1*

Train. Fram Portland.

A.

AT 7 O’CLOCK T».

Returning leave INDIA WHAHF, Boston
days at 7 P. M. Fare fcl.SO. FreighTtakenli

..

eodly

FOUR H 3RSE WAGON—Axle to be 2i inch.

manner.

3Qf”Wagon, Box and Boat

L nmmsfy'

Room of

wanted!
ONE
Apply

&

Passenger trains

..alia

T

have the

owner can

same

mouth.
subscriber otters for sale the house now owned
and occupied
by him, situated on the Freeport
road, Yarmouth; within convenient distances from
churchesi, schools, jiost office, depot, Stc. Said house
is one an 1 one half stories, with
porch and out-buildings, nearly new anil Just repaired. Lot contains
about one acre good land, with fruit and ornamental

him^f ?SVe,rlaD,1-.<leceaae<1'
Itw fcU
AD
‘nVy b’iviru: bond, the
eetate of said deceased,
are*remuirl?in'to '!■ iH hq" hbe
SLEEPLESSNESS, DIZZINESS, same; and all
Indebted „aid «ta£harecaH®
HEADACHE, GLOOM AND DE- cd upon to make
payment to
L. EUGENE

for

Handkerchief. The
the
LADY’S
by applying at Counting
Press Office.

3w

May 15th,

•very where.
no28

Found.

lor Sale.

great variety of small fruit. Building large and in
good condition. Inquire of Capt. C. H. SMITH, on
the premises, or of the subscriber.
ap26d<fcw3w-wl8
ELIHU HASTY, Portland.

CELEBRATED

OF DYSPEPSIA
ARE PAIN IN THE PIT OF THE
STOMACH, CAUSED BY CONTRACTION UPON UNDIGESTED

OF
“White’s Specialty

myl7tf

House & Land For Sale in Yar-

AND

Union, or 6 South Street
Gatley, Sheridan & Griffiths.

173 Fore St.

SPIRITS,

BOARD

PORTLAND, SACO,

leave Portland daiPortsmouth anil Boston, (Snnf-oW^-Ww-3'lays excepted) at *1.10 A. M. t6.15A.
M.. {9.10 A. M., (3.30P. M., 13.45 P.
M., t H6.00P. M.
Leave Boston for Portland at t7.30 A. M., t8.30 A.
M., ttt6.00P. M. *8.00P.51.
M;,,1,i1H5I’,',-M'\,J'OOP'
for Portland at S-<W A.
M., returning at

2m

Urine, Mucous anu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinuence of Urine, Chronic Catarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the
(Jrino-Genital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers In Medicta

Wanted.

LIINTE

Commencing Monday, April 33d, I8T3.

Proprietors.

A Standard Preparation, endorsed by the most reliable Physicians, and its astonishing curative powers
attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy* for all diseases of the
Urinary Organs existing in male or female, Irritation
or Inflammation of Kidneys or Bladder,
Gravel, Diabetes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thick, Cloudy

with pleasant rooms, furnished or unfurnished. Also lodging rooms and table hoard.
Transient boarders accommodated at No. 23 Mayo st.

f;

Orders left at

consisting

dyspepsia.

ALL

Boarders

WHARF, Portlaud,

DAILY, (SUNDAYS KXCITTKI*)

Steamers appointed to sail

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

Immediately,

myl8d3t

ap22dtf

PORTSMOUTH R. R.

EXTRACT

T N the vicinity of High street, one Ear-Drop. The
-A finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving at

AT

,,

EASTERN AND

SMOLANBER^

Lost 1

the west end—2 houses, No. 7 and 9 Bramhall
st., containing 9 rooms each; gas. hard and soft
water; cemented cellar; in good repair and first rate
neighborhood; terms easy.
William L. Fermat it.
For information apply to
Henry Williams, Junction of Bramhall & Vaughan Sts.
mvl7'gw

Y armouth.

R. P. HALL & CO.
Nashua, N. H.
For sale by all druggists.
eow w wl9
my7eodAeow d

ol

Pant and Vest makers: also one good pressman by JOHN
ROBERTS, Gorham, Me.
my8d2w

ON

PORTLAND.
by mail promptly attended to.
ap20d MW&F eod 3m

Specialty

OF

Wanted

For Sale.
A flue building lot 120 feet
160 feet deep—on
Groro street, \\ill be sohl front,
low and on favorable
terms. Apply to W. H,
JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.

trees. Good neighborhood.
ther information apply to

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
Street, Portland.

M3 Commercial

my9

!l! *3

For

(Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
W. MERRITT,
Superintendent,

used.

Also Lady Boarders
Center and Free at. No
jun30tl

Press Oflice.

80(Kl8'll>are feet.
Jh?i.'S1<:?St,Hn9
®cal ®'8ta,e an<f loan

may2sn

•Accommodation.
tFast Express.

It is the best

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

All orders

SYMPTOMS

PRESSION

x_

account of poor health, my house and
store,
heated throughout by steam with
very little expense. Also, the stock which was bought before the
ate rise. It is one of the best and most desirable
chances for safe investment in trade in Portland.
<'“11 "" ,h‘' I""':.' "—’
enFi'JkWHife
J. J. GILBERT,
»—All who have demands
against me will present them for payment, and
persons owing me will
please call and settle.
eod
mclil9tf

pavement

GARDENS,

To put out to

White’s

v

For Sale or To Lease.

-FOR-

49 1-2

will give steady work, at good
prices, until paid for.

ITH or without board.
wanted. Apply corner

use.

Kidneys.

Machines

CO.,

WM

again,

Furnished Kooni to Let,

an

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
Aud sold by druggists all round the w*6rld.

ME.
wl6

GEO. W. RICH &
mylCdlw

Suburban House Lot for

COAT,

p

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station, Causeway street.

iylfttl

rTUIE centrally located house and
large lot on Free
homestead of the late Judge

THE FEW Compositions
which have won the confidence of mankind and
become household words
among not only one hut
many nations, mifst have
extraordinary virtues. Perhaps no one ever secured so
wide a reputation or maintained it so long as Ayer’s
Cherry Pectoral.
It
lias been known to the public about forty years, by a
long contiuned series of
marvellous cures, which lmve won for it a confidence
in its virtues, never equalled by
any other medicine.
It still makes the most effectual cures of
Coughs,
Colds, Consumption, that can be made by medical
skill. Indeed, the Cherry Pectoral has
really
robbed these dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a
great extent, and given a feeling of immunity from
tlieir fetal effects, which is well founded, if the remedy be taken in season. Every familv should have it
in their closet for the ready and
prompt relief of its
members. Sickness, suffering, and even life is saved
by this timely protection, The prudent should not
neglect it, and the wise will not. Keep it by you for
the protection it aftords in sudden
attacks, and by ts

timely

tl

To be Lei,

One of the best locat ons In the city.
Inquire of J. I. BARBOUR, on
tiie premises, or of Wm. H.
Jerrls, Real Estate Ae’t.
my!8*2w

|

nects with the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route aud Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3.30t P. M.
train with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
The above trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Station
foot of State street, where tickets can be purchased
aid baggage checkqji.

Eruptious.

let, containing 7 roomy, Sebafto
particular* o.*ll at 31 LINCOLN

my9d2w

111

Lowell, 6.15*. 9.10* A. M., 3.30t, 3.45* P. M.
Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.30t, 3.46* P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston in
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
York, the South and the West. 9.10* A. M. train conMilton and

It removes Dandruff and a'.l Scurvy
It does not staiu the skin.
Our Treatise on the Hair sent free by mail.
Beware of the numerous preparations which are
sold upon our reputation.

Let,

'll UK whole or part ot the block ol Brick Stores
1
Pori laud Pier.
Apply at the Merchants National Bank.

For Sale.

1
LV1

A VU

M., 3.30t, 3.45*, fi.OOt (express) P.M.

H4IR DRESSING
ever

to

desirable

Eligible Properly

made young

ATLANTIC

low rates.

1BT3.

Returning *7.30, 18.30 A. M., *12.15,
*3.0®, fi.OOt (express) P. M
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Coucord, N. H., via 0. & P. R. R.
Juuction, 6.15* A. M., 3.45* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.

Physicians aud Clergymen

a»>-

SAILING FOB LIVERPOOL.

* p- K. H. Sta,T"*£“{“">
,P S-Boston,
Portland, for
*6.15, *9.10

Testify to its merits in restoring Gray Hair to its
original color and promoting Its growth. It makes
the hair soft and glossy
The old In appearance are

second Boor. Also
49 Frank-

on

Arraagrmrnl, April 33,

CIT "V

Having commodious Cabin ami state Ib>om *•
commodatlouM, will run alternately, leaving

MAIL 8TEA.VER8

Calling

C Ir'Freight trains between Portland and Boston

floor with board.

ausr23

TVE„'V
Ho,u’e No- 20 Bramhall st; 12 finished rooms;
Gas, plenty of Water <£c.

Coagha, Colds,Whooping Cough,
Bronchitis, Asthma and Consamptioa.

PORTLAND,

Good Pant

water.

Sale or To Let.
No. 94 Green St., recently occupied by
Isaiah Frye & Son. Apply to GARDNER M.
PARKER, South Gorham, or to Capt, Geo. W. Parker, Portland.
ap3tf

Diiensca #f the Throat and Lunga,

For

SOLD BY

Sewing

TTENEMENT
For

W
v

&p27

4 ITAl*5 oUL APPir

room

To

Silent

WM. E. WOOD, Agent,
07 Exchange Street.

trout
tb.rd
oc28tr'

one room on

Hou.r., Lou an. .arm. for .ale.
Hv woulil refer parties abroad to tb.
following
najied gentlemen 01 tbiscitv: Hon. Geo. F.
lev, Hon. A. W H. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin KincsHon.
Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch.
r"’
M C.
D|'| tiand. Nov t inn
no,t,

especially

Mpring

F OREST

cents, children half price.
apl

CIJNARD

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

HAIR

To Let

OF’Private parties can be accommodated by
plving to the Captain on board.
Fare down and back 25
Portland, April 1, 1872.

1-3 Exchange Hired.

JOHN BROOKS

and 3.45 P. M.

E^—Reliablc Information cheerfully furnished at
all times.
wl5
apSdAw
isit

JF

PLEASANT
lin st.

CALIV+RNIA

CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER,
Will leave the end of Custom House Wharf dally lor
Peaks’ Island at 8.45 A. M., and 3.15 P. M.
Keturuing will leave Peaks’ Island 9.15 A.M.,

W. I>. LITTLE & CO.
40

.Alg-wTHE SUPERIOR SEA-OOINM
STEAMERS

e

re x P R E S H,

^^r^w3we«I,

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

Let.

l

boutb and Kartkmay obtain through Ticket*
by the boat and moat reliable
route from Portland or Boston, or New York, to
any point desired, at the loweat rate*, at the old
and reliable Union Ticket Agency of

HALL’S

NOT sold previous to Oct 1st, (he twoeud houses
iu the new brick block of tour, on the corner ot
Neal aud Pine sis, will be rented on tavorab'e ttyoa.
Tleteate first class liousea m every respect, conaipiog 13 rooms, baving all moibrn improvements,
ami Seliago water. Apply to JOHN T. HULL,48
Union St.
sep!6

3T,

WM. II. JEJtRIS,

These bonds will bear the most critical examinacommend themselves to
tion, and they
Savings Banks ana Trustees as a safe and permanent investment.
They comprise the only debt in the State of Illinois provided for by State taxation. Send for descriptive documents to

lass House* to

First-

Travelers for

P®?*the Weal,

-..

A 7 octave Edwards Piano—In good
Srasanal order. Address PIANO, Press Office.
T
Vi_
tL
my20 Iw

PREMISES

the United States and

Interest paid at American Exchange
York, January and July, by State
Treasurer.

Read Prof. Hayes’ re|»ort
to Col. Brodhoad, State
Commissioner of Massachu-

J. W. PERKINS Sc CO.,

aplltt_S.

For

EIGHT AND TEN PER CENT.

STATE of the
BLOOD, or the deranged
condition of the Stomach,

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.

rilHK West
for the last
A seven years by Jedediab Granain Esq. All, or
part of the Fumituin ol the house can be bought at a
as the same will be sold at Public Aucgroat
tion soon if not disposed off, as the proprietor wishes
to change his business.
Possession given immediately.
R. CLEMENT.

Sale in Deeriug.
It is 270 feet on Prosi>ect St., and 114 teet deep,
containing between 30 and 40 apple trees, grafted
fruit, and yielding, some years, 30 to 40 barrels of
apples. This place presents one of the finest views
in the town. Apply to
W. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
4mayd3w

ILLINOIS

Principal

aplltf

To Let,
Gorham House, occupied

Registered Coupon Bonds Real Estate and Leap Agent

IMPURE

the following results: “This is an officinal Medicinal
preparation, containing extracts of Roots and Herbs.
It is free from injurious substances, and
may be used
as directed by persons
requiring a medicine of this
kind. Very Respectfully,
S. DANA HAYES, State Assayer, Mass.’’
FLINT & GOLDTHWAIT, Props., Salem, Mass.

LARGE

A Nice

15th St.
Opp. U. S. Treas.

Cooke,

Applv to

VERY

lot on Congress, (next of
State,) containing 15,000 sqr. ft. of land, with
house and stable. Will be sold cheap; terms very
easy. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange St.
myl5d3w

Washington,

INDIGESTIVENESS,
TION, DYSPEPSIA, NERVOUS DEBILITY, and all
complaints arising from an

fob

CO.,

For sale.

Sotth3d St.

41

LIEVE HEADACHE.COS-

we

1

NEW YORK,

THE TORPID LIVER and
BOWELS, Cleanse the
Blood of ail Impurities, and
give new Life and Vigor to
the whole svstem.
t
They will RESTORE A
LOST APPETITE.
RE-

apl7d eod &w6m

Schools convenient. The Greely In_>titute situated here, where all
“children ana youth” in town are admitted free, and
can obtain a clasical education.
Said farm contains
55 acres clay loam land, well adapted for grass and
divided
into
graiu. suitably
pasture and tillage; cuts
25 tons hay. Never-foiling brook in pasture. Has
an orchard of 80 l'ruit trees,
half young. Two story
House and ell, finished throughout; Barn40x56, nearfinished
with
cellar
well
full size, cistern in
new.
ly
same.
Never foiling well of excellent soft water near
the house. Also cistern in cellar. 6 acres of wood in
separate lot. Good bargain may be expected if applied for Boon. For terms apply on the 'premises to
OLIVER S. COLLINS, Cumberland Centre, Me.
wl5
April 8th, 1872.
ap9deodlw& wtf

Bashers,

Philadelphia,

For terms ap-

EDWARD FOX.

Plano To Let.
Farm for Sale.
Pleasantly situated near the Village of Cumberland Centre,IOC miles
from Portland. Church, Stores and

FOR BOSTON.

Peak'i Island Nlramb.uK .upa.,.
NTKA.HKB

Passenger Ticket Agency

Sarsaparilla

_.«r
the determination of these same humors to some
internal orgau, or organs, whose action they
derange
and whose substance they disease and’
destroy.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla expels these humors from
Ihe blood. When they are gone, the disorders
they
produce disappear, such as Ulcerations of the Liver
stomach, Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive
Diseases of the Skin, St.
Anthony's Fire, Rose or
Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils. Tumors, fetter, and Salt Rheum, Scald Heml, Ringteorm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Pam in the Bones, Side, and
Head, E'emate Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrluta arising from internal ulceration and uterine disease.
Dropsy, Dyspepsia,
Emaciation, and General Debility. With their departure health returns.
PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO..
Lowell, Mass.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all Druggists everywhere.
dec9d& we very3d w 1y

arc

,<ls tn

University!

No. 20

story.

convenient house of 10 rooms.
BRUNELL & CO., 151) Exchange st.

May ll-d3w

three o’clock p. M., at 2
or iu
writing P. O.
febl9

JAY COOKE &

erer

No. 20 State St., Bostox.
Josiah A. Brodiiead, Esq.—Sir. A sample of Old
Dr. Goodhue's Root and Herb Bitters, from Flint ft
Goldfehwait, Salem, Mass., has been analyzed with

a

WILL

in 2d

bargain,

$3500

films school is oj*en to all persons of all dcnominai t tions. and the next term will begin Sept. 26.
A Catalogue, giving information in regard to admission and i>ecuniary aid, will be sent on application to
Prof. Oliver Stearns, D. D., or Prof. E. J.
Young.
my4d2m

STOMACH, STIMULATE

setts.

Terms easy. Good Investment,
than 12 per cent interest. Apply to
Estate & Loan Agent.

JEUR1S, Real

buy good two story House in good order.
Good lot centrally located, on Pleasant street"
JOHN C. PROCTER.
Inquire of

DIVINITY SCHOOL OF

from the bent
Herbs, Barks and
They invigorate the

or

more

room

mrli27

ft;

myll*3w

1866._oc4dly
Harvard

conven-

40x80

good neighborhood.

will pay
WM. If.

counting

House to Let.

ient for two families; Sebago water; lot
LOCATED

Morazain,

For Kent.
Commercial st., corner of Union
St.. occupied by George M. Small. Suitable for
Flour and Grain, aud heavy Grocery Trade.
Double
to

For Peaks’ Island.

Internal derangements

-•

No. 157

ply

PROCURE TICKETS

OLD

makes positive cure of a
series of complaints,which
are always afflicting and
too often fatal. It purities
the blood, purges out the
lurking humors in the
which
undersystem,
mine health and settle into troublesome disorders.
Eruptions of the skin are
the
appearance on the surface of humors that should

MATTOCKS & FOX,

STORE

STEAMERS.

AT THE

medicine that cures
real public blessing.

a

Ayer’s

by Hoyt,

mar28dtf__86 Middle street.

copy.

House & Lot for $2,500.
on Munjoy; house two
story,

A
is

For Rent.
Store 92 Middle street, nowoccupietl
Fogg and Breed. Apply to

TUIE

STEAMERS.

FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

BRICK

88 Middle Street.

Appleton Block, Congress St.,

prepared with

Liver, Bowels

Argus

SIDEWALKS, DRIVES. YARDS,

Spring

are
care

marl 1-dtf

steam

To Let 1
Store, No. 149 Commercial at., recently occupied by Mcesrs. Puringtou & Butler; suitable for wholesale Flour or Grocery Business. Gas,
Water aud all modern conveniences. Amilv to
A. E. STEVENS &LO.,
146 Commercial treet.
Janl6tt

Bargain

a

well of water, garden, gas throughout.
Terms to suit purchaser, not over $500 down required. May be examined between 10 and 12 A. M. and
between 3 and 5 P. M. For further particulars enquire of
MATTOCKS & FOX,

PROF.

Jay

accomm-

of Brackett and Bramliall streets,
CORNER
cently occupied by J. H. J. Thayer. Good cel-

J. C. L. MORAZAIN and wife having taken
a convenient house in the
city, are prepared to receive as boardeis. a few
young ladies desirous of aca
theoretical
and
quiring
practical knowledge of the
French language.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown. J. W. Symonds,
Esq., C. F. Libby, Esq., Gen. H. G. Thomas.

114

al«o be

con

«-EO. K. DA VIM & CO.,
Eafafe A mortgage Drokerw.

Teacher of the French Language.

Apply

tarni

lar. good

FROM PARIS,

uuiicrece

PURIFIER.

building

House For Sale at

be obtained.

BITTERS

They

And

Teacher thus far
indication of future

BOARD IN A FRENCH FAMILY

OOODIIUK’H

HERB

of

Krai
iep24tt

THOS. H. MEAD, Sec’y.
v
njj
North Bridgton, May 7, 1872.
Tu, F&W't'jel

Box

lu

odated with lonua.

A. M.,

deol8-d&wevery3dwly

AND

Tkf best

niroiM

as a

sufficient

Loan til
loan money

re-

boarding can

To a venerable matron of more than fourscore summers
the honor of
the
first of her sex who ever cast a
ballot at
a
election. She
the

OI,I»

as a

••

Ayer’s Sarsparilla,

cars; has 10 rooms, all the modem appliances, stable, &c., and is first class in all respects.
E. Morrill, near premises, or W. H.
to
Chaa.
Apply
Jerris, Gaboon Block.
mylltf

from 9100 lo any nmouui
dcairrd, on Urol
mortgage* in Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Weatbrook. or Deering. Partiea de-

Competent Assistants will be employed in the varidepartments.
Text Books furnished by the Principal at
city prices,
Board and Tuition reasonable.
Rooms for self-

God.

an

regarded

to

prepared

are

and

raiLroads.

_MEDICAL.

To Let.
4 T Morrill’s Corner, Deering—A
genteel brick
Jr\. dwelling house, pleasantly located, near horse

cars

clnuH

ous

culminated in a
convention at the Territorial capital. Bitter
recriminations, sandwiched between blows
and personal altercations, after the most approved Kastem fashion, enlivened the scene;
and, while chaos was impending, the doorkeeper announced that a consideral force of
the lately downtrodden, but now enfranchised sex demanded admission. They were
at once provided with front scats in the political synagogue, and from that moment the
men who had been rudely belligerent became
calm, and contented themselves thereafter
with an interchange of decent philippic, unaccompanied with blows. But for female influence, the lives of several estimable pothouse politicians might have been sacrificed
on the altar of
patriotism. The first election
under the new law occurred
shortly afterward,
and the women very
generally deposited their
ballots, which in this instance executed the
free woman’s will as
lightnings do the will of

If I could

popularity

and

success

WRIGHT,

satisfaction.

Congressional nomination

Sensible Talk About

$20,000
%Ve

niHE SUMMER TERM of eleven weeks will com£ juence ou Tuesday, Way 48th, 1874, under the continued care of

How Woman Suffrage Works in

Wyoming.
fierce preliminary struggle for

*

Bridgton Academy.
EDMUND W.

$

BULLETIN.

K

Yarmouth,

'*

Ilea. B, Vsj'vhi & Co

*<*«>> 187*.

mHE Summer term
under the tnatructlou
tcaclier.
hii'hlv aucceuHful and
House as usual.
Board and room at BoanUng
^ jj vtES, Sec’y of Trustees.
28T1.
myl6 everySd td
May

think but he will find
Some way to heli>, Home way to show
Me to the thing I long for ho.
1 stretch my hand—it lies so near:
It looks bo sweet, It looks so dear.
Oh, let me know
Dear Lord,’* I ]>ray,
If it is wrong to want it ho!”
He only smiles— He does not B]*ak:
My heart grows weaker ami more weak,
With looking at the thing so dear.
Which lies so far, and yet so near.
Now, Lord, I leave at thy loved feet
This thing which looks so near, so sweet;
I will not seek, I will not long—
I almost fear 1 have been wrong.
I’ll go, and work the harder, Lord,
And wait till by some loud, clear word
Thou callost me to tby loved feet.
To take this thing, bo dear, so sweet.
June.
-Saxe Holm, in Scribner-tM
I

TO LEI.

JtSSTATJS.

niiAL,

gentlemen’s

•

I

-d

GOOD Gate Saw, nearly

UTTLEFIEld

Maple strwtsT

fn
1

Merchant Tailor.

»f«7-3w_137 Middle St., Portland, Me.
UiK Sttw For Sale.

A dress

o..

wear

new

i?n

or »d■S£*uJ*e
Cor- Vo.k

